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We are glad to present the social and environmental report of ALROSA for 2017 to
share the company’s achievements and our view on sustainable development. For
us, it is more than just regular performance. This is not a short-term project that
can be completed quickly to enjoy the result. Sustainable development is a long and
painstaking process, daily work that does not usually become a sensation and does
not get on newspapers headlines, but every day makes people’s lives a little better.
We set ourselves a large-scale task: to make the regions of our presence develop
together with the company. To make residents of our single-industry towns always
provided with work and decent wages, so that their lives become more comfortable
and not much different from life in large cities. To let our children see the beauty
of nature firsthand, not in photographs. To make everyone confident in the future.
To leave the best for future generations — an environment and a job they could
be proud of.
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$ 4.3 bn
OF ROUGH AND POLISHED DIAMOND SALES

MARKET SHARE

2017 KEY
PERFORMANCE

27%

OF THE GLOBAL ROUGH
DIAMOND SUPPLY

PRODUCTION

MORE THAN

39.6 mn ct

500

OF ROUGH DIAMONDS THE LARGEST AMOUNT
IN THE MODERN HISTORY

SOCIAL AND CHARITY
PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED

RUB 124,300 a month
AVERAGE SALARY OF WORKER.
3X TIMES HIGHER THE AVERAGE SALARY IN RUSSIA

OF WASTE — IS 5 (THE LOWEST)
HAZARD CLASS

144.3 mn m³

34.1%

RECYCLED WATER USE

SHARE OF WOMEN IN
PERSONNEL
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FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS

OF GHG EMISSIONS
IN CO2-EQUIVALENT

AVERAGE EMPLOYEE
AGE

99.98%

RUB 4.4 bn

465.1 thousand tons

41

77%

RUB 4.5 bn

OF TOTAL SALES GOES UNDER LONG-TERM
CONTRACTS. ENSURING STABILITY AND
TRANSPARENCY

SPENT FOR CORPORATE SOCIAL PROGRAMS
FOR WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES

INCLUDING

RUB 50.3 bn

RUB 32.5 bn

TAXES PAID. INCLUDING RUB 32.5 BILLION OF PAYMENTS TO YAKUTIA

TAXES PAID IN YAKUTIA

MORE THAN

ALMOST

RUB 10 bn

RUB 6 bn

OF TOTAL SOCIAL INVESTMENTS

4.86 mn m³

WATER INTAKE FOR PRODUCTION NEEDS

SPENT FOR COMMUNITY AND
CHARITY PROGRAMS

36,887
EMPLOYEES
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DEAR READERS,
This is the 2017 Social and Environmental Report of ALROSA, which addressed the Company’s
achievements and our vision of sustainable development. There is more to it than just figures in the file.
We set a more ambitious goal of helping our regions grow together with the company. The residents of
small towns should have jobs and fair wages, their life should be comfortable and fit the living standards
of large cities. We want future generations to have all the best things, including jobs and environment,
which they can be proud of.
Sustainable development is not a short-term project, which we can promptly fulfil and enjoy the outcomes.
It is a long-term and hard work, continuous improvement, which takes over all company’s activities and
is factored into every decision. ALROSA management, company’s shareholders, and local governments
embrace such a vision and understand its importance.
Long-term development is the key priority of ALROSA approved by the shareholders as far back as in
2013. The Strategy has been continuously updated in line with new economic and industrial requirements
but its key points remain unchanged. To ensure operations for the years to come, the company focuses on
rough diamonds mining and avoids to dissipate resources on non-core businesses. We keep discovering
new deposits and growing our resource base, we integrate new technology to enhance production, cut
costs, and strengthen our market leadership.
Taking care of people is our main goal. ALROSA possesses huge mineral reserves, production facilities,
shows good financial performance and has won the respect of the global industry and clients. These
achievements imply hard work of our staff members, in particular, those employed in production. Our
team brings together highly qualified experts who not only mine diamonds every day but contribute
to overall company performance, dividend and tax payment and help the company to pursue social
programs and develop regions.
We are proud of our employees and appreciate their contribution. ALROSA seeks to be an attractive
employer and ensure decent working conditions. In 2017, the average wage in the company was RUB
124.3 thousand, which is three times higher than the average wage in the Russian Federation and two
times higher than the average wage in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). It went up almost three times over
the last 10 years.
Along with high wages, ALROSA makes available its corporate social programs, including Health,
Wellness and Recreation, Culture and Sports, and Housing. The company spent RUB 2 billion to develop
the programs.
Wellness means more than just a social package. Our primary goal is our employees’ safety at work.
The Mir underground mine accident, which killed 8 people, has taught us a lesson but no experience is
worth human lives. ALROSA’s primary goal is to build the industrial safety and labor protection system to
prevent new accidents and even minor incidents. In 2017, the company began to set up an independent
management vertical structure to ensure industrial safety. These services are no longer regulated by the
chief engineers of subdivisions. This will enable them to be independent from the production units and
give unbiased estimates.
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INTRODUCTION BY THE СHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER – CHAIRMAN
OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
1

1
The name of the sole executive body of PJSC ALROSA “President” was replaced by the title“Chief Executive Officer
– Chairman of the Executive Commitee” in January 2018 subject to the Charter of PJSC ALROSA approved by the
General Meeting of Shareholders.
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Measures include structural reforms and the incentive system as well as changing the vision of production
employees. Our goal is to create the culture of safety to motivate workers to take care of safe operations
and strictly comply with safety precaution, cause them to think about the consequences and care about
other’s violations.
ALROSA takes care about the company’s employees as well as all residents of the regions of our
operations. In the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), ALROSA is the largest employer and taxpayer, which
accounts for the largest share of the region’s tax return. In 2017, ALROSA paid more than RUB 32.5 bn in
taxes in the region. In addition, the republic and its uluses received more than RUB 12.7 bn in dividends.
ALROSA is the backbone enterprise for several Yakutia’s towns and sustains their vital functions. There
are other locations that are not related to diamond mining or other industry sectors but need assistance
in development and well-being. Our goal is to facilitate the social and economic development of cities
and regions and make available social services in healthcare, education, culture, and sports and maintain
a continuous infrastructure operation. In 2017, ALROSA allocated RUB 5.97 bn in social community
investments. The company implemented 500 social and charity projects over the year.
Along with investments in corporate social programs, RUB 275.3 mn in personnel development and
more than RUB 2 bn paid on corporate pension plans, the company’s total social spending exceeded
RUB 10 bn.
The well-being of people and regions implies environmental protection. ALROSA seeks to minimize
adverse environmental effects and reasonably use it resources. Our goal is to reduce emissions, including
greenhouse gas, and save power and water. In 2017, ALROSA invested RUB 4.4 bn in environmental
protection.
The key last year’s event was the deployment of the unified Environmental Center, which will lead and
streamline the efforts previously made by individual enterprises. The Environmental Center will pursue
a broad range of goals, such as expanding the industrial environmental control, integrating a risk-based
approach and the geoinformation monitoring system, generating the company’s analytical database
and establishing a unified approach to addressing environmental issues. The new unit will develop the
environmental strategy, which will be integrated into the general ALROSA growth strategy.
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Full transparency is another driver of sustainable development. From our perspective, successful work
implies an honest dialog with all stakeholders. ALROSA is committed to the maximum disclosures and
explaining all company’s events and changes to involve people in addressing any matters. Today the
employees can communicate directly with the company executives and questions and get their feedback.
The company holds regular meetings and public hearings for regional residents. The company integrates
with government and regulatory authorities to develop joint solutions.
Independent experts value ALROSA’s achievements in sustainable development. Last year, the company
was assigned high ratings by several rating companies. We are ready to go extra mile to pursue our goals.
In fact, our performance only highlights our responsibility and drives our future success. ALROSA will
continue to work hard to grow its business and the wellbeing of our regions and set a good example to
others.

___________
Chief Executive Officer – Chairman of the Executive Committee
PJSC ALROSA
Sergey Ivanov
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1

About ALROSA group

General
information
ALROSA Group is the world’s largest producer of rough diamonds.
The company’s share of the Russian market exceeds 95% and the
global market share is 27%. This means that every fourth rough
diamond worldwide is mined in Russia.
ALROSA Group includes PJSC ALROSA and its main diamondmining subsidiaries PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba, JSC Almazy Anabara,
OJSC Nizhne-Lenskoe 1, and PJSC Severalmaz, which production
sites are located in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the
Archangelsk Region. ALROSA Group also includes a cutting and
polishing subdivision, international representative offices in 6
countries, auxiliary industrial organizations, utility companies,
treatment centers, trade and transportation units.
ALROSA Group’s operating activities are located in two regions of
the Russian Federation - the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the
Archangelsk Region. The Company owns interest in Catoca Mining
Company, which is developing Catoca deposit in Angola. However,
ALROSA has no product share in this project and is entitled only to
receive dividends on its interest in the company.
ALROSA is committed to a mono-product strategy with a focus on
the exploration, mining, and marketing of rough diamonds as the
most attractive sector with the highest margin. In 2017, the rough
diamond sector accounted for 90% of the ALROSA’s consolidated
revenue.
1
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OJSC Nizhne-Lenskoe was dissolved in 2017 with the transfer of its assets (licenses,
equipment, etc.) to JSC Almazy Anabara. The Report discloses information related to joint
activities and rough diamond mining at such companies operating as part of ALROSA
Group.
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PJSC ALROSA is the largest public diamond mining company in
the industry. The company has 34% of shares in free float and 66%
owned by the Russian Federation, the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),
and municipal regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). The market
capitalization of the company was RUB 553 bn in 2017. (USD9.6 bn).
ALROSA has 37,000 employees, with most of them located in
Yakutia. ALROSA is committed to sustainable development and the
international standards of corporate social responsibility.
ALROSA has unique engineering experience and a reliable
production and resource foundation. Stable production and
marketing, sustainable financial status and a high level of social and
environmental responsibility have won the company a wide support
of the international and industrial community. The company relies
on solid traditions and government support and pursues its mission:

95%
27%

company’s share of the Russian market

global market share
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Taking the lead in the global diamond-mining
industry by the growing and efficient use of mineral
resources of diamond deposits in partnership with
the company team for the benefit of the society and
shareholders.
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Production chain and
geography of operations
ALROSA’s production chain includes the full process from exploration and deposit development to the
sale of rough and polished diamonds.

Geological exploration
ALROSA is a global leader by diamond resources and reserves. The economic feasibility of the
development of individual deposits or sites is assessed on a case-by-case basis and depends on many
factors.

ALROSA’s identified, measured, and expected resources according to the JORC code total 1,029 mn carats.
P&P reserves of ALROSA Group according to the JORC code total 653.3 mn carats1.
C1+C2 reserves on the Group’s balance sheet total 1,172 mn carats2 according to
the State Reserves Committee as of January 1, 2018.

Maintaining and expanding the resource base is one of ALROSA’s key strategic priorities. The company
is committed to grow its reserves on an annual basis at least at the level equivalent to the production.
ALROSA operates its proprietary exploration complex. In 2017, the company launched its reform to
improve performance and eliminate overlapping functions. Four exploration subdivisions, which operated
on the territorial logic, are replaced with three specialized competence centers: Vilyuiskaya Exploration
Expedition, Mirny Drilling Expedition, and Geological Research Enterprise. The company audited the
projects and decided to terminate low-prospect sites and step up operations in high-potential areas.

Mining and Processing Divisions:
Aikhal Mining and Processing Division in Yakutia develops Komsomolskaya and Yubileynaya pipes by
open-pit mining and Aikhal underground mine. Two processing plants are milling ore. Aikhal MPD
accounted for 33% of the total ALROSA’s rough diamond production in 2017. The company’s enterprises
employ 4,324 staff members1 (without subsidiary companies). Aikhal Mining and Processing Division is
the mainstay of Aikhal Village with the population of 13,962.
Mirny Mining and Processing Division, Yakutia, develops underground mines Internatsionalny and Mir and
several placer deposits. Processing plant No. 3 is milling ore for these deposits. Mirny MPD accounted for
18% of the total ALROSA’s rough diamond production in 2017. The company’s enterprises employ 3,247
staff members (without subsidiary companies). Mirny Mining and Processing Division is the mainstay of
Mirny town with the population of 35,376.
Mir underground mine accident in August 2017 was caused by several factors, primarily, the complexity
of this deposit, which the initial project failed to account for. Mir mine is suspended and its workers are
employed by other ALROSA subdivisions. The company is investigating the feasibility of recovering Mir
production but has not decided on the project so far.
Nyurba Mining and Processing Division, Yakutia, develops Nyurba and Botubinskaya pipes and placers.
Their ore is processed by processing plants No. 15 and 16. Nyurba MPD accounted for 19% of the total
ALROSA’s rough diamond production in 2017. The plant employs 1,508 workers (without subsidiary
companies), primarily, shift workers which are residents of the nearby regions.
Udachny Mining and Processing Division, Yakutia, develops Zarnitsa open pit mine, Udachny underground
mine, and several placers. Ore is processed at processing plant No. 12. In 2017, Udachny MPD accounted
for 10% of the total ALROSA mining. The company employs 3,669 workers (without subsidiary companies).
Udachny Mining and Processing Division is the mainstay of Udachny town with the population of 11,835.

Diamond mining subsidiaries:
JSC Almazy Anabara develops placer mines in North Yakutia. In 2017, the subsidiary accounted for 13% of
the total ALROSA mining. It employs 1,754 workers, primarily, shift workers.
OJSC Severalmaz develops Archangelsky and Karpinsky-1 open pit mines in the Archangelsk Region.
Ore is processed at processing plant No. 1. In 2017, Severalmaz accounted for 7% of the total ALROSA
mining. The company’s enterprises employ 1,661 staff members.
ALROSA mines gem quality diamonds, which are raw materials for polished diamonds, and industrial
grade diamonds to be used in production (e.g. in abrasive tools). Gem quality diamonds in 2017
accounted for 65% of mining in carats and 95% in value.

Mining and processing
ALROSA owns six mining facilities with four of them being part of PJSC ALROSA: Udachny Mining and
Processing Division, Aikhal Mining and Processing Division, Nyurba Mining and Processing Division,
and Mirny Mining and Processing Division. Two other companies are subsidiaries: PJSC Severalmaz
(Lomonosov Mining and Processing Division) and JSC Almazy Anabara. In total, they are developing
113 kimberlite pipes and 16 placer deposits in Yakutia and the Archangelsk Region. Production includes
open pit mines, underground mines, and placer mining.

1
2
3

as of 01.07.2016
as of 01.01.2018
Including Mir pipe, which terminated operations in August 2017

In 2017, ALROSA mining and processing divisions mined 39.6 mn carats of rough diamonds,
a record-high performance in the history of Russian diamond mining.

1
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Hereinafter – staff number without ALROSA (PJSC) subsidiaries
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Sorting and Sales
After extraction from ore or sand, rough diamonds are sent for sorting
and pre-sales inspection. The process is started in the Diamond
Sorting Centers (DSC) in Archangelsk (servicing PJSC Severalmaz)
and Mirny (servicing all production units in Yakutia). DSCs are
responsible for preliminary sorting and valuation of diamonds. They
also analyze and forecast the content and quality of rough diamonds
in pipes.
The final sorting is carried out in Moscow by the United Selling
Organization (USO) of ALROSA, the Group’s main selling unit. Rough
diamonds are sorted automatically and manually by size, form, quality,
and color and valuated and grouped for sale (in boxes).

To enhance the performance of its cutting and polishing compels,
ALROSA developed the 2018-2020 Growth Strategy of DIAMONDS ALROSA,
which stipulates the focus on production and sale of large,
unique and colored diamonds.

$4.2 bn
rough diamond sales
in 2017

The sales unit of ALROSA also includes Yakutsk Diamond Trading Enterprise (YaPTA, Yakutsk), which sells
rough diamonds to Russian customers from Yakutia, and Commeral, a subdivision focused on industrial
diamonds.
ALROSA’s sales policy is based on long-term contracts made for three years with large-scale consumers,
primarily cutting and jewelry companies. Such contracts guarantee stable sales to the producer and
continuous supplies to clients and protect against the market volatility. In 2017, this sales channel
accounted for 77% of total ALROSA Group’s sales. In total, ALROSA sold $4.17 bn in rough diamonds in
2017.

ALROSA long-term contracts are transparent and developed together with the Federal Anti-Monopoly Service of Russia. The
company is committed to the principle of equal access and offers equal box content, raw prices, and purchase option to all
clients. The customer lists, selection criteria and forthcoming auction schedules are regularly published in open sources.

A new ALROSA’s contract period began in 2018; the company signed 55 long-term agreements on gem
quality diamonds and 10 agreements on industrial diamonds.
Along with long-term contracts, customers can purchase ALROSA’s rough diamonds though public sales
(auctions and tenders) and one-time (spot) sales.
ALROSA distributes rough diamonds under such long-term contracts through its subdivisions in Russia.
Auctions and tenders are regularly held in ALROSA’s foreign offices in Antwerp, Belgium; Ramat Gan, Israel;
Dubai, UAE, Hong Kong, and New York, the USA. ALROSA Group also includes the representative office
in Mumbai, India, which focuses on customer relations and relations with industry peers rather than sales.

Cutting and Polishing
Since 2000, ALROSA has been developing its own cutting and polishing facilities. DIAMONDS ALROSA
branch is Russia’s second-largest diamond producer.
The cutting and polishing complex include the core company DIAMONDS ALROSA, Moscow, and
Diamonds ALROSA LLC, Barnaul. The Barnaul company processes small- and medium-sized rough
diamonds. DIAMONDS ALROSA branch processes large-sized rough diamonds of 1.8 carat or more.
In 2017, ALROSA Group’s polished diamond sales totaled $96.9 mn. The products of DIAMONDS
ALROSA branch were purchased by 159 companies, which geographically represent the world’s top
diamond trading centers. Most of polished diamonds are sold in the international market.
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Production infrastructure
The innovation and research complex of ALROSA is led by Yakutniproalmaz Institute of PJSC ALROSA, a
research and engineering institute of the diamond industry. The institute operates in three areas - research
and technology, planning and surveying, and engineering and economy. In particular, the Institute
develops new technologies in diamond mining and implements PJSC ALROSA Innovation Development
and Modernization Program.
Transport and procurement complex of the Company includes Material Supplies & Logistics Division,
Contract Procurement Service of PJSC ALROSA, Almazdortrans Division, Mirny Automobile Roads
Division, and Mirny Aviation Enterprise, which are responsible for delivering material and technical
resources. The significant remoteness of structural units of PJSC ALROSA from main transportation routes
determined the use of seasonal navigation for delivering the bulk of resources and the development of
the Company’s own logistical infrastructure.
Construction complex. Given the remoteness and harsh climate of Yakutia, ALROSA performs much of its
construction projects inhouse. The Capital Construction Division of PJSC ALROSA is responsible for the
construction and renovation of the diamond industry and infrastructure facilities, underground mines, as
well as installation and commissioning projects.
Specialized repairs complex is led by Almazavtomatika Specialized Trust engaged in the design,
implementation and operation of tools used to automate the technological processes and production
facilities, communications and telecommunications at all production sites.
The social complex of ALROSA is represented by subdivisions and subsidiaries, which are responsible for
employees’ healthcare and wellness: The cultural and sports center, Prometeus health resort at the Black
Sea, Medical Center, which includes health care centers located on the Company’s production sites in
Western Yakutia: Gornyak, Mirny; Cheldobykov, Kempenday, Suntarsky District; Kedr, Lensk; and Zarnitsa,
Udachny.
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Moscow, Russia
Sorting, cutting and sales of rough and polished diamonds. Executive office.

“Almazy Anabara” +
“Nizhne-Lenskoye”

Severalmaz (PJSC)
“Archangelsk” pipe (open-pit), “Karpinsky-1” pipe (open-pit). Processing plant N1: module N1 with
capacity of 1 million tons of ore a year and module N2 with capacity of 3 million tons of ore per year.

Alluvial deposits: “Ebelyakh”, “Ruchey Gusiniy”, “Istok”,
“Morgogor”, “Pravoberezhye Morgogora”, “Olom”, “Molodo”,
“Pritoky Billyakha”, “Bolshaya Kuonamka”, “Talakhtakh”.

Staff – 1661 people.

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Russia
Exploration, mining, sorting, evaluation and sales of rough diamonds.
Head-office: Russia, Yakutia, Mirny, Lenina 6.

Staff – 1754 people.

ALROSA exploration
and mining activities are
concentrated in Russia
and Angola. Sales of rough
diamonds generate more
than 90% of ALROSA
revenue.

Saint Petersburg, Russia

Archangelsk
Region

Innovative, R&D and production

Diamond mining

Aikhal MPD of
ALROSA (PJSC)
“Aikhal” pipe (underground mine). “Komsomolskaya” pipe (open-pit).
“Jubilee” pipe (open-pit). “Zarya” pipe (open-pit). Processing plant N8
with capacity of 1.7 million tons of ore per year. Processing plant N14
with capacity of 10 million tons of ore per year.
Staff – 4324 people.

The main ALROSA export
markets are Belgium, India, Israel and China.

Antwerp, Belgium
New York, the US

Trading office

Dubai,
UAE

Trading office

Hong Kong, PRC
Trading office

Trading office

Ramat-Gan,
Israel

Luanda, Angola

Trading office

Udachny MPD of
ALROSA (PJSC)
“Udachny” pipe (underground mine). “Zarnitsa” pipe (open-pit).
“Zapolyarnaya” pipe (open-pit). “Piropoviy ruchey” alluvial deposit.
Processing plant N12 with capacity of 12 million tons of ore per year.
Staff – 3669 people.

Exploration and mining.
ALROSA Group owns 32.8% in Catoca Mining Company Ltd, the
diamond miner developing Catoca kimberlite pipe.

Altay Region
Cutting and polishing

Mirny MPD of
ALROSA (PJSC)
“Mir” pipe (underground mine). “International” pipe
(underground mine). Alluvial deposits: “Irelyakh placer”,
“Gornoye”, “Vodorazdelnye galechniki”. Technogenic
deposit “Tailings of N5 Plant”. Processing plant N3 with
capacity of 2 million tons of ore per year.
Staff – 3247 people.
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Nyurba MPD of
ALROSA (PJSC)
“Nyurbinskaya” pipe (open-pit) + same-name alluvial deposit. “Botuobinskaya” pipe (open-pit) + same-name alluvial deposit. Processing plant
N15 with capacity of 0.5 million tons of ore per year. Processing plant
N16 with capacity of 1.4 million tons of ore per year.
Staff – 1508 people.
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ALROSA Development Strategy was approved by the Supervisory Board in 2013. Its key
goals remain unchanged:

Development strategies

››

Focus on core business, including exploration, mining, and sale of rough diamonds
and withdrawal of non-core assets.

››

Support and increase of resource base by exploration in Russia and Africa;

››

Performance improvement and cost cutting, in particular, by innovation and new
technology;

››

Maintaining high standards of industrial safety, social and environmental
responsibility.

››

Maintaining the status of recognized leader of the diamond industry with a flawless
reputation in the customer and industrial communities.

To pursue its long-term goals, ALROSA Group implements the following initiatives:

No.

1
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Strategic initiative

Operating performance

Summary
››

Improving the performance of core business and other areas within ALROSA subdivisions.

››

Cutting operating costs

››

Meeting the planned volume of diamond mining.

››

Implementing investment projects related to commissioning new facilities, support and development of existing
projects.

2

Non-core assets

››

Reducing non-core asset portfolio.

3

Geological exploration

››

Enhancing exploration performance and restoring resource base.

4

Africa

››

Enhancing exploration performance and expanding resource base.

››

Increasing ALROSA’s interest in Angola diamond mining projects.
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No.

5

Summary

Strategic initiative

Sorting and Sales

››

Increasing the value and performance of diamond sales and ALROSA Group’s positioning in the international market
acting as an independent player doing business according to the best global practices.

››

Maintaining the diversified and well-balanced client base.

››

Strengthening ALROSA’s positions in international industry associations and integration with the industry growth.

6

Cutting complex

››

Enhancing the economic performance of cutting subdivisions of ALROSA Group.

7

Procurement

››

Streamlining, imports substitution, and stepping up control

8

Management system and HR

››

Enhancing corporate governance performance.

››

Strengthening talent pool.

››

Providing advanced training and mentoring.

››

Generating corporate culture

››

Improving the industrial safety system to prevent even minor incidents.

››

The structural reform of subdivisions responsible for industrial safety for their independence and empowerment.

››

Changing the industrial safety goal setting system (KPIs) along the production management vertical from line managers
to senior executives.

››

Facilitating the social and economic development of the regions where the company operates.

››

Implementing projects in healthcare, education, culture and sports, and infrastructure for the benefit of company’s
employees and residents.

››

Enhancing the performance and utility of social and charity projects.

››

Minimizing negative environmental impacts.

››

Rational resource use and saving energy and water.

››

Improving the monitoring systems.

››

Centralization of environmental functions to enhance performance.

9

10

11

Industrial safety

Social responsibility

Environmental responsibility

The long-term ALROSA development program until 2023 is based on ALROSA Group Strategy, the 20122021 Long-Term Development Plan of PJSC ALROSA, and the Innovation and Modernization Program
of PJSC ALROSA until 2023. The implementation of the Long-Term Development Program allows
ALROSA to maintain leadership in the diamond market and maintain a stable growth of dividends,
taxes, and shareholding value.
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Key events and achievements
Key Results and Achievements in Implementing the 2017 ALROSA Group Strategy

Strategy Priority

Results

Strategy Priority

Results

Maintaining leadership in the global diamond market

ALROSA diamond mining in 2017 was 39.6 mn carats, which is the industry’s highest performance and the company’s record over
its recent history. ALROSA’s share in the global market is 27%.

Enhancing economic performance

To improve the efficiency and control of procurement, ALROSA Group centralized its procurement in the newly-created Contract
Service of PJSC ALROSA.
Competitive procurement procedures increased to 82% of the total procurement amount.

The company continued to prepare for mining in Verkhne-Munskoye deposit, Yakutia, scheduled for 2018. The trial ore shipment
has been processed to confirm the compliance of the developed ore beneficiation technology and the adequate quality and
contents of rough diamonds.

As part of the 2017 integrated automation program, Aikhal MPD introduced a pilot automated production control system (MES).

The company started the development and construction operations at Zarya deposit of Aikhal MPD, which is scheduled for
commissioning in 2019.

More than 1,300 general-purpose vehicles in ALROSA production sites were equipped with GSP/GLONASS Wialon monitoring
system. This is one of the first state-wide projects of such scope in Russia. ALROSA expects that the new system will decrease the
real mileage by 10-15% and save fuel.

ALROSA CEO joined the board of directors of the Diamond Producers Association, a large-scale industry organization that
implements global generic marketing programs.

The company continued to pursue a large-scale project of switching to NGV fuel.

The Asian Summit of the World Federation of Diamond Bourses was agreed to be held in 2018 in Russia.
Memorandum of Cooperation between ALROSA and Gem & Jewelry Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) was signed in the scope of
India-Russia Summit with the participation of the Russian President Vladimir Putin and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Maintaining and expanding the mineral resource base

ALROSA won the national award “Efficient Internal Control and Audit”.
Optimization of diamond product sales

The company developed and implemented the proprietary electronic auction platform.

In 2017, the reserves of ALROSA Group increased by 57.8 mn carats.

It was decided to open a representative office of ALROSA in India and re-open a trade office in the USA.

The geological survey license was issued for Alakhit-Markhinsky subsurface site in the Mirninsky municipal district of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia).

The development strategy of the cutting complex was approved by the Executive Committee.
The full technical upgrade of the Barnaul cutting subdivision was completed.

To improve performance, the company implemented a reform of the exploration complex.
The company introduced the sorting of diamonds by 19 colors for their further cutting at proprietary facilities.
In 2017, the Russian delegation visited Angola to incorporate Luaxe, an international company to develop Luele deposit pipe, one
of the world’s largest over the last 60 years. ALROSA will integrate into this project through Catoca Mining Company with a 50.5%
interest in the new company and ALROSA plans to acquire a 8.0% stake.

In December 2017, ALROSA sold four unique diamonds from the Dynasty collection. The first auction exceeded the initial prices by
30%. More than 130 corporations and individuals applied for the auction.
Focus on diamond business and diminishing non-core assets

The company approved the Non-core assets disposal program (fifth version) (minutes No. А01/266-ПР-НС dated 21.12.2017).
The company disinvested capital in Lensk Town Housing Enterprise LLC and Mirny Town Printing House LLC.
It was decided to hold an open auction to sell ALROSA gas assets (JSC Geotransgaz and LLC Urengoy Gas Company).
In 2017, the company disposed of 115 non-core assets, transferred free of charge 8 assets, and liquidated 41 projects.
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Strategy Priority

Results

Strategy Priority

Results

Industrial safety

The industrial safety and labor protection committee was established in 2017 under the leadership of the chief executive director chairman of the board.

Environmental Protection

ALROSA decided to create the Unified Environmental Center, which was previously run by different subdivisions. The Environmental
Center will pursue a broad range of goals, such as expanding the industrial environmental control, integrating a risk-based
approach and the geoinformation monitoring system, generating the company’s analytical database and establishing a unified
approach to addressing environmental issues.

Subject to the Supervisory Board’s decision, the industrial safety in-depth assessment was performed in compliance with the
international methodology of the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM).

ALROSA renovated sewage treatment facilities in Udachny. With local rives in need of strong protection, this project is strategically
important for the region thriving on fishing.

The company developed and approved the Strategic Development Plan for the Industrial and Labor safety Management for 20182020.
Social responsibility

ALROSA completed the construction of the drainage water injection system from Internationally underground mine to the western
split. The drainage water injection system and a network of pressure wells were built to prevent mineralized water from discharging
onto surface water bodies and surface ground. Underground water from Metegero-Ichersky aquifer go back without hurting the
environment.

The company implemented more than 500 social and charity projects in 2017.
ALROSA implemented the practice of providing annual free screenings for employees engaging medical workers from the
country’s top health centers to promptly identify and prevent illnesses.

The company implements a large-scale project to switch vehicles and equipment on gas fuel to minimize emissions.

Mirny started the construction of Khyryskhal rehabilitation center for minors, which is funded by ALROSA.

ALROSA obtained the approval of the expert commission of the state environmental expert committee for the design documents of
running Verkhne-Munskoye deposit reserves.

After the 2017 audit of many business areas, including social responsibility programs, environmental protection, human rights, and
other ethical business principles, ALROSA was issued the certificate of compliance with the Code of Practices of the Responsible
Jewelry Council.

The company pursues the reindeer protection program. Their migration ways are tracked with special GPS-trackers integrated in
their collars to suspend road traffic and let them safely follow their migration ways.

For the first time, ALROSA was included in FTSE4Good, an index of compliance with the recognized global standards
in corporate social responsibility. The social, economic, and environmental activities were assessed by the accepted
compliance standards.
According to PwC research, ALROSA is a leader in social project investments. The PwC research covered the companies
operating in the diamond and gold mining sectors. ALROSA allocates about 3% of its annual revenue to social projects.
PJSC Severalmaz, a subsidiary of PJSC ALROSA, was named the “Philanthropist of the Year” for its assistance in the
restoration of the Arctic Museum and encouraging young people to study the country’s heritage.

ALROSA is ranked among top three leaders of the first environmental responsibility rating of Russian mining companies
prepared by the national rating agency at the initiative of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the UNDP/GEF/EU project of
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of Russia.

Corporate Governance

The Russian Institute of Directors raised the rating of PJSC ALROSA according to the grading scale of the National Rating of
Corporate Governance (NRCG®) up to the level 7++ – Developed Corporate Governance Practice. ALROSA showed great
performance in business transparency and corporate governance, which was highlighted by the Open Government.
ALROSA was ranked the second-best among 12 state-owned companies in the implementation of the Сorporate
governance сode. PJSC ALROSA applies 9 of 13 recommended principles of the Corporate governance code.
PJSC ALROSA became a top-10 transparent companies in the research “Corporate Accounting Transparency” made by the
Transparency International - Russia.
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2

Sustainable development
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Integration of the
UN sustainable
development goals
into ALROSA business
The main principles and goals of sustainable development up to
2030 adopted by United Nations (“SDG UN”) are the key priorities in
ALROSA’s corporate governance and sustainable development. We
show commitment to these goals by pursuing programs aimed at
protecting our workers and people in the regions where the company
operates and making special environment protection efforts and
ensure sustainability and prosperity for the future generations.
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The company’s approaches and commitments in corporate social responsibility comply with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals in the context of our business.

UN SDG

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
into ALROSA Business

End poverty in all its forms everywhere

PJSC ALROSA implements the HR policy aimed at the employment of
local residents. Annually, local residents of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
account for 90% of newly employed workers.

UN SDG
Achieve gender equality and empower
all women and girls

Acting as the key employer in Yakutia, ALROSA continues to create new
jobs. The development of Verkhne-Munskoye deposit creates 700 new jobs
for the region.
The company seeks to be an attractive employer and ensure decent
working conditions. In 2017, the average wage in the company was RUB
124.3 thousand, which is three times higher than the average wage in the
Russian Federation and two times higher than the average wage in the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). Every worker has free access to corporate social
programs and can apply for financial aid in difficult situations.
End hunger achieve food security
and improved nutrition and promote
sustainable agriculture.

To facilitate employment and support to the farming community, the
company maintains the Novy subsidiary collective farm. Its main goal is to
supply fresh and environment-friendly products to workers, children’s day
care centers, schools, and residents.

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all

Over several decades, ALROSA has implemented social programs to
ensure healthy lives of its employees and their family members. Under
the corporate program “Wellness and Recreation of Employees and their
Children”, “Culture and Sports”, and “Health”, thousands of people undergo
medical checks and treatment in Russia’s top medical centers, visit sports
and interest clubs, participate in recreation events and get preventive
treatment in healthcare resorts and centers in Yakutia and at the Black Sea.

Ensure availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation
for all

ALROSA supports regional and federal higher education institutions
across Russia, such as Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V.
Lomonosov, Far Eastern Federal University, the Mirny branch of Ammosov
North-Eastern Federal University and Mirny Engineering College.

The rational use and protection of water is the key priority of the 20112018 Integrated Environment Protection Program of PJSC ALROSA. The
company is committed to saving fresh water use in production facilities and
monitors water reserves and the quality of natural and drainage waters.
Over the last few years, ALROSA has renovated the sewage systems in the
regions to supply clean fresh water to residents.

Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all

The company implements the Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency
Program of PJSC ALROSA for 2016-2019, which contemplates several
important energy saving measures and the implementation of innovation
and technology in energy saving and efficiency.
Since 2015, ALROSA has been implementing an innovative project on
transition of automobile transport and machines that are used at northern
production sites from gasoline fuel to natural gas (methane).

Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent
work for all

ALROSA is committed to long-term growth not only as a business agent but
also as a player in the global, Russian, and regional economic processes.
The company recognizes its full social responsibility for the economic and
social well-being of the regions.
PJSC ALROSA is the mainstay of Mirny, Udachny, and Aikhal towns and the
largest taxpayer in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), which generates the
largest portion of local revenue. Along with tax payments, Yakutia receives
the company’s dividends as a shareholder of PJSC ALROSA.
Subject to regional growth programs, PJSC ALROSA supports the social
and economic development of the Republic and some municipal areas.

For many years, the company has implemented the Integrated
Occupational Guidance Program in the Mirninsky District of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia). The program prepares senior schoolchildren for enrollment
in Russia’s top universities to learn professions used in the company’s core
businesses and finances the participation in federal and regional school
Olympiads under the agreements with Russian engineering institutions.
The company provides an opportunity for lifelong learning within the
system of retraining and advanced training in the proprietary Personnel
Training Center of PJSC ALROSA and its training schools and training
centers across Russia.

Regardless of gender, the company offers equal professional, growth, and
career opportunities to all employees. Men and women are paid equally
and get equal salary when occupying the same position.
Women account for 30% of PJSC ALROSA employees and executives,
which is a high proportion for the mining industry.

Subject to the cooperation agreements under the Regional Development
Program, ALROSA supports tribal communities of reindeer herders and
fishermen: annual financial assistance is provided for agricultural activities,
support and development of traditional fishing and hunting activities,
procurement of off-road vehicles, fishing gear and hunting equipment.
Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
into ALROSA Business

PJSC ALROSA implements the government policy aimed at small and
medium businesses (SME). PJSC ALROSA adopted the SME Partnership
Program, which involves information and management support and other
assistance to SME related to procurement and innovation development of
the company.
Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation

As the region-forming company, PJSC ALROSA, independently and
together with the state, provides Yakutia with the key infrastructure facilities
and access to healthcare, sports and culture centers, energy resources, and
joint use of transport, water, and communications infrastructure.
The company builts a new airport in Mirny and assumed obligations to raise
government funding for the construction of airport terminal and finance
the airfield construction. The completion of the airport construction is
scheduled in 2022.
To implement the Innovation and Modernization Program of PJSC ALROSA
for 2016-2023, the company integrates with innovation territorial clusters
and special economic zones.
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UN SDG
Reduce inequality within and among
countries

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
into ALROSA Business
The statutory ALROSA’s documents that define the sustainable
development policy and HR management state that each employee has
equal entitlement to exercise his or her employment rights, regardless of
sex, race, nationality, language, origin, property, social status and position,
age, location, attitude to religion, political views, participation or nonparticipation in public associations and any other obligations that are not
related to an employee’s professional qualities.
The collective agreement between PJSC ALROSA and Profalmaz trade
union for 2017-2019 stipulates that no monthly salary can be set below
the employee’s minimum living wage taking into account his or her family
members, and guarantees additional payments if the salary is below the
minimum living wage with account for dependents.

Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable

In compliance with federal laws related to the interests of indigenous
minorities of the North, ALROSA makes efforts to minimize and mitigate
negative effects during the construction and operation of new deposit
facilities. As part of communications with local communities, all diamond
mining projects of PJSC ALROSA pass mandatory public hearing to
mitigate the impacts of operations and other risks. The environment
protection efforts of mining projects include the rehabilitation of disturbed
land aimed at maintaining environmental sustainability of territories.
As part of the Financial and Sponsorship Aid program, PJSC ALROSA
makes annual donations to municipal areas in the region where the
company operates to construct and repair roads, electricity transmission
lines, and area development.

Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

The focus on responsible production and consumption was set in 2011
by the adoption of the Innovation and Modernization Program of PJSC
ALROSA until 2023. The Program contemplates efforts to decrease
resource intensity and improve performance along the value chain of rough
diamond mining. The Program performance is shown in annual reports,
which represent the achieved KPIs, including energy consumption per one
carat mining; fresh water intake from natural reservoirs; greenhouse gas
emissions in СО2 equivalent by stationary and mobile sources, and more.
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ALROSA IS INTERESTED IN
SUSTA INABLE DEVELOPMENT
NOT ONLY AS A BUSINESS
AGENT,
but also as a participant
of global, federal and
regional economical
processes.
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UN SDG
Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
into ALROSA Business
Since 2013, the company has in place the guidelines to calculate carbon
dioxide emissions by stationary and mobile sources of PJSC ALROSA.
PJSC ALROSA reduces the amount of greenhouse gas emissions by
implementing the measures prescribed by the Innovation Development
and Technological Upgrade Program of PJSC ALROSA for the period of
2016-2023–2021 and the Concept for Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency
of PJSC ALROSA until 2021.

Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertification, and halt
and reverse land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss

UN SDG
Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and
inclusive institutions at all levels

Subject to the agreement between the Ministry of Nature Protection of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and PJSC ALROSA, the company implemented
a large-scale project to develop the Living Diamonds of Yakutia natural part
located on the company’s direct operation ground. The natural park was
created to protect and maintain the biodiversity of Western Yakutia.

To implement the Program, PJSC ALROSA carries out integrated
environmental monitoring of plants and animals.
The company prepares the annual analytical report on the environmental
impacts of its production, which underlies the annual government report on
the environmental protection of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).
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ALROSA operates in the national republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and is
committed to the principles of high social and economic responsibility and
maintaining stability of local residents and workers and their employment
and enhancing well-being and life quality.
PJSC ALROSA understands the importance of openness and transparency
in sustainable management. The company’s website publishes financial,
annual, and social and environmental reports, which disclose information
related to payments to government coffers in taxes and royalty, sustainable
development performance and are subject to independent international
audits. Based on the openness principles, the company maintains
consistent stakeholder relations.
The company has in place the anti-bribery and anti-corruption policy, which
declares intolerance of any abuses of authority.
ALROSA embraces the principles of the Kimberley Process (KP),
commitment to remove conflict diamonds from the global supply chain,
and complies with the KP certification requirements according to national
law.

PJSC ALROSA’s efforts to protect biodiversity are reflected in the 20112018 Integrated Environmental Protection Program of PJSC ALROSA
(“Program”) and related to further development and support of the Living
Diamonds of Yakutia.
The Program includes efforts to fish stocking of water reservoirs in the
company’s production sites to compensate losses in biological resources.

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
into ALROSA Business

Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize the
Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development

The public presentation of transparent accounts to stakeholders is
ALROSA’s fundamental practice in compliance with the sustainable
development principles.
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Sustainable development
policy of ALROSA
Sustainable Development and Corporate Social Responsibility Policy of PJSC ALROSA was approved by
the Supervisory Board in 2014. The document includes the official statement to all stakeholders on the
Company’s position with regard to integrating the sustainable development goals into its activities. To
implement the strategy, ALROSA embraces the principles of sustainable development are integrated
into the general development strategy of ALROSA Group and are aimed at supporting and facilitating
the Company’s mission to be the global leader in the diamond mining industry, while complying with
high standards of environmental and industrial safety, social responsibility and corporate governance.
Key principles of ALROSA in the area of sustainable development
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››

Accountability;

››

Transparency;

››

Ethical conduct;

››

Respecting the interests of stakeholders;

››

Complying with the rule of law;

››

Complying with the international standards of conduct;

››

Respecting human rights;

››

Improving corporate governance;

››

Developing and implementing innovative technology;

››

Considering particular characteristics of regions where the Company operates.
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The commitments of ALROSA in terms of key aspects of sustainable development in the implementation of strategic
programs and documents:

Key impacts and risks in the area of sustainable development of PJSC ALROSA:

Economic impact
Area

Regulating documents

ECONOMIC
Achieving the planned targets in production
and sales of the diamond products, ensuring
returns to shareholders, reducing debt,
engaging in efficient investment activities
including those in the area of innovation and
technological upgrade, improving economic
efficiency in the regions where the company
operates.

››

Long-term Development Program of ALROSA Group until
2023;

››

Program for Innovation Development and Technological
Upgrade of PJSC ALROSA for 2016–2023;

››

Sustainable Development and Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy of PJSC ALROSA;

››

ALROSA ALLIANCE Guidelines on Responsible Business
Practices;

››

Regulations on the Procedure and Terms of Sales of
Natural Rough Diamonds by PJSC ALROSA;

››

Agreement on Social and Economic Development of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of March 5, 2011.

Economic efficiency of PJSC ALROSA affects, first of all, the economies of major
shareholders of the company, namely the Russian Federation and the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia). The Company is included in the list of Russian strategic enterprises as
one of the major taxpayers and employers of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

RISK GROUPS
Industry-specific

MAJOR RISK FACTORS
Limited nature of global rough diamonds
reserves.

››

Exploration, research and involvement of deposits with a lower
diamond content.

››

Macroeconomic changes affecting consumers’
welfare.

››

››

Fluctuations in product demand.

Elaboration and implementation of programs aimed at reducing the
impact of falling prices for rough and polished diamond products on
the Company’s activities, including the implementation of a flexible
customer policy.

››

Consumer demand for polished diamond
jewelry.

››

Formation of the sales system on the basis of long-term contracts.

››

The development and implementation of marketing programs to
promote polished diamonds as a product (generic marketing) and
ALROSA product promotion.

››

Comprehensive Environmental Protection Program of
PJSC ALROSA for 2011–2018;

››

Environmental Policy of PJSC ALROSA;

››

Energy Efficiency Improvement Program of PJSC ALROSA
for the period of 2016–2019;

››

Implementing of cost-saving program.

››

Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Concept of PJSC
ALROSA until 2021;

››

Introducing resource-saving technologies.

››

Sustainable Development and Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy of PJSC ALROSA.

Country-specific and
region-specific

››

Carrying out business activities of PJSC
ALROSA within the Russian Federation amid
changes in the general economic situation in
the country.

››

Since the Company is included in the list of enterprises with
guaranteed support in obtaining the state loans, the state assumed
part of the risks amid the existing uncertainties and risks in area of
lending.

››

Remoteness and severe climatic conditions
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the region
where the bulk of Company’s assets is located.

››

The activities are planned and carried out by taking into consideration
the actual (estimated) foreign exchange fluctuations.

››

In the context of general geopolitical tension, the Company actively
participates in the processes of international consolidation of rough
and polished diamond producers with a view to development and
support of the entire industry.

››

The Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is one of politically, economically
and socially stable regions of the Russian Federation. Despite its
remoteness, the Republic has in place a reliable transportation plan
on delivery of materials and equipment and a sufficient number of
backup power and heat supply sources.

SOCIAL
Ensuring safe labor environment and
professional development, improving social
protection of the employees; participating
in the improvement of social, economic,
and environmental well-being of people in
the regions where the Company operates;
supporting local communities; implementing
regional and national charitable projects.

MAIN RISK MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

››

ENVIRONMENTAL
Reducing and minimizing the adverse impact
on the environment; developing the rational
use of mineral resources and resource
conservation; complying with the laws
and international standards in the area of
environmental management.

As a major natural rough diamonds producer, PJSC ALROSA makes a substantial
impact on global diamond market stability and the rough and polished diamond
industry in general.

››

Social Policy of PJSC ALROSA;

››

HR Policy of PJSC ALROSA;

››

Labor Protection and Industrial Security Policy of PJSC
ALROSA;

››

The Collective Agreement between PJSC ALROSA and
Profalmaz trade union for 2017–2019;

››

Strategic Plan for Labor Protection and Industrial Security
Management for 2018-2020;

››

Sustainable Development and Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy of PJSC ALROSA;

››

Agreement on Social and Economic Development of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of March 5, 2011.
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Social impact

Environmental impact
PJSC ALROSA and its diamond mining subsidiaries inevitably make impact on the
environment, including in terms of consumed volumes of water and energy resources.

RISK GROUPS

MAJOR RISK FACTORS

Most employees of ALROSA Group enterprises work in divisions located in the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia), where industrial monotowns were created. PJSC ALROSA makes a
decisive impact on employment, development of local infrastructure and resolution of
social problems in the Republic.

MAIN RISK MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

RISK GROUPS

PJSC ALROSA is a major benefactor involved in the implementation of scientific,
medical, educational, cultural, and sports projects.

MAJOR RISK FACTORS

MAIN RISK MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

Statutory

Environmental
››

Open-pit mining and underground mining.

››

The presence of production facilities classified as dangerous
according to Russian standards.

››

Implementing the measures of environmental
policy aimed at minimizing the adverse impact on
the environment, rational and careful use of natural
resources.

››

Using corporate environmental monitoring system.

››

Making preliminary evaluation of potential effects and
elaborating environment protection measures at the
works design stage.

››
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Comprehensive system of occupational safety and labor
protection management including insurance of public
liability for the damage caused to the environment in the
event of accidents at hazardous production deposits.

››

Region-specific

The commitments of PJSC ALROSA to workers and
residents of the region where the company operates
established by law and any voluntary efforts contemplated
in the Collective Agreement, as well as the Sustainable
Development and Corporate Social Responsibility Policy of
PJSC ALROSA.

››

Remoteness of the region, severe natural and climatic labor
environment.

››

Few other developed sectors of the economy other than
diamond industry

››

Strict compliance with the Russian labor laws and
provisions of the Collective Agreement between PJSC
ALROSA and Profalmaz Interregional Trade Union of the
Workers of PJSC ALROSA.

››

Activities of the commission on regulation of social
and labor relations, which includes the authorized
representatives of the parties on a parity basis.

››

Implementing a wide range of social policy measures
aimed at recruiting and retaining the skilled personnel.

››

Staffing the company with local residents.

››

Implementing targeted social programs promoting
healthy lifestyles and organizing cultural entertainment
for people; supporting local communities; providing
corporate and sponsorship assistance; implementing
charity programs.
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Managing the sustainable development
The principles of sustainable development are integrated in ALROSA’s strategy and
followed in decision-making process. The sustainable development management
involves all elements of the corporate system, ranging from the elaboration of
strategic guidelines at the senior levels of governing bodies to their integration into
the Company’s operations under the supervision of functional services and heads of
business units.
ALROSA is committed to the highest corporate governance standards and complies
with Russian laws and the global best practices.
The main document that defines the principles and general rules of corporate
governance in the Company is the Corporate Governance Code of PJSC ALROSA1
(“Code”) approved as amended and restated in 2016 by the General Shareholders’
Meeting.

The Code is intended to ensure:
››

efficient protection of shareholders’ rights and interests;

››

transparent company governance, decision making, and disclosure;

››

professional and ethical responsibility of executive members of the governance
bodies; and

››

supervision of the company’s finance and business.

The Code gives a detailed description of the decision making process at all governance
and management levels, including any decisions related to sustainable development
and corporate social responsibility. Compliance with the corporate governance
principles is monitored through periodic audits conducted by the internal control
unit, self-assessments by the Company’s governing bodies; audits of the corporate
governance system by an independent external auditor and regulatory authorities; with
the corporate governance rating assigned by an independent rating agency.

Composition and competence of the supreme corporate
governing bodies of PJSC ALROSA
PJSC ALROSA corporate governance includes the General Meeting of Shareholders,
Supervisory Board, Supervisory Board’s committees, Executive Committee, internal
control and audit bodies, and operating units.
The General Meeting of Shareholders of PJSC ALROSA is the supreme administrative
body of the Company that ensures the realization of shareholders rights to participate
in the management by adopting decisions on the most important matters, dividend
rights, and detailed information on the company’s business. The General Meeting of
Shareholders, among other things, elects the members of the Supervisory Board and
the Audit Commission.
The Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA consists of shareholders’ representatives and
is responsible for developing the company’s strategy, which is focused on sustainable
development, and the appointment of executive bodies and control of their efforts to
implement the strategy.
Along with direct reporting, the efficient control is performed by the approval of
regulations, policies, and other documents that regulate the goals, principles, and
activities of the Company on any matters. In terms of sustainable development, the
Supervisory Board approves the Dividend Policy, Corporate Governance Code, Social
Policy, and Sustainable Development and Corporate Social Responsibility Policy. The
Supervisory Board also approves the company’s budget, which underlies the planning
and implementation of project financing, including those related to production,
research, new technology, corporate social responsibility programs, and environmental
efforts.
According to the company’s Charter, the Supervisory Board consists of 15 members
elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders.
The Chairman of the Supervisory Board is elected by the members of the Supervisory
Board from themselves by a majority of 3/4 votes of the members of the Supervisory
Board in attendance at the meeting. In accordance with the corporate regulations, the
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA cannot simultaneously hold the
position of Executive Director of the Company.
In 2017, a total of 17 corporate events of the Supervisory Board took place, including 6
meetings and 11 absentee vote.

1

The Corporate Governance Code is published on the company’s official website at www.alrosa.ru/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/02-17-Кодекс-корпоративного-управления-с-изм.-2017-г.pdf
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The Chief Executive Officer - Chairman of the Executive Committee of PJSC ALROSA
is responsible for adopting the key operating decisions and manage day-to-day
operations of the Company in accordance with the strategy defined by the Supervisory
Board. The Chief Executive Officer - Chairman of the Executive Committee of PJSC
ALROSA is a member of the Supervisory Board.
Subject to the resolution of the Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA dated March 14,
2017, Sergey Ivanov holds the position of ALROSA CEO.
The name of the sole executive body of PJSC ALROSA “President” was replaced by
the title “Chief Executive Officer - Chairman of the Executive Committee” in January
2018 subject to the Charter of PJSC ALROSA approved by the General Meeting of
Shareholders.

The objectives set by the Executive Committee are performed by the company’s subdivisions according to their functions.
is a collegiate body responsible for the current operations of the company, including
the drafting of key documents and decisions related to sustainable development,
which are referred for the review and approval of the Supervisory Board and/or its
committees.
In 2017, the composition of the Executive Committee was changed to exclude
duplicating functions of structural subdivision heads who directly report to the first
deputy of the general director - executive director of PJSC ALROSA. In 2017, the
Executive Committee of PJSC ALROSA included eight members.

Management in the area of sustainable development and corporate social responsibility PJSC ALROSA:

General Meeting of Shareholders

Auditing Committee

Supervisory Board

Corporate Secretary

Executive Officer —
Chairman of the Executive Committe

The Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA as of December 31, 2017:

2017

2016
Executive Committee (executive body)

Strategic Planning Committee
Total number of the Supervisory Board members1 , including:

15

15

women

4

4

members aged 30–50 years old

10

9

members older than 50

5

6

Executive Director

1

1

Non-Executive Director

14

14

including the independent director

4

5

2017

2016

Total number of Executive Committee members, including:

8

13

women

0

0

members aged 30–50 years old

6

7

members older than 50

2

6

The Executive Committee of PJSC ALROSA as of December 31, 2017:

1

For detailed information on members of the Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA and the procedure for payment of annual remuneration
to members of the Supervisory Board, please see ALROSA Group Annual Report 2017.
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Key areas of activity in the sphere of sustainable development
HR and Remunerations Committee
Strategy development
and strategic risks management

Economic activities

Environmental activity, industrial safety

Innovations and technological upgrade
of the production

Stakeholder engagement

Personnel training and development,
social policy

Audit Committee
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Stakeholder engagement
ALROSA integrates with Russian stakeholders at the federal, regional,
and local levels. As a global market player, the company maintains
international relations concerning the industry development.
ALROSA seeks to be a reliable partner to stakeholders and builds
relations on the principles of mutual respect and partnership and
good-faith performance of obligations. The company maintains the
balance between strategic business priorities and the concerns of
the regions where the company operates and local communities
and the expectations of its own personnel and a wide range of social
groups.
In order to determine its key stakeholder groups, PJSC ALROSA
used the criteria of materiality of impact made by the activities of
ALROSA on these groups and the significance of impact made by
these groups on the stability of the Company and its performance;
in addition, the Company considered the existence of obligations
established by the law or other regulations.

The key stakeholder groups of PJSC ALROSA are shareholders and investors, government authorities of the Russian
Federation and the regions where the Company operates, customers (buyers of diamond products), suppliers of goods and
services, international and Russian industrial community, workers, Profalmaz Interregional Trade Union of the Workers of
PJSC ALROSA, local communities, civic organizations, mass media, and other interested parties.

The general principles of stakeholder relations are defined in the
following corporate documents: Сorporate Governance Сode,
Corporate Ethics Code, Policy for Countering Corruption and Bribery,
Sustainable Development and Corporate Social Responsibility Policy,
Social and HR Policy, Quality Assurance Policy, etc.
The Company has in place many arrangements and forms of feedback
with stakeholders. One of the important forms of engagement
between the labor and shareholders, government authorities,
management of the Company, and local communities is the meeting
of the Business Core Group of ALROSA Group, an annual corporate
forum which was held for the twentieth time in 2017.
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Stakeholder relations of PJSC ALROSA

Stakeholder

Key matters
Shareholders

Forms of engagement

››

The company’s performance

››

Annual Meeting of Shareholders

››

Shareholding value growth

››

Special shareholders’ section on the corporate
website

››
››

Business margin and dividends

››

Sustainable development
››

Investors

››

The company’s performance and
development plans

››

The company’s investment
attractiveness

››

The transparency of business and
disclosures

››
››

››
››
››

Government authorities of the
Russian Federation and the
regions where the Company
operates

Customers (buyers of diamond
products)

››

The development strategy of
production and raw base

››

Investment activities

››

Compliance with the laws related to
environmental protection, industrial
safety, and labor protection

››

Job maintenance

››

Social responsibility

››
››

››

››

Processing shareholders’ applications and
information requests

Regular meetings with investors
Investors’ visits to the company’s production
sites

Equal participation in auctions and
tenders

››

Prompt performance of mutual
obligations

››

Anti-corruption activities

››

Risk management

››

Ethical compliance

››

Compliance with the responsible
business standards, including the
issues of human rights, social and
environmental responsibility
The company’s approach to the
industrial agenda

››

Facilitating industry development

››

Information sharing

Regular meetings with government authorities
Attending meetings, conferences, and other
events
Agreements on social and economic
partnerships and social programs
Public disclosures of annual, production,
financial, and social-economic statements

››

Transparent pricing and rules for
access to raw materials

››

Disclosure of trading sessions and auction
schedules
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››

››

Publication of annual, production, and financial
statements and news that can affect investors’
decisions

Regular general and individual meetings with
customers

››

Dedicated trading website, which contains
all documents related to the methods and
procedures of sales and customer selection
criteria

››

Transparent sales policy approved by the FAMC
of Russia

Risk management

Key matters

Forums and conferences for investors

››

››

International and Russian
industrial community

Conference calls

Long-term customer relations

Improving customer service

Suppliers of goods and services

Publication of production, financial, and social
reports

››

››

Stakeholder

Workers, Profalmaz Interregional
Trade Union of the Workers of
PJSC ALROSA

Forms of engagement
››

Competitive procurement

››

Equal and transparent procurement access

››

Dedicated online portal

››

Publication of regular reports

››

Regular attendance of industry-related events

››

Meetings with industry-related organizations

››

Agreements and memorandums on cooperation
with key industrial organizations and trade hubs

››

ALROSA involvement in the governance and key
committees of major industrial associations.

››

Integration and publication of ALROSA
ALLIANCE Guidelines on Responsible Business
Practices

››

Obtaining the RJC compliance certificate

››

Collective agreement with Profalmaz

››

The meetings of the Business Core Group of
ALROSA and regular meetings with employees

››

Stable jobs and employment
opportunities

››

Occupational health and safety

››

Career growth and training

››

››

Regular release of news and important
information on the internal web-portal

Improvement of remuneration
system

››

Employee groups in social media

Access to social programs

››

Corporate mass media

››

Regularly updated information panels, such as
screens, banners, and posters.

››

Team feedback through anonymous polls and
questionnaires The principle of required answer
to each question

››
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Stakeholder

Key matters

Local communities

Mass media

Forms of engagement

››

Stable jobs and employment
opportunities

››

Facilitating industry development

››

Social programs for local residents

››

Environmental protection in the
region where the company operates
and the minimization of adverse
effects

››

Information related to production,
sales, and financial activities of the
company, its strategy, and any other
information covered by mass media
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››

Regular publications of annual, social, and
environmental reports and news related to the
company or the region

››

Integration with regional mass media

››

Raising residents’ awareness of social programs

››

Raising residents’ awareness of environmental
efforts

››

Feedback through anonymous polls and
questionnaires The principle of required answer
to each question

››

Regular publications of annual, financial, social,
and environmental reports and news related to
the company or the region

››

Official website of the company

››

Corporate mass media

››

Dealing with mass media questions in line with
the full transparency principles
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The long-term sustainable development of the company implies the building of trust with shareholders,
investors, counterparties, and employees. Trust is built upon consistently high standards of ethical
business and care. In this context, ALROSA is committed to doing its business with a full focus on social
matters and its responsibility to all stakeholders.

Ethics and anti-corruption
activities

Producer Ethics
ALROSA integrates with business partners (customers, suppliers, contractors, and consultants) based on
the principles of long-term cooperation, mutual benefits, respect, trust, fairness, and integrity.
Subject to the Regulation on the Procedure and Terms of Sales of Natural Rough Diamonds by PJSC
ALROSA, the company acts on the principle of equal access to raw materials. This means that the selection
criteria, auction rules, access to diamonds, box content, and prices are equal for all customers1.
The company values the business and social reputation of its partners; therefore ALROSA is scrupulous in
selecting its suppliers and contractors paying special emphasis on their business ethics.
We introduced the ALROSA ALLIANCE Guidelines on Responsible Business Practices for our longterm clients. The document states the ethical principles of business relations that are recommended to
customers.

Conformance to the key requirements of customers

ALROSA ALLIANCE Key Guidelines
Commitment to the Kimberley Process established to remove conflict diamonds from the global supply chain.

Guarantee of authenticity and conformance
to the international quality standards

Availability of complete information about
the product

Flawless product reputation

In PJSC ALROSA, the rough diamonds sorting and
primary evaluation system is certified and meets
national and international standards. The conformance
of rough diamonds to the established requirements
is ensured through using a quality control system and
issuing necessary documents.

All information on established consumer properties
of diamond products is included in diamond delivery
contracts or diamond sale contracts.

PJSC ALROSA is a member of the World Diamond
Council (WDC) established in 2000 as part of the
Kimberley Process.

From November 2015, Russia enacted the
amendments to the laws stipulating that, at the time
of sale, the labels of jewelry products must specify
information on any processing methods, which altered
the quality, color and price characteristics of the gem,
as well as the information on whether the stone is a
gem (of natural origin) or artificial.

The Kimberley Process Certification Scheme covers all
stages of rough diamond production and sales both
at the national and international levels, which allows to
guarantee that the diamonds have a legal origin and
are not in any way linked to, or the product of, illegal
mining operations, armed conflicts.

Compliance with the principles of lawful and fair competition, countering of bribery and corruption,
support for financial transparency and disclosure of information.
Respect for human rights, non-discrimination, non-use of forced and child labor,
respect for labor rights based on social partnership principles.
Reduction in the adverse impact on the environment, rational use of the subsoil.

In 2017, there were no cases of non-compliance with
the requirements for the properties and labeling of
rough diamonds, and no fines were imposed for noncompliance with the laws and requirements in this area.

1
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Detailed information on sales of natural rough diamonds and polished diamond products is published by the Company on a dedicated
commercial website at http://sales.alrosa.ru
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Intra-corporate Ethics
Since 2013, the Company has enacted the Corporate Ethics Code of PJSC ALROSA approved by the
decision of the Supervisory Board. The Code is the basic document that defines the fundamental rules and
regulations of individual and corporate conduct, requirements and principles aimed at building common
ethical standards for the activities and conduct of Company’s employees, including the members of
governing and control bodies.

The Corporate Ethics Code establishes the key company’s values:
››

The focus on employees’ health and wellness

››

Social responsibility

››

Environmental protection

››

High performance

››

Ethical standards

››

Partnership

››

Compliance with law

››

Profit margin and performance

››

Respect for the rights of the Company’s employees to participate in union activities;

››

Development of an effective system of consultations of the Company’s employees on the
working conditions and other issues which will directly affect them at the workplace;

››

Welfare for the Company’s employees and their families, including timely remitting by the
Company of the obligatory or voluntary contributions to the pension and insurance funds in full.

In accordance with clauses 11.2.3–11.2.6 of the Code, PJSC ALROSA put in place the consulting
arrangements in the area of using the corporate standards and reporting to immediate supervisor any
non-ethical or illegal conduct.

Anti-corruption activities
Since 2013, PJSC ALROSA is a participant in the Anti-Corruption Charter of the Russian Business of the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP). The Anti-Corruption Charter provides for the
renunciation of preferential advantages, procurement by way of open tenders, financial control, personnel
training and development, assistance to law enforcement agencies, and other measures.
The key documents reflecting the Company’s conduct in the area of combating bribery and corruption
are as follows:
››

PJSC ALROSA Policy for Countering Corruption and Bribery

››

ALROSA ALLIANCE Guidelines on Responsible Business Practices, including the standards for
counteracting corrupt activities (clause 2.2.)

››

Corporate Ethics Code of PJSC ALROSA.

During the reporting period, PJSC ALROSA conducted more than 2017 checks aimed at identifying the
violations in the area of countering corruption not only among its workers, but also among the business
partners of the Company.

2017

2016

The number of audits of business partners of the Company
conducted for the risks associated with corruption

4,262

> 5,000

The total number of administrative measures taken in response
to violations among workers

242

168

The number of workers dismissed in connection with identified
violations in the area of corruption

10

11

The document establishes the standards and principles for the company’s executives:
››

Compliance with law, in-house documents, the Collective Agreement, agreements and
employment contracts.

››

Occupational safety and HSE environment.

››

The non-admission of any discrimination by gender, political, religious, and national reasons in
employment, remuneration, and career growth.

››

Making the company’s employees aware of business goals to make them clearly understand the
objectives and their role.

››

Creating an atmosphere of open business communication, ensuring labour management,
contributing to the efficient interaction of the Company’s employees and occupational
satisfaction;

››

Delegation of the necessary powers to the subordinates and providing them with independence,
exception of inconsiderable care, building relationship with the subordinates as with like-minded
persons;

››

Showing openness to constructive criticism, respect for the opinion of others;

››

Recognition of effectiveness and priority of adequate types of rewards for employees’ labour
achievements;
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PJSC ALROSA is committed to high legal and ethical standards of work and the development of culture
for countering power abuses. The company runs the hotline where employees and any third parties can
report (anonymously) any abuses or other negative events.
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3

Economic
efficiency
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Key economic performance
indicators for 2017
Economic efficiency is one of the key elements of sustainable
development along with social and environmental efforts.

Priorities of ALROSA in the area of economic efficiency
››

Consistent implementation of key strategic goals of ALROSA.

››

Implementation of new technologies and programs related to
innovation and investment, marketing, international relations,
and company’s reputation.

››

Maintaining resilient social and economic systems and the
sector, regional, Russian, and global diamond mining industry.

››

The Program for Enhancing Operating Performance and Cost
Cutting
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Production and financial performance of ALROSA Group in 2013-2017

Area

Results
Geological exploration

Indicators

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

ALROSA maintains a stable financing of geological exploration. In 2017,
expenses totaled RUB 6.4 bn. In 2015-2017, the company allocated RUB
19,091 bn for geological exploration. The main scope of work is performed in
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

Change to
2016, %

Funding of geological exploration and onsite exploration operations in 2015-2017,
RUB mn

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
Total growth in the reserve of diamonds

24.5

25.6

43.6

58.4

57.8

-1.0

Geological exploration

mn carats

Onsite exploration

ROUGH DIAMOND PRODUCTION
Rough diamond mining,

36,913.9

36,212.1

38,260.5

37,358.3

39,614.1

+6.0

4,945.4

5,045.0

3,554.4

4,514.4

4,266.8

-5.5

4,794.7

4,900.6

3,437.1

4,392.1

4,169.9

-5.1

6,305.1

6,383.0

6,403.5

2015

2016

2017

1,500.0

1,469.0

2016

2017

1,213.0

thousand carats

SALES OF DIAMOND PRODUCTS
Product sales
mn USD
including:
rough diamonds
polished diamonds

150.7

144.4

117.3

122.3

96.9

2015

-20.8

Mining and processing

FINANCIAL INDICATORS, MN RUB
Sales revenue

168,505.0

207,159.0

224,524.0

317,090.0

269,706.0

-14.9

Cost of sales

81,737.0

99,334.0

93,240.0

129,751.0

133,910.0

+3.2

EBITDA

69,100.0

93,857.0

118,498.0

176,418.0

126,890.0

-28.1

Net profit

31,837.0

23,469.2

32,192.0

133, 471.0

78,616.0

-41.1

ALROSA owns six mining facilities with four of them being part of PJSC
ALROSA. Aikhal, Mirny, Nuyrbinsky, and Udachny Mining and Processing
Divisions and two subsidiaries, PJSC Severalmaz and JSC Almazy Anabara.
In 2017, ALROSA Group increased mining by 6% to 39.6 mn carats.
Diamond mining by ALROSA Group in 2013-2017:

36,913.9

36,212.2

38,260.5

37,358.3

39,614.1

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Mined rough diamonds, thousand carats
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Area

Results

Area

The main drivers of growing diamond mining in 2017 included increased
mining in Udachny underground mine, the development of the richest
part of Yublieynaya pipe, increased diamond content in ore mined in
Archangelskaya and Karpinskogo-1 pipes by PJSC Severalmaz and increased
mining in Botuobinskaya pipe.

Results

Sales of diamond products

Rough and polished diamond sales by ALROSA Group in 2013-2017–2016,
USD mn

The Mir underground mine occurred in August 2017. The mine operation is
suspended. The investigation found that the accident was caused by a series
of hydrogeological, technical, and management factors. The main reason is
the abnormal complexity of the deposit, which is caused by adverse fractures.
Mir mine accident had no effect on the 2017 production performance;
however, it will be recorded in 2018 results, which mining scope is expected
at 36.6 mn carats. The company is considering the options of operation
recovery.

Rough diamond production by mining and processing divisions of ALROSA Group
in 2017, mn carats

PJSC Severalmaz
Udachny Mining
and Processing Division
JSC Almazy Anabara
and JSC Nizhne-Lenskoye

Mirny Mining
and Processing Division

2.642
13.010
3.821

In 2017, ALROSA Group’s sales of rough and polished diamonds totaled
USD 4,266 mn or 5.5% below 2016. The decline is caused by the fact that the
company sold a large amount of small-sized rough diamonds at low average
price in the first half-year of 2017 due to high demand for this category.

150.7

144.4
122.3

96.9

117.3

4,794.7

4,900.6

3,437.1

4,392.1

4,169.9

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Rough diamond sales

Aikhal Mining
and Processing Division

Polished diamond sales

ALROSA Group sale structure by market in 2017, %

5.196

7.713

7.231
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Nyurba Mining and Processing
Division of PJSC ALROSA

Russia
9.7%

United Arab Emirates
7.4%

Israel
9.7%

Hong Kong and China
4.4%
Others
1.3%

India
16.6%

Belgium
50.7%
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Creation and distribution
of economic value

Approaches to distribution of economic value
Dividend policy
The dividend policy of PJSC ALROSA is based on the laws of the Russian Federation on defining the
dividend policy, the Charter of PJSC ALROSA, the Regulations on the Dividend Policy of PJSC ALROSA,
Regulations on the Remuneration of Members of the Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA. Dividends
are paid by the resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders of the Group.
According to the dividend policy 2, PJSC ALROSA allocates at least 35% of its net IFRS profit for dividend
payment. In 2015, 2016, and 2017, ALROSA paid 50% of its net profit in dividends.

Creation and distribution of economic value1, RUB mn

CREATED DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE

Indicators
Amount of dividends per
ordinary share, RUB

296,744

Sales revenue

269,706

Other operating income

Accrued dividends,
mn RUB

15,379

Subsidy proceeds

5,675

Associates and joint ventures share in performance

3,027

Interest proceeds

2,957

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1.47

1.47

2.09

8.93

5.24

10,826

10,826

15,392

65,769

38,592

Salaries and other payments to personnel
Mandatory contributions to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation represent a defined contribution
plan for the benefit of employees.

DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIC VALUE (EXCLUDING DIAMOND RESERVE
MOVEMENT, ORE AND SAND AND INCLUDING DEPRECIATION)
Exploration expenses

8,761

Salary, payroll, and other payments to workers

52,130

Payments to capital suppliers

76,177

Payments to state budget

50,616

Social expenses

The salary of employees is not the only remuneration for labor; PJSC ALROSA provides a broad social
benefit package, primarily as the payments of social nature in accordance with the forms of targeted
social assistance established in the Company which, in 2017, were financed from the profits in the amount
of RUB 653,2 mn. The most significant forms of targeted financial assistance include financial assistance
to workers; 70% reimbursement of the costs of medical treatment and vacation package for the workers
and their families; reimbursement of return trip to the place of vacation and luggage handling costs for
the workers and their families; reimbursement of medical services and trip to the place of treatment;
other forms.
Indicators, RUB bn

5,973

DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIC VALUE (INCLUDING DEPRECIATION)

1

264,410

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA introduced a new additional pension plan for its workers on a parity basis, which
included all key categories and groups of employees.

32,334

Consolidated financial statements of ALROSA Group under IFRS for 2013-2017 is published at www.alrosa.ru/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/
ALROSA_IFRS_AUDIT-REPORT_2017_RUS-1.pdf
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2
3

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Salaries and other
payments 3

39.708

41.327

47.673

52.174

52.130

Regular payments to
social funds,

6.673

7.341

9.385

10.117

10.638

of them to the Pension
Fund of the Russian
Federation

6.367

5.354

7.880

7.248

7.098

ALROSA dividend policy was changed in August 2018
The data is provided in accordance with the consolidated financial statements of PJSC ALROSA prepared under IFRS for 2013–2017, item
“Cost of sales”, item “General and administrative expenses”, item “Business expenses”
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Taxes

Procurement activities

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA paid RUB 50,261 bn in taxes to the budgets of all levels and social security
funds of the Russian Federation. The company is the region’s top taxpayer; it paid RUB 32,518 bn in the
government budget of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

In PJSC ALROSA, the supply chain of materials and equipment (hereinafter, the “M&E”) is a fairly
complex process, the specific nature of which stems from the fact that the main production facilities of
the Company are located in the regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). All major procurement of
M&E (fuels and lubricants; mining, process and construction equipment; vehicles; instrumentation and
automation equipment; tools and instruments; spare parts; overalls and personal protective equipment;
etc.) are delivered in the navigation period (May – October) by water transport along the Lena river.

Indicators, RUB bn

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total taxes paid and
mandatory payments

26.881

29.923

39.564

54.444

50.261

including to the budget
of the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia)

15.093

18.318

25.172

33.561

32.518

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA set up a new subdivision - the Contract Procurement Service of ALROSA Group.
The company automated the main forms of procurement documents and accounts based on SAP.

Indicators

2013

Total procurement of
M&E, including from

Social investments

manufacturers

Social investments of PJSC ALROSA include contributions for charity events and maintenance of social
infrastructure facilities1

dealers, distributors
intermediaries

Indicators, RUB bn

2013

2014

2015

2016

1.525

2.309

1.749

2.024

1.993

Charity expenses

2.497

2.762

2.879

3.602

3.260

Medicine

205

259

270

262

289

Education

112

136

140

99

114

Other expenses

270

241

372

498

317

4.609

5.707

5.410

6.485

5.973

Total procurement of
works/services,
including from

2017

3,152

3,578

4,056

7,562

6,714

872

976

937

1,082

900

1,346

1,369

1,566

1,542

1,260

934

1,233

1,553

4,938

4,554

1,609

1,426

The table shows investments in the company according to the IFRS, which refers the essential portion of social expenses to other expense
categories. More details information on ALROSA’s social investments is set forth in Social responsibility.

1,667

4,832

4,721

653

556

539

598

295

service providers

956

870

1,128

4,234

4,426

Total procurement of M&E
and works/services

4,761

5,004

5,723

including from foreign
suppliers

63

75

41

49

68

41,450

48,701

54,931

58,833

70,791

* including procurement from the sole supplier and without posting on the ETP
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2016

contractors

Total cost of procurement
of M&E and works/
services, mn RUB

1

2015

2017

Local infrastructure
maintenance

Total social expenditures

2014

12,394*

11,435
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State support
In 2017, the state support provided to PJSC ALROSA in the form of
targeted financing amounted to RUB 1,051 mn. Most of budgetary
funds (RUB 1,037.7 mn) have been directed to cover losses arising
from the provision of services to the public under the state regulation
of utility prices; RUB 2.8 mn were used to compensate for the
difference in electricity tariffs; RUB 5 mn, for financial assistance to
subsidiary agricultural business of the Company; RUB 5.4 mn, for
services under the compulsory health insurance program.
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ALROSA Group
investment program

Innovative development
1

ALROSA puts an emphasis on innovation development and introduction of new technologies as they are
the main drivers of economic performance. In the dynamic environment and stiff competition, continuous
technology growth is a key to maintaining competitive margin and strengthening leadership.

The ALROSA Development Program up to 2023 was developed in accordance with the approved
development strategy and aimed at maintaining the achieved level of diamond mining and production
performance.
In 2017, ALROSA Group’s investment in non-financial assets totaled RUB 30.227 bn or 9.7% below 2016.
ALROSA Group allocated RUB 19.530 bn for capital construction, including RUB 11.5 bn in core
production facilities, RUB 1.744 bn in auxiliary facilities, and RUB 472.0 bn in social facilities. Expenses
on technical upgrade and refitting totaled RUB 8.139 bn and other capital investments - RUB 2.557 bn.

Capital investments of PJSC ALROSA in 2017, mn RUB

14,763.2
7,643.2
Other capital 952.0
expenditures

435.7
879.7

Technical upgrade 6,157.1
and replacement
of worn-out equipment

5,804.7

Construction capital expenditures
Construction of other
core production facilities
Construction
of social facilities
Construction
of auxiliary facilities
Construction and maintenance
of existing underground mines

To pursue this goal, ALROSA implements the Innovation Development and Technological Upgrade
Program (ID and TUP) for 2016–2023.
The relevant programs and their implementation are subject to annual assessment by the Interdepartmental
Working Group for the Implementation of Innovation Development Goals of the Presidium of the
Presidential Council for Economic Modernization and Innovations of Russia. In 2017, ALROSA’s ID and
TUP was assessed at 95.12% (with target assessment of 90–100%). The financing of the Innovation and
Modernization Program of PJSC ALROSA totaled RUB 2.31 bn in 2017.
The innovation and research complex of ALROSA is led by Yakutniproalmaz Institute of PJSC ALROSA,
a research and engineering institute of the diamond industry. In 2017, to enhance innovation, ALROSA
made the Innovation and Technology Center independent from Yakutnipromalmaz into a separate
subdivision, which will allow it to improve the management of innovations and new technology within
the company’s subdivisions.
In 2017, the company established the Research Center for the Young Experts Associations, which will
attract young people to the development of research and innovation. The young expert team participated
in several federal research and education programs. Such projects will help young people to unlock their
creative potential, share ideas and experiences, and implement new projects in production.

Key program activities in the sphere of innovation development and technological upgrade in 2017

Activities in the area of mastering new technologies
Energy Efficiency
Improvement Program

››

Developing and implementing fundamentally new electric drive systems for
mechanisms with abruptly variable load based on valve-inductor motors;

››

Using high-voltage gas-insulated switchgears and energy-saving equipment;

››

Using energy efficient light sources, LED equipment and solar collector
systems;

Construction capital expenditures

››

Construction
of social facilities

Introduction of HALFRID diesel fuel quantum activator for diesel generator
plants at Nyurba Mining and Processing Division;

››

Using gas engine fuel (methane).

››

Converting boilers from diesel fuel to oil;

››

Pump fleet modernization.

Financing:
RUB 339.01 mn.

Capital investments of ALROSA Group subsidiaries and associates in 2017, RUB mn

4,767.2
36.3

Other capital 1,605.7
expenditures

864.7
Technical upgrade 1,982.3
and replacement
of worn-out equipment

1

3,866.1

Construction
of auxiliary facilities
Construction of other
core production facilities

Detailed information on ALROSA 2015-2017 capital expenditure in non-financial assets is available in 2017 Annual Report.
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Activities aimed at energy saving and improving the energy efficiency allow the
company to reduce not only its expenses but also the adverse impact on the
environment. In 2017, the key projects were as follows:
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Activities in the area of mastering new technologies
Program for Improvement
of Environmental
Friendliness of Production
Financing:
RUB 16.56 mn
.

Mastering new
technologies in production
Financing:
RUB 320.57 mn

Activities in the area of mastering new technologies
In the reporting year, the key forms of engagement were as follows:

Every year, Yakutniproalmaz Research and Design Institute analyzes the impact
of PJSC ALROSA activities on the environment in terms of water consumption,
emissions of pollutants in the atmosphere, movement of production, industrial
and housekeeping waste, and land reclamation. This analysis underlies the
implementation of projects related to enhancing environmental performance.
The 2017 projects:
››

Searching for and implementing the best existing technology for recycling
and disposal of used oils;

››

development of effective methods for reclamation of slopes in the
environmental and geological conditions of Daldyno Alakitsky district;

››

Reducing the amount of Class 5 hazardous waste by using it in the
construction works;

››

Implementing a set of studies and assessment of the environment in the
regions of production activities of PJSC ALROSA

In 2017, the key areas for mastering new technologies in production were as follows:
››

Improving the efficiency of diamond mining in existing enterprises;

››

Enhancing the geological technology used for processing the kimberlite
bodies by layered and chamber systems of mining with caving and stowing
of mined-out space;

››

Developing and implementing new principles for mining ultra-deep open
pit mines;

››

Designing and implementing low-cost industrial technology for mining,
transportation and beneficiation of ores and diamond-bearing sands;

››

Development of new rough diamond mining technologies;

››

Developing and implementing new methods and technologies in
forecasting, exploration, and new diamond deposits.

››

Implementing new technology in the area of ore beneficiation, sorting of
rough diamonds and production of polished diamonds

Conducting research and
application of the results
(commercialization)

In PJSC ALROSA, the research, development and engineering works are carried
out by Yakutniproalmaz Research and Design Institute and Geo-Scientific Research
Enterprise (NIGP) in accordance with the topical plan. In 2017, the Company
implemented the results derived from 29 research and development projects,
the economic effect of which is estimated at RUB 314 mn; it received 18 titles of
protection for utility models.

Release of innovative
products

Innovation products of PJSC ALROSA are managed by its subsidiary, Burevestnik
Innovative Center LLC, which is a large-scale manufacturer of X-ray equipment for
research and production. The company developed XRL roughing separators with
broad excitation band and radiographic separators for finishing dry diamondcontaining concentrates, and the software and hardware suite for collecting sorting
information from diamond separators.

Creation and development
of the research
infrastructure and benchtop testing facility

Continuous development of the research infrastructure and bench-top testing
facility of research units of PJSC ALROSA and JSC Bourevestnik Research and
Production Enterprise, a subsidiary, contributes to improving the quality of inhouse laboratory and analytical research, and experimental works.

Improvement of innovation
activities management and
business processes

During the reporting year, works to develop new documents and revise the
existing documents on innovation activities of the Company continued. The
company approved orders related to the improvement of innovation management
and set the annual target goals.
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››

Engagement of contractors in accordance with the subjects of research and
development carried out by ALROSA Group;

››

Signing of bilateral agreements on cooperation in the sphere of innovations;

››

Invitation to participate in an open innovation projects contest of PJSC
ALROSA;

››

Holding the corporate research seminar of PJSC ALROSA to develop the
concept for recovering mining in Mir underground mine in the existing
situation.

››

Participation of PJSC ALROSA in Technostart 2017, a competition of
innovative projects;

››

Participation in GenerationS, the Federal Accelerator of Hi-Tech Projects, as
the Mining&Metals industrial partner.

››

Development of ALROSA Innovation Portal as part of the information and
political system.

››

Publication of Innovation Technology, a regular reference and analysis
review.

In 2015, PJSC ALROSA approved the Regulations on the Procedure and Rules for
Implementing Innovative Products, which enables small and medium businesses to
integrate with the company in a “one-stop shop” procedure.
MероInternational
cooperation and
international business
activities

The key activities in this area were as follows:
››

Implementation of projects in the sphere of research and development
together with foreign partners;

››

Performance of planned agreements on international scientific and technical
cooperation;

››

Participation in international alliances, consortia, and strategic partnerships in
the area of innovation
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Key performance indicators (KPI) of the innovative activities of PJSC ALROSA in 2017

Indicator

2016
actual

Indicator

actual

2017
plan

actual

DEVELOPMENT/PROCUREMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION, 30 %
Ratio of R&D costs to revenue, %

0.33

0.34

0.34

Share of innovative product (goods, works, services)
procurement in the total procurement volume, %

1.7

1.3

1.7

COMMERCIALIZATION/EFFECTIVENESS, 40%
1.99

2.01

2.02

DESIGN (UPDATE)/PERFORMANCE QUALITY OF INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT AND
TECHNOLOGICAL UPGRADE PROGRAM, 30%
Design (update)/performance quality of Innovation
Development and Technological Upgrade Program

98.2

90-100

2017
plan

actual

IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLINESS OF
PRODUCTION

INTEGRAL KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR (IKPI)

Effectiveness of using innovative technology/labor
productivity (volume of processed raw materials per
employee engaged in core activity), thousand tons/person.

2016

Specific consumption of energy resources for extraction of
one carat for mining and processing production, GJ/carat

0.345

0.392

0.327

Fresh water intake, thousand cub. m 1

20,326

21,580

8,028.36

Greenhouse gas emissions, in СО2 equivalent, by mobile
and stationary sources, thousand tons

1,066.9

922.2

465.065

Specific indicator of greenhouse gas emissions, in СО2
equivalent, by mobile and stationary sources, per unit of
products, tons/carats

0.030

0.024

0.016

Specific indicator of greenhouse gas emissions, in СО2
equivalent, by mobile and stationary sources, per unit of
processed mined rock, tons/cub. m

0.011

0.003

0.003

The number of patents and other E&P documents of title,
units

17

13

18

Economic effect from the implementation of R&D and
technological works, mn RUB

809

580

314*

EFFICIENCY OF INNOVATIONS

95.12

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI) OF INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT AND
TECHNOLOGICAL UPGRADE PROGRAM

OUTPUT OF INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS BY JSC BOUREVESTNIK RESEARCH AND
PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE

INCREASE OF LABOR PRODUCTIVITY, CREATION OF HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE JOBS
Volume of processed raw materials (ore and sand) per
employee engaged in core activity, thousand tons/person

1.99

2.01

2.02

Number of created/upgraded high-performance workplaces,
%

1.26

1.1

1.2

Share of innovative products in the total sales of
Bourevestnik Research and Production Enterprise, %

13

4

11

IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY PROCESSES, REDUCING THE
PRODUCTION COST
Energy cost share in the structure of the total cost of
production, %

13.95

13.5

9.97

REFUSAL TO USE OBSOLETE AND INEFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, INTRODUCTION OF
MODERN PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES AND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Number of cases of implementation/use of the results of
R&D projects, new machinery, technology, production and
labor organization at production deposits, number of cases

37

27

29

1
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Including the withdrawal of PTVS subdivision from PJSC ALROSA and the incorporation of a separate legal entity Heat and Water Supply
Company LLC on January 1, 2017.
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4

Industrial safety and labor
protection
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Labor protection and
industrial safety policy
of ALROSA
ALROSA is fully aware of its responsibility for the protection of the lives and health of
workers; therefore, the Company pays specific attention to occupational health and safety
issues.

ALROSA applies 5 essential principles of the Labor Protection and Industrial Safety Policy,
which are binding on every employee regardless of their title or position.

Safety is the priority - Any production task shall be viewed in terms of the safety of its
performance. If safety conflicts with production goals, such goals must be reviewed.
Executives take full responsibility - The executive officers (of the company or production
units) shall be liable for the management and maintenance of safe work performance.
Every worker shall be responsible for their own personal safety.
No injuries and accidents are tolerated - ALROSA views every injury and accident as an
emergency, which indicates issues in management systems and safety precautions.
Openness and integrity - No lies and non-disclosures related to labor protection and
industrial safety are tolerated by the company, which views them as gross misconduct.
Inclusiveness - Each employee, directors and workers alike, must be included in the
settlement of labor protection and industrial safety issues.
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Key areas of implementation of OHS activities:

Areas
Liability insurance

Ensuring a safe working
environment

Main activities
As of February 20, 2018, 114 hazardous production facilities of PJSC ALROSA
were registered in the State register of hazardous production facilities, all of which
are insured for civil liability. Hazard class category I (eleven sites) includes three
underground mines and a warehouse of explosive materials; hazard class category
II (eight sites) includes the sites for open-pit mining and the Aikhal underground
mine; hazard class category III includes 53 sites; the remaining sites are included in
hazard class category IV.
A substantial part of the existing professional activity of the Company’s employees
is connected to activities entailing a probability of injury or a risk of occupational
diseases. At the end of 2017, the number of employees of PJSC ALROSA involved
in jobs with harmful and/or hazardous working conditions was 14,000, of them
2,000 women. The terms of the valid collective agreement specify the required
level of human resource for working in harmful and/or hazardous conditions,
along with necessary equipment resources (company work clothing, safety shoes,
necessary means of highly efficient personal and collective protective equipment,
therapeutic-preventive nutrition, communication means, etc.). Annually, the
Company implements activities for improving staff sanitary and living conditions.

Staff participation in the
OHS management

This implies the involvement of PJSC ALROSA employees in all the processes of
the OSH policy implementation, as well as allocation of personal responsibility of
each employee.

Personnel training in the
field of OHS

Annually the Company’s managers and specialists using hazardous production
facilities of the Company, undergo pre-certification development, training and
certification at the HR Training Centre (HRTC) and training facilities of PJSC
ALROSA.

Risk assessment, control
and monitoring

Operation of hazardous production facilities of PJSC ALROSA is a key risk factor
in the occurrence of accidents, injuries and incidents. In accordance with the
Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS), the assessment
of the risk of accident is carried out at each stage of the hazardous production
cycle: 1) when locating or designing a hazardous site; 2) when putting the site into
operation; 3) during operation or reconstruction of the site. There is the emergency
response plan at all Company’s hazardous production facilities of Hazard class I, II
and III.
In order to increase the level of industrial control, as well as to take measures
for prevention of accidents, injuries and incidents, the Company has adopted
corporate standards for conducting monitoring and preventive inspections.
The practice of registering, investigating and reporting on work accidents in
PJSC ALROSA complies with the requirements of the Russian labor law and
recommendations of the International Labor Organization. In order to analyze the
dynamics and causes of injuries, the Company conducts ongoing monitoring of
both absolute and relative indicators characterizing the level of industrial injuries in
PJSC ALROSA.

The last 2017 saw the tragic accident in Mir underground mine killing 8 miners. The investigation found
that the accident was caused by a series of hydrogeological, technical, and management factors. The
main reason is the abnormal complexity of the deposit, which is caused by adverse fractures.
The management made one important conclusion after the accident investigation - the labor protection
and industrial safety management system needs urgent and far-reaching changes, both in terms of
functions and personnel.
In 2017, the company began building an independent management vertical structure in industrial safety
to separate the management vertical structure and redesign industrial safety functions; the safety services
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were withdrawn from the supervision of subdivisions’ chief engineers and reorganized to report to directly
to CEO. The industrial safety management structure was changed to ensure independent assessment,
control, and decision-making. The company plans to enhance the efficiency of the collection and analysis
of information related to labor protection and industrial safety and introduce the assessment system for
industrial risks and provide training in new standards and regulations. Five subdivisions introduced new
positions of industrial safety manager.
At the governance level, the industrial safety vertical structure will be supervised by the chief executive
officer. The company established the following permanent industrial safety committees:
››

The Central Industrial Safety and Labor Protection Committee under the supervision of the
CEO of PJSC ALROSA. The Committee shall hold quarterly meetings to define the strategy of
industrial safety improvement.

››

The Industrial Safety and Labor Protection Committee under the supervision of the Deputy CEO
- Executive Director of PJSC ALROSA. The Committee shall hold quarterly meetings to settle
issues arising in the strategy implementation.

››

The Industrial Safety and Labor Protection Committee under the supervision of the subdivision
head of PJSC ALROSA. The Committee shall hold weekly meetings to address and review any
violations of the industrial safety rules and develop remedial measures.
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Labor Protection and Industrial Safety Efforts in 2017

The independent management vertical structure to ensure industrial safety of PJSC ALROSA:

Efforts related to labor protection and industrial safety were made in accordance with objective stated
in the program of the Industrial Safety Department of PJSC ALROSA for 2017 in such areas as labor
protection, industrial safety, traffic safety, fire safety, and civil defense in emergencies.

Chief Executive Officer

CEO’s Industrial Safety Advisor

››

According to the special assessment of labor conditions (SALC) made in 2014-2015, the company
approved the plan to improve labor conditions, which contemplates the purchase of efficient
personal and collective protection equipment, labor saving tools, refitting the equipment with
high noise and vibration characteristics, etc.

››

The hazardous production facilities operated by the company are insured against civil liability
and damage resulting from an accident.

››

ALROSA employees are insured against accidents and occupational illnesses.

››

In April 2017, the company’s subdivisions held a month campaign for industrial safety and an
industrial safety contest among the subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA.

››

The company carried out an independent audit of production sites of PJSC ALROSA and
identified major risks.

››

The long-term program was developed to improve the management of industrial safety and
labor protection according to the auditor’s recommendations and introduce new management
and operation methods based on the best practices of top mining companies.

››

The company developed emergency recovery plans for 24 hazardous production sites, which
perform mining operations. The plans are approved by the Yakutsk paramilitary mine rescue
team, which provides mine rescue and emergency services. The members of auxiliary mine
rescue teams passed certification with 165 employees confirming their rescuer qualification.

››

The company carried out the unscheduled special evaluation of 536 workplaces and made the
framework agreement with the certifying organization for 2017-2019.

››

Subject to agreements with the Medical Center of PJSC ALROSA, healthcare institutions
performed medical examinations (regular, preliminary before the employment, pre-shift/postshift and pre-trip/post-trip) and psychiatric examinations. Totally, 14,968 employees passed a
preliminary and regular medical examination. Such medical examinations exposed systemic
diseases in some employees and identified workers who need to be transferred to other job
excluding harmful working conditions and those who were advised health resort treatment. The
health units of the Medical Center carried out 2,295,975 pre-shift/post-shift and pre-trip/posttrip medical examinations.

››

Organizational measures were taken to prevent traffic incidents. In accordance with duty charts
of employees of the service responsible for traffic safety on roads and winter snow roads,
scheduled checks were performed to make sure that drivers comply with the traffic regulations
of the Russian Federation and the Rules for technical operation of road transport vehicles.

››

PJSC ALROSA developed the Road Traffic Safety Standards of PJSC ALROSA and the Regulation
on the Secondment of Vehicle and Truck Drivers to determine the unified rules for on-site
training of drivers and machinists when entering employment or being transferred to a new type
of vehicles.

››

The company carried out monitoring and preventive inspections of fire safety units of civil
defense and emergency management, the cultural and sports center, Aikhal and Nyurbinsky
MPDs, UCS, Almazdortrans, and Mirny Road Department.

Central Committee

Executive Director

The Executive Director’s Committee

Labor Protection
and Industrial Safety Department

Division Committee

MPD Director

LP and IS Service

MPD Director

LP and IS Service
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MPD Director

LP and IS Service
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Integration with Profalmaz
The HRTC of PJSC ALROSA provides precertification industrial safety training
of executives and experts involved in hazardous work and facilities.

ALROSA believes it is essential to raise personnel awareness of safe behavior and develop labor culture
to cause workers and contractors to value and protect their lives and health. One of the main tools for
prevention of accidents, incidents, industrial injuries and occupational diseases, compliance with the
rules and regulations on labor health is a preventive control in the field of OSH exercised by prompt
detection of violations and adoption of measures to eliminate them.

In 2017 such precertification training, in particular, in supervision areas, was provided to:
The onsite control is performed by regular inspections of subdivisions, which involve special authorized
representatives of Profalmaz. The institution of the authorized (trusted) occupational safety personnel
is one of the key tools via which the Company’s employees participate in the OSHMS. In 2017, 431
representatives of the Trade Union were registered as members of the occupational safety and health
committees (commissions) which is 1.68% of the personnel.

The interregional trade union Profalmaz, trade union committees of its primary trade union organizations and authorized
(trusted) trade union people control the safety of the conducted work and labor health, performance of the Company’s
obligations in the area, take part in commissions created to investigate occupational injuries and professional diseases.

››

533 employees in production operations and mining facilities operation;

››

95 employees in hazardous facility operation, storage and use of harmful materials;

››

427 employees in underground facilities operation;

››

106 employees in pressure equipment operation;

››

72 employees gas distribution and consumption facilities operation; and

››

179 employees in energy safety.

Each case of occupational injury that may result in permanent disability, a group or a fatal case are considered an
emergency and investigated during joint meetings of the Company’s managers and the trade union organization.

The HRTC certified 1,412 executives and experts of ALROSA subdivisions in accordance with
Rostechnadzor requirements.

The company is obliged to consider the decrees of the Profalmaz trade union with respect to labor safety.

In 2017, 78 executives and experts of ALROSA subdivisions were trained under the program
“Emergency Management Training for Hazardous Mining Facilities”.
Different types of certificates and licenses were issued to 4,581 employees.

Authorized (trusted) occupational safety personnel, as well as other representatives of trade union
bodies may be a part of occupational safety and health committees (commissions) within the Company’s
subdivisions. Occupational safety and health committees (commissions) are created on a parity basis
according to the number of management representatives of the Company’s structural subdivisions and
the Profalmaz Trade Union. When examining each incident, the representatives of trade union bodies
exercise overall control in terms of the fulfillment of obligations in accordance with the terms of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement in the field of occupational safety and health.
Since January 1, 2016, results of a special assessment of working conditions (SAWC) were introduced.
The assessment was carried out during 2014–2015.
In 2017, the subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA carried out unscheduled special evaluations of labor conditions.
The company and Profalmaz addressed disputes within subdivision related to prompt allocation of
guarantees and compensations for hazardous work conditions. The conciliatory commission amended
the Collective Agreement to include provisions related to additional payments and compensations for
work in hazardous environment for the previous period (6 months). Subdivisions prepared and executed
the declarations of workplace with the optimal and acceptable labor conditions (class 1 and 2) compliance
with the standards and requirements of labor protection laws.

Personnel training in labor protection and industrial safety
During 2017, on the basis of the HRTC and training facilities of PJSC ALROSA, 2,373 managers and
specialists of structural subdivisions (2,184 were planned to be trained) of the company were trained in
the fields of energy supply security and occupational safety and health, which amounts to 26% of the total
number of this category of personnel. Knowledge of 961 managers and specialists of the Company was
assessed with respect to labor health, while 700 people were planned to be trained.
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Performance of labor safety efforts

The project is mainly focused on those who work on hazardous sites and operate vehicles. Its purpose is to
reduce the risks of occupational diseases and injuries.

Due to accidents on production sites, PJSC ALROSA introduced special security arrangements for labor
protection and industrial safety across the subdivisions operating hazardous production facilities.
Such special arrangements involved the round-the-clock service of authorized employees for workplace
inspections. The company carried our integrated checks of compliance with the requirements of industrial,
fire, and traffic safety and labor protection. The company carried out the external audit and developed
and approved the Strategic Development Plan for the Industrial and Labor safety Management for 20182020.

To improve industrial mining safety, PJSC ALROSA performs the large-scale satellite monitoring of mining
facilities in operation. In 2017, the company received the first data from a series of radar space survey of
Udachninsky MPD. COSMPO-SkyMed-1-4 surveys were started in 2016 and are planned to last for three
years. They are needed to identify possible terrain distortions above underground mines, any deformations
of open pit mine edges and shelves, and natural or anthropogenic displacements of structures located in
the vicinity of developed deposits.
ALROSA monitors general purpose autos by using Wialon GPS/GLONASS system. Satellite monitoring
allows the company to reduce auto fleet costs and consistently control movements, activities, and technical
condition of vehicles in real time to enhance traffic safety.

To implement the Strategic Plan, the company prepared the road plan for priority efforts, including:
››

Develop the policy to define the main principles and approaches to labor protection and
industrial safety;

››

Develop a management structure, including setting up the Labor Protection and Industrial Safety
Committee led by the executive director and setting up the standard management of labor
protection services reporting to subdivision directors.

››

Determine the priority areas for the development of labor protection and industrial safety and
develop the relevant safety standards and procedures.

››

Develop the labor protection and industrial safety key performance indicators for employees
and company executives to encourage industrial safety efforts, decrease occupational injuries
and diseases, and compliance with labor safety standards.

››

Develop the communication system to generate a continuous information flow related to labor
protection and industrial safety and raising personnel awareness of the requirements and
standards and sharing the best practices of labor protection.

››

Improve personnel training (employees and executives alike) related to labor protection and
industrial safety (skills, commitment, leadership, etc.)

››

Introduce the risk assessment system to identify critical industrial risks and establish the industrial
risk management system. The system is intended to prevent and minimize such risks.

The company is looking for different approaches and methods to enhance industrial safety and labor
protection:
››

remote control of mining transport;

››

SPGT-4 system of positioning miners and transport;

››

SUBR-1P emergency alert system;

››

the system for searching and detecting trapped miners (currently being introduced);

››

monitoring of general purpose vehicles;

››

pre-shift medical examinations, etc.

Since 2016, PJSC ALROSA subdivisions have been introducing medical terminals equipped with all the
equipment for medical inspection: a pressure-measuring instrument, alcohol detection device, body
temperature sensor. Pupillometer makes it possible to detect any drugs in blood in seconds. All the
information obtained during the medical inspection is reflected in an electronic log. Depending on
meeting or not meeting all the medical parameters, an employee is allowed or disallowed to work – the
respective information appears on a computer monitor. If the equipment identifies any problems, for
example, high body temperature, the respective employee will be advised to visit a medical attendant.
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SUBR-1P is included in the emergency warning system and enables selective (individual) summoning of
miners underground and their tracking and warning.

SUBR, the miner tracking system, saved the lives of dozens of workers in Mir mine accident. According to miners, they heard
the warning before water flooded the workings and many of them had chances to save their lives. During the first hours after
the accident, 142 of 151 workers were lifted and one worker was lifted the next day.
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Information on the total number of accidents and injuries of PJSC ALROSA workers in 2013–2017

Injury rates in PJSC ALROSA in 2013–2017

54

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

IR

0.11

0.05

0.10

0.08

0.23

Occupational disease rate

ODR

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.11

0.27

Lost day rate**

LDR

12.83

8.61

12.14

12.61

19.85

Absentee rate***

AR

9,558.9

8,666.2

8,595.0

8,803.0

8,205.0

Indicator for 200,000
hours worked
Injury rate*

46

30

* The rate is calculated taking into account fatal injuries, as well as all injuries that result in disability for one day or more.

27
24

25

23

*** The rate is calculated taking into account all days of temporary disability irrespective of the reasons, except for the disability due to pregnancy
and delivery.

19

17 18
12

12
9

7
2
Total number
of industrial accidents

3
0

1

3

6
1

Group injuries

** The rate is calculated taking into account the calendar days of disability as a result of industrial injuries and occupational diseases from the first
day of the incident.

Registered injuries
(victims)

5

9
5

4

2

1

Severe injuries

10

2

2

Fatal injuries

Changes in lost-time incident frequency, frequency of fatal injuries and costs of activities to improve working
conditions and labor protection in 2013–2017.

Newly exposed
occupational diseases

39.3
29.9

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

38.9

33.3

0.48

0.45

0.38
0.23

0.21

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA has 30 industrial accidents, which hurt 46 employees, of them 5 women: 32
employees had minor injuries, 5 had heavy injuries, and 9 fatal injuries. Three group accidents were
recorded.

0.08

0.04

39.1
0.94

0.04

0.04

Expenses on labor protection and industrial safety per one employee, RUB thousand
LTIFR, Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate per 1,000,000 of worked hours
FIFR, fatal injury frequency rate per 1,000,000 of worked hours
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LTIFR was 1,73 across the company in 2017. The indicator was
affected by Mir mine accident, which injured 13 miners.
In 2017, fatal injuries happened in Mirny shaft contracting company,
Aikhal and Mirny MPDs, and Novy subsidiary collective farm.
On April 1, 2017, a miner of Mirny shaft contracting company
got caught up in a funnel and covered with ore in Internationally
underground mine when there was self-induced subsistence of ore
while he was preparing to clean up rock mass. After mine rescue
operations, he was salvaged dead. This accident resulted from failure
to make efforts required by the projects, the lack of proper control of
compliance with labor protection and industrial safety, and non-use
of personal protection equipment (safety ropes).
On April 26, 2017, an accident happened to a timberer in Aikhal
underground mine. During the installation of a stowage stopping,
a piece of rock mass fell down and killed the worker. There are
management causes of this accident - no control of compliance with
industrial safety requirements by engineers and technicians in terms
of excavation support; and technical ones - non-compliance with the
specification of excavation supports in terms of lack of mine working
roofing. No additional efforts were made (no support pattern) to
prevent roof fall.

A group fatal accident happened on the same day, April 26, 2017,
in Novy collective farm. During milk sterilization in mini-diary plant,
a sterilizer cover went open and broke loose killing two people and
injuring two others (one woman), and two more people got minor
injuries. The accident was caused by bad production management
and lack of workplace safety control, in particular, no planned
maintenance of the sterilizer. The technical reason was unlocked
sterilizer cover.
On July 29, 2017, in Mir underground mine a filling fell on a truck
cabin and caused neck injury to the driver. The main reason was
inadequate work management and control of safety and risk
assessment by experts and employees in Mir underground mine and
Mirny MPD. Technical reasons included the violation of engineering
processes. No revision of support pattern was made and water
flowed into underground mine workings.
On August 4, 2017, uncontrolled water flew from the depleted pit
into underground workings in Mir underground mine due to the
failure of adjacent rock. The accident injured 13 PJSC ALROSA
workers, of whom 4 were reported missing, 1 heavily injured, and 8
lightly injured. Besides, 4 employees of contractors were reported
missing in the accident. All victims are men.
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5

Environmental
responsibility
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Environmental policy
of ALROSA
ALROSA’s Environmental Policy is an integral part of the sustainable development and
corporate social responsibility policy of the company.
ALROSA continuously improves the ecological compatibility of industrial processes by
introducing innovation technologies in rough diamond mining and implements the
Integrated Environmental Protection Program of PJSC ALROSA for 2011-2018 and
other environmental protection programs aimed at minimizing industrial environmental
impacts.

Management and implementation of the environmental policy of PJSC ALROSA
The basis of PJSC ALROSA environment protection is the implementation of its
environmental policy to minimize the adverse environmental impact in all areas of
environmental activities, comprehensive and rational use of mineral resources, risk
management, compliance with the requirements of the Russian and international
environmental legislation, developing an environment management system,
improving the awareness and culture of employees in the environment protection
area, developing and implementing comprehensive programs for improving the
environment in the regions of the Company’s operations.
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Environmental
Management System

The Environmental Management System of PJSC ALROSA was introduced in 2013, and it conforms to the ISO 14001:2015
international standard and GOST R ISO 14001:2016 national standard.

Principles of the
environmental policy

The Company follows the principles of environmental responsibility in the area of environment protection in compliance
with the environmental policy of PJSC ALROSA:

Priorities of PJSC
ALROSA

Commitments of
PJSC ALROSA to the
environment

››

Compliance with the national and international environmental legislation

››

Reduction of the adverse environmental impact through adoption of managerial and processing solutions taking
into account the relevant environmental aspects of the Company activities;

››

Continuous improvement of the environmental management system;

››

Introduction of advanced technologies with a view to achieving a high level of environmental protection in all areas
of activity of the Company;

››

Increase the level of environmental awareness among the personnel of the Company and its involvement in the
activities aimed at reducing environmental risks;

››

Openness and availability of environmental information, disclosure of the information on environmental protection
activities of the Company to all interested parties.

Within the scope of implementing of a Long-term Development Program of PJSC ALROSA for 2012–2021, the following
priorities of the Company’s environmental activities are highlighted:
››

Development of projects and construction of sites for the accumulation and storage of industrial and consumption
waste in accordance with the environmental requirements in all subdivisions of the Company;

››

Selection and implementation of technologies for recycling and disposal of industrial and consumption waste;

››

Further large-scale implementation of schemes for dry stacking of concentration tailings

››

Ensure compliance with and systematic control of the compliance with national and international requirements in the
area of environment protection.

››

Collaborate with the organizations, contractors, suppliers that are guided by environmental priorities in their
activities, as well as reflect environmental commitments of the parties in contracts made between them.

››

Plan and implement measures to prevent adverse impact on the environment, as well as measures to eliminate the
consequences of the negative impact.

››

Cooperate with the legislative and executive bodes of the state that are authorized to protect the environment;
expand the scope of scientific collaboration in developing environmentally efficient and economically profitable
technologies and equipment.

››

Ensure continuous improvement of characteristics and indicators of the production activities’ impact on the
environment.

››

Ensure the implementation of such an environmental policy that extends the general policy of the Company and
takes account of the rights and interests of indigenous peoples of the North with respect to their traditional way of
life and protection of their primordial living environment.

››

Provide resources for the environmental policy implementation, meeting the environmental objectives and tasks,
efficient operation of the entire system of environmental management.

››

Ensure the openness of the environmental policy and promote awareness of its principles and commitments among
all employees of the Company and interested parties.

››

Ensure continuous perfection of the system for environmental management of PJSC ALROSA based on the
requirements of the international ISO 14001:2015 standard and national GOST R ISO 14001-2016 standard.
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Environmental training
and advanced training

Assessment of the
environmental impact of
the production activities
Contractors’ compliance
with the legislation
requirements and
application of
international standards in
the area of environment
protection

PJSC ALROSA makes annual investments in personnel training in environmental protection and safety. In 2017, RUB
4.56 mn were allocated for these purposes. 201 company experts were provided training in industrial ecology, including
professional training for the license to handle wastes of I-IV danger classes and new requirements for environmental
management in accordance with new environmental protection laws of the Russian Federation and international standards.
To assess the impact that production activities of PJSC ALROSA structural units have on the environment, the Company
uses the annual analytical report prepared by the Yakutniproalmaz Institute. The report makes it possible to monitor
changes over time of the operation-specific data concerning environmental aspects.
When making contracts with contractors for provision of services, PJSC ALROSA includes an article in the standard contract
form related to rights and obligations of the parties that contains liabilities with respect to meeting the legal requirements
in the area of environment protection.
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System for management, control and implementation of activities in the
area of environment protection
In 2017, ALROSA decided to establish the unified Ecology Center of PJSC ALROSA to regulate the unified
approach to environmental protection management, reasonable resource use, and environmental safety.
The Ecology Center is intended to centralize all environmental services across the company’s subdivisions
and systematize all environmental activities, from industrial control to the environmental strategy
development and its integration into the general development strategy.
In early 2018, the Ecology Center was launched as a separate subdivision of PJSC ALROSA. The
Environmental Center will pursue a broad range of goals, such as expanding the industrial environmental
control, integrating a risk-based approach and the geoinformation monitoring system, generating the
company’s analytical database and establishing a unified approach to addressing environmental issues.
The Ecology Center executive reports directly to the company’s chief engineer. The center interacts with
ALROSA subdivisions in accordance with the regulations governing the management of environmental
protection, sustainable natural resource use, and environmental safety in production facilities and
catchment areas.
The implementation of environmental safety and protection safety and strategic governance is supervised
by the Supervisory Board of PJSC ALROSA.

Environmental Risk Management
Environmental risk management at PJSC ALROSA is carried out throughout the entire production process,
which makes it possible not only to reduce the damage caused to natural ecosystems but also to prevent
possible adverse environmental impacts. Effective environmental risk management is one of the key
principles of the environmental policy of the Company.

Potential environmental risk management mechanisms

Risk description
Environmental accident risks

Risk of non-compliance with
the requirements of Russian
Federation environmental
legislation

Major risk factors

Risk mitigation measures

Severe natural and climatic conditions:
– a lot of surface, melt floodwater;
– permafrost thawing.

››

››

Personnel errors.

››

››

Low-quality or untimely repairs or equipment
replacements

Monthly analytical monitoring of hydrotechnical
constructions

››

Environmental legislation enforcement.

››

››

Acquisition of deposits (subsidiaries and
affiliates) causing substantial damage to the
environment.

Visual control of all stages of the industrial safety
check in compliance with the industrial safety
check program.

››

Proximity of the production sites to specially
protected areas (wildlife reserves).

Constant monthly monitoring of changes in the
legislation of the Russian Federation.

››

Application of changes in the legislation in the
Company structural units

››

››
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Visual control of the 1st stage of industrial safety
check for hydrotechnical constructions on a shift
basis.

Key events and achievements in 2017
“Change Management.
Visionaries.” - Russia’s firstever professional award in
sustainability impact assessment.

PJSC ALROSA was one of the first winners of Russia’s award “Change Management. Visionaries” in the nomination
“Environmental Impact Disclosures”. The company was assessed by quality and detalization of disclosure in the
Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA.

Third rating in the Environmental
responsibility assessment

PJSC ALROSA became a top-3 Russian company in environmental protection area. The first environmental rating
was held in 2017 in three nominations: Environmental Management, Environmental Impact, and Disclosure/
Transparency. The rating assessed 33 companies in metal and mining industries.

The V All-Russian Congress
of Environmental Protection
and Ecotech’17 International
Exhibition Forum

On 12-14 December, 2017, the V All-Russian Congress of Environmental Protection and Ecotech’17 International
Exhibition Forum brought together government and business executives and members of environmental
organizations to assess performance and address issues in environmental protection.

Annual Report to the Minister of
Nature Protection of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia)
Environmental contest

The Minister of Nature Protection of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) appreciated the environmental efforts of
PJSC ALROSA. In his address to the meeting, he stated: “ALROSA is making successful efforts in environmental
protection. I always quote the company’s successful experience in animal protection as a good example.”
As part of the Year of Ecology, PJSC ALROSA proposed to hold a contest for the residents of all ages living in the
region of the company’s operation (the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)) for the best solutions of environmental issues.
The contest topics included the following: “Green Sakha - Love of Nature!”, children’s contest “I’m a Small Part of the
Large World”, and online photo contest “Make Nature Eternal”.

Water-development renovation
project in the Sytykan River

PJSC ALROSA implements the project to restore the Sytykan River bed. This project will strengthen the dam,
decrease water loss, and improve the quality of water supplied to Udachny. The project to be completed in 2019 is
supervised by Udachny Mining and Processing Division.

Continued transfer of autos and
production equipment to run on
natural gas

To implement the Innovation and Modernization Program of PJSC ALROSA since 2014, PJSC ALROSA gradually
implements the transfer of autos and production equipment to run on natural gas. In 2017, Mirninskaya and Aikhal
production sites received seven vehicles running on gas.

Completion of the environmental
expert examination of VerkhneMunskoye deposit documents

PJSC ALROSA received the expert report of the Federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resource Usage on
Verkhne-Munskoye deposit. The expert commission gave a positive opinion of the project documents. The experts
highlighted efficient nature protection efforts, including the full set of protection efforts and compliance with law.

Completion of environmental
facilities to coincide with the Year
of Ecology in Russia

ALROSA completed the construction of the drainage water injection system from to the western split. The 2017
project value is RUB 28.454 mn.
ALROSA finished the renovation of 15 thousand m3/day water treatment facilities in Udachny. The 2017 project
value is RUB 43.185 mn.
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Funding of environmental
protection activities

ЦУР ООН
Содействие построению миролюбивого и открытого общества в
интересах устойчивого развития,
обеспечения доступа к правосудию
для всех и создания эффективных,
подотчетных и основанных на
широком участии учреждений на
всех уровнях

In 2017, the current environmental spending was RUB 4,431.4 mn, a 19.5% decrease from 2016 due to
reduced environmental service fees (by 40.6%) and fixed capital investment (by 39.1%).

Breakdown of environmental expenses in 2013–2017, mn RUB

Current (operating)
expenses

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2013–2017

2,637.3

2,844.0

3,187.3

3,089.7

2,931.9

14,690.2

Payment for
environmental protection
services

64.1

164.0

178.6

154.4

91.7

652.9

Costs of major repairs of
fixed assets intended for
nature protection purposes

70.9

47.6

76.6

37.7

53.3

286.1

Current environmental
expenses, total

2,772.3

3,055.7

3,442.5

3,281.8

3,076.9

15,629.2

Investment in the fixed
capital

3,904.3

2,904.8

2,588.7

2,224.8

1,354.5

12,977.1

TOTAL

6,676.6

5,960.5

6,031.1

5,506.6

4,431.4

28,606.3

The funding of the Comprehensive Environmental Protection Program of PJSC ALROSA for 2011–2018
totaled RUB 1,741.7 mn for the reporting period; a considerable part of the funds (RUB 1,285.3 mn) was
allocated to construction of environmental facilities according to the capex plan.
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АЛРОСА осуществляет свою основную деятельность на территории
национальной республики – Саха (Якутия), уделяя особое внимание
реализации принципов высокой ответственности за социально-экономическую ситуацию в регионе, сохранение социальной стабильности
среди местного населения и работников, обеспечение занятости, рост
уровня и качества жизни населения районов республики.
АК «АЛРОСА» (ПАО) в полной мере осознает важность повышения
открытости и прозрачности в управлении устойчивым развитием.
Компания размещает в открытом доступе на корпоративном сайте
финансовые, годовые и социально-экологические отчеты, содержащие информацию о платежах в бюджеты всех уровней в виде налогов
и роялти, результаты деятельности в области устойчивого развития,
которые ежегодно проходят независимую проверку международными
аудиторами. Придерживаясь принципов открытости, компания также
постоянно находится в диалоге с заинтересованными сторонами.
В компании действует Политика противодействия взяточничеству и
коррупции, декларирующая нетерпимость к любым проявлениям
злоупотребления служебным положением.
АЛРОСА поддерживает принципы Кимберлийского процесса (КП),
межгосударственной инициативы по недопущению «конфликтных»
алмазов в каналы международной торговли, и участвует в выполнении
требований Схемы сертификации КП в соответствии с национальным
законодательством.

SIGNIFICANT PART
OF MONEY IS SPENT
ON ENVIRONMENTAL
FACILITIES BUILDING

PJSC ALROSA views the financing of environmental efforts not as one-time efforts to settle local issues
but rather as a regular system-based approach to generating a sustainable fund to manage processes in
environmental protection and safety and recovery of natural resources.

Expenditure item

Интеграция ЦУР ООН в деятельность АК
«АЛРОСА» (ПАО) в области устойчивого развития

Укрепление средств осуществления
и активизация работы в рамках Глобального партнерства в интересах
устойчивого развития

Публичное предоставление прозрачной отчетности перед стейкхолдерами является основополагающей практикой АК «АЛРОСА» (ПАО),
приверженной принципам устойчивого развития.
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Investment in environmental protection

Breakdown of the current (operating) expenses associated with environmental activities in 2013–2017, based on
the type of environmental activity, mn RUB.

Measures

2013
TOTAL

2014

2015

2016

2017

2013–2017

2,637.3

2,844.0

3,187.3

3,089.7

2,931.9

14,388.9

Research and development
activities and projects
to reduce adverse
anthropogenic impact on
the environment

44.8

27.6

15.5

21.3

98.3

207.5

Protection of atmospheric
air and climate change
prevention

126.7

86.9

84.8

91.5

91.2

Sewage collection and
treatment

701.6

908.3

989.3

930.0

Waste handling

324.6

352.4

382.7

1,429.9

1,456.3

1,680.5

Land, surface and
underground water
protection and
rehabilitation
Protection of the
environment against
noise, vibration and other
physical pollution

0.382

0.351

0.546

Construction of the mine and drainage water reverse injection system at Yuzhny (first stage) and
Tymtaidakhsky (second stage) sites and Mir underground mine.

››

Completion of the construction of the drainage water injection system from Internatsionalny
underground mine to the western split.

481.1

››

Reconstruction of the drainage water injection system at Levoberezhny site and the drainage
water injection system of the Yubileyny open pit mine at the Zarechny site and Udachny
underground mine.

419.3

3,948.5

››

Construction of Bezymyanny-1 water development complex, including water intake and access
road in Verkhne-Munskoy deposit.

252.6

424.9

1,737.2

››

Reconstruction of the biological sewage treatment station in the towns of Udachny, and Aikhal.

1,774.1

1,882.3

8,223.1

››

Renovation of tailing facilities, including the starter damb of processing plant No. 3 (3rd phase)
of Mirny MPD.

››

Construction of flood protection of territories and facilities.

››

Construction of recycling water supply, condensation, transportation, and storage of dump
waste products of processing factory No. 12 of Udachninsky MPD.

0.612

1.3

3.2

–

Biodiversity conservation
and protection of natural
areas

–

0.372

0.705

0.0

1.0

2.1

9.3

11.9

33.1

19.4

9.8

83.5

Other environmental
activities
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0.012

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA made the following effort to mitigate production environmental impacts:
››

Radiation safety of the
environment

–

2017, the total capex of ALROSA subsidiaries related to environmental protection and the rational use
of natural resources was expended in the Mirninsky district where the main company’s production sites
are located.

0.0

3.9

3.9

Fixed capital expenditures on environmental protection were RUB 1,354.5 mn in 2017, down by RUB 870
mn (39%) from 2016, which is consistent with the investment program.
In 2017, PJSC ALROSA timed two projects to the Year of Ecology in Russia. One of them is the renovation
of 15 thousand cubic meter water treatment facilities in Udachny, which is strategically important for
the company and the region, where fishing is very popular and local rivers need special protection. The
renovation of water treatment facilities in Udachny will enable additional water treatment from organic
impurities in according to the requirements for fishery water basins.
The second project is the construction of the drainage water injection system from Internatsionalny
underground mine to the western split. The drainage water injection system and a network of pressure
wells were built to prevent mineralized water from discharging onto surface water bodies and surface
ground. Underground water from Metegero-Ichersky aquifer go back without hurting the environment.
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Environmental performance
indicators
Water and rational use of water resources
In 2017, subject to the Program on the Non-Core Assets Disposal of PJSC ALROSA, the Heat and water
supply enterprise was withdrawn from the company to be established as a separate PTWS LLC. Some
water development projects of the ALROSA’s mining and processing deposits were transferred to the
company. Given this, the volume of water use in 2017 is shown without PTWS and are not comparable
with the previous periods as PTWS LLC was the largest consumer of water resources of PJSC ALROSA.
In 2016, PTWS accounted for 71% (13.8 mn m3) of water use, 94.9% (12.0 mn m3) of water discharge,
and 92.5% (7.1 tons) of pollution discharge. PJSC ALROSA calculated water use excluding PTWS for the
three-year period.
PJSC ALROSA takes the following measures in order to reduce the impact of its enterprises on water
bodies:
››

reduction of fresh water intake for production purposes due to water reuse systems applied by
processing plants and organization of dredge operations in closed foundation pits;

››

control of leakages from public and industrial water supply pipes and heating pipes and
elimination of the leakages.

Water facilities protection:
››

saltwater injection (associated water from open pit mines and underground mines) to the
underground water-bearing horizon;

››

water object monitoring, control of natural and sewage water quality.

Water intake sources for PJSC ALROSA subsidiaries are located in the production sites of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) and classified into two groups - surface and underground water bodies, including
››

rivers: Irelyakh, Malaya Botuobiya, Lena, Olenek, Viluy, Taas-Yuryakh, Bolshaya Botuobiya,
Ongkhoy, Sokhsolookh;

››

Alymdya-Tuorata creek;

››

water reservoirs: Irelyakhskoye, Sytykhanskoye, on the Markha River, and on the left tributary of
the Khannya River, on the Oyuur-Yurege stream;

››

Sordonnookh lake;

››

underground artesian wells (well 5-R (5-Р) and 7-E (7-Э) in the town of Lensk).

In 2017, fresh water intake of PJSC ALROSA from natural sources was 2.06 mn m3 or 78.5% of the
acceptable volume1.

1
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The acceptable volume for 2017 was 2,627.23 thousand m3.
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The total water intake from natural sources and the supplier totaled:
››

21.07 mn m3 in 2015, 8.18 mn m3 without PTWS;

››

19.35 mn m3 in 2016, 5.53 mn m3 without PTWS;

››

5.97 mn m3 in 2017.

The production water consumption of PJSC ALROSA was 4.86 mn m3 in 2017. Water consumption for
drinking and household went down by 5.2% from 2016; water losses in transportation decreased by
18.6%.
The recycling water supply of processing plants in 2017 remained almost unchanged from 2016 - 144.34
mn m3 (143.72 mn m3 in 2016). The recycled water use at various stages of process was 55.43 mn m3 or
21.0% (14.74 mn m3) below 2016 (70.17 mn m3).

In the reporting period, water intake increased by 7.9% due to the commencement of operations in vbr
underground mine in 2016, the filling of the dredge pit in Gornoye deposit of Mirninsky MPD.

The main water consumption accounts for production needs:
››

12.50 mn m3 in 2015, 6.17 mn m3 without PTWS;

››

11.33 mn m3 in 2016, 4.32 mn m3 without PTWS;

››

4.86 mn m3 in 2017.

ALROSA companies use the mineralized water recycling system without its consumption - drainage water
from open pit mines and underground mines flows to backfilling stations and return into underground
aquifers unchanged. All retrieved drainage and mining mineralized waters are pumped into MetegeroIchersky aquifer system, underground aquifers, Levoberezhny fault line and production accumulator
tanks.

DISCHARGES AND WASTE
Production waste water is removed into tailing dumps of processing plants, accumulator tanks, and
underground aquifers.
In 2017, waste water (statutory treated, treated, contaminated and undertreated and with dragging
losses) was sewed into surface natural waters of Dylyng Otyy, Lena River, Irelyakh, and Sokhsolookh

Water consumption (production) 2013 – 2016 including PTWS 2017 excluding PTWS, mn m3

13.32

13.67

Discharge of waste water onto water body surfaces in 2013–2017
15.4

14.5

12.5
11.33

12.7

11.8

7.7

4.86

5.6

4.6

4.8

0.62

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Water consumption (production) 2015 – 2017 excluding PTWS, mn m

3

2014

2015

2016

Discharge of waste water onto water body surfaces
Discharge of pollutants into water body surfaces

6.17
4.86
4.33

2015

2013

2016

2017
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0.23

2017
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Discharge of waste water onto water body surfaces in 2015–2017

Production and consumption waste treatment

0.89

Hazard class
0.53

0.60

0.62

0.58

I, II, III hazard classes
(0.003%)

Waste

Disposal and utilization

Mercury-containing waste and fluorescent lamps, waste
batteries, electrolyte waste (sulphuric acid), oil product
waste (waste oils of different grades), laboratory waste.

A portion of waste after its deactivation and disposal are
transferred to special-purpose companies licensed for the
relevant business.
A portion of waste is deactivated and disposed by
proprietary companies, such as used petroleum products
are consumed as secondary energy resources and
production waste is deactivated on Forsage-2M mobile
units.

0.23

2015

2016

2017

IV hazard class
(0.019%)

Discharge of waste water onto water body surfaces

Scrap tires and air tubes, wood scrap, weld slag, ash and
slag waste from coal combustion, waste from mechanical
and biological waste water treatment, other housekeeping
waste (sweepings).

A portion of waste is used at the own enterprises: tires for
reinforcement of ramps, for arrangement of lawns; wood
scrap is stored and used for household purposes; ash slag
is used for road and motor-racing track filling in winter.
A portion of waste after its deactivation and disposal are
transferred to special-purpose companies licensed for the
relevant business.

Rubber-metal waste, black metal scrap, overburden rock,
tailings, paper and cardboard waste from clerical and
record keeping activities, kitchen and catering waste, wood
scrap, non-contaminated broken glass, other waste from
the mining facilities

A portion of waste after its deactivation and disposal are
transferred to special-purpose companies licensed for the
relevant business.

Discharge of pollutants into water body surfaces

Wastewater and contaminants discharge into surface reservoirs, excluding PTWS, shows the precise
performance of treatment facilities. In 2017, the quantity of wastewater discharge remained unchanged
from 2016 but 30.3% below 2015. Pollution discharge decreased more than 2.5 times from 2016.

V hazard class
(99.98%)

In 2017, the wastes of subdivisions located in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) totaled 67,675,453.3 tons
or 3.8% more than in the previous period. Such increase in wastes is related to the operation at rated
capacity of Mir underground mine in the first half of the year and increased production of AMPD and
UMPD in the second half. In terms of the hazard classification, a material increase was shown in hazard
classes I, II, and III by 17.5% and hazard classes IV and V increased by 4.7% and 3.8% respectively.
The mining complex accounts for the major part of PJSC ALROSA wastes of 99%, primarily class IV and
V, i.e. diamond mining wastes from mining and rock mass processing (barren waste and processing tails).

Overburden rock and tailings are used for arrangements of
dams and embankment tops of dredges, for construction
works, reclamation of disturbed land and dumping, in road
maintenance.

Emissions
In 2017, after the withdrawal of the heat and water supply subdivision from PJSC ALROSA, which had
material impacts on ambient air due to fuel consumption by boiler plants, the contributions of production
sites in to total pollution emissions were redistributed - the mining production share increased from
77% to 91% (PTWS share was 14-12%) and the exploration share increased from 4% to 5%, the share
of transportation and procurement and other subdivisions remained unchanged. Within the company’s
production groups, the mining complex remains the unit that is responsible for the total content and
volumes of air polluting emissions, which is localized within the sanitary protection zones of industrial
companies.
Emissions of pollutants into the atmospheric air in 2017 were 7.5 thousand tons, a 332 ton (4.2%) decrease
(from 7,868.8 tons in 2016 to 7,536.68 tons in 2017), primarily, due to reduced gas and liquid emissions
by 362.4 tons (6.5%) (from 5,566.07 tons in 2016 to 5,203.66 tons in 2017).
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Emissions of pollutants into the atmospheric air in 2013 – 2016 including PTWS, excluding PTWS in 2017
thousand tons

Greenhouse gas emissions1
PJSC ALROSA reduces the amount of greenhouse gas emissions by implementing the measures prescribed
by the Innovation Development and Technological Upgrade Program of PJSC ALROSA for the period of
2016–2023 and the Concept for Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency of PJSC ALROSA until 2021.

6.3

6.6

7.0

6.6

5.2

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.3

2.3

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Solid substances

Gas and liquid substances

Since 2013, the company has pursued the project related to the transition of vehicles from liquid fuel (oil
and diesel fuel) to gas motor fuel. PJSC ALROSA has made substantial efforts in this area, including refitting
fueling station in Mirny and Aikhal and introducing NGV filling stations. The main PJSC ALROSA production
sites in Mirny, Udachny, and Aikhal are operating more than 300 units of gas fuel equipment.
In 2017, the total CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas (GG) emissions totaled 465.1 thousand tons (compared
with 529.86 and 460.37 thousand tons in 2015 and 2016 respectively without PTWS). Of all fuel types, oil
and diesel fuel contain the largest share of carbon, 86.6% and 87% respectively, which produce carbon
dioxide when burning. The consumption of these types of fuel went up in 2017.

Distribution of greenhouse gas emissions by production types and technological processes of PJSC ALROSA during
2014–2017
1.2%

1.7%
5.7%

Emissions of pollutants into the atmospheric air in 2013 – 2017 excluding PTWS, thousand tons

5.8%
38.2%

7.9%

41.5%

6.5%

2014

5.7

5.6

1.64%
5.55%
47.8%

2015

11.45%

2016

2017

5.2
46.5%

2.4

2.3

2.3

2015

2016

2017

Solid substances

6.7%

0.9%
2.1%

››

Mandatory dust control on haul roads in summer.

››

The use of hydraulic cyclones for ore processing at processing plants.

››

Dust collection on wood and metal working machines by using sleeve and cyclone filters.

››

The use of water injection and dry dust control systems on drilling machines.

››

Large-scale efforts to transfer vehicles and boiler units to gas fuel.

››

Diesel fuel explosive mixtures are replaced with emulsion mixtures with low oxygen balance.

81.4%

Heating enterprises

Transport and procurement divisions

Mining and processing divisions

Geological divisions

3.4%

5.1%

0.6%

Other

5.2%

1.0%

65.1%

33.6%

8.5%

1.0%

62.6%

31.3%

2014

2.2%

65.3%

31.4%

28.4%

2015

2016

2017
57.9%

1
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42.4%

Technological processes distributed by greenhouse gas emissions, %

Gas and liquid substances

PJSC ALROSA subdivisions make annual efforts to improve performance in atmospheric air protection:

45.4%

Stationary fuel consumption

Blasting

Combustion engine fuel consumption

Methane emission in excavation

Data disclosed on PJSC ALROSA subdivisions within and outside of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).
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Technological processes distributed by greenhouse gas emissions without PTWS, %

Technical and biological recultivation is the main method of topsoil reclamation. In 2017, the company’s
subdivisions spent RUB 11.768 mn on efforts to protect land resources.

10.1%

8.7%
1.7%

36.1%

8.5%

1.9%

2.2%

33.6%

2015

2016

2017

54.4%

53.4%

31.4%

57.9%

The biological recultivation of land in Udachny MPD was performed jointly with experts of the Botanical
Garden of the Academy of Sciences in Yakutsk, who assessed the feasibility of using sludge deposits as
topsoil in reclaiming land areas consisting of limestone and greenstone in Udachny open pit mine. A
set of efforts were made to ship and plan overburden (river mud) in Ruchey Piropovy deposit and plant
wild grasses. Other production sites (MMPD, NMPD, and AMPD) performed the technology stage of
reclaiming land.

Biodiversity preservation
To implement the 2011-2018 Integrated Environmental Protection Program, PJSC ALROSA continues its
efforts to minimize impacts on the environment in its core production areas.

Stationary fuel consumption

Blasting

Combustion engine fuel consumption

Methane emission in excavation

Land resource protection
In 2017, structural subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA performed mining, exploration, construction activities
that resulted in land disturbance in seven districts of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). Main disturbed land
areas account for well and drilling waste sites, excavation workings (ditches and holes), industrial sites of
exploration companies (88.0% in 2017). Land areas disturbed by production include borrow cuts, pit dumps,
tailing dumps, drag fields, and industrial sites. The share of MPDs in land disturbance decreased from 28%
(395 ha) in 2015 to 6.8% (38.7 ha) by late 2017. The transition to underground mining reduces disturbed
land areas.

Over nine years, PJSC ALROSA has been the main investor of the Yakutia Diamonds Live natural park,
which was created under the agreement between the Ministry of Nature Protection of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) and PJSC ALROSA1.
In 2017, the company allocated RUB 6.4 mn to finance the current efforts to support biodiversity, including
RUB 3.7 mn to maintain Yakutia Diamonds Live park, and RUB 2.7 mn to fish stocking.

The Yakutia Diamonds Live was opened on April 9, 2009, in the area of the Chuonalyr lake 15 km away from the town
of Mirny. The total area of the park is more than 32 thousand ha, and its border length is 90 km. At the present time, the
fenced territory is inhabited by musk sheeps, grunting oxes, Far Eastern red deer, axis deer, Yakut horses, bears, reindeers,
rabbits, peacocks. The animals are kept in aviaries, and conditions are close to natural. At the main base, apart from support
structures, there are museum pieces of national life – summer and winter stylized houses of ancient Yakuts, horse standing in
the Yakut style. During the relatively short period since the park has been established, babies of axis deer, grunting oxen and
musk sheep appeared.

In 2017, disturbed land areas totaled 570.65 hectares, which is two times below 2016 (1,080.22 ha).
Reclaimed land areas grew substantially by 45.6% from 2016. 6,142.8 disturbed land areas were reclaimed
in 2013-2017.

The total area of disturbed and reclaimed lands in 2013–2017, ha

There is electricity in the area of the natural object and a year-round road. Each year, teams of young specialists from PJSC
ALROSA subdivisions take part in preparation of additional fodder for the animals. During the years of its existence, the
park has become not only a habitat and breeding area for animals, but also a favorite place for leisure activities of people
who come there to recreate and show their children the wildlife of Yakutia.

1,932.5
The Yakutia Diamonds Live held multiple cultural and social events, including the festival of local tribes dedicated to the
Day of small-numbered peoples of the world; in summer, a camp for additional education of children functioned.

1,443.4

1,570.9

1,307.2

In 2016, Mirny secondary school No. 1 and the park administration made an agreement on raising environmental awareness
of children and promoting nature protection and holding joint events.

1,414.3
1,132.3

1,080.2
893.4
613.7

2013

2014

2015

2016

570.7

2017

Reclaimed land areas, ha

Disturbed land areas, ha

The efforts to protect reindeer population are currently the key biodiversity project in the company’s
main production areas. After the commencement of Verkhne-Munsky deposit operation, PJSC ALROSA
environmental experts assessed reindeer population and migration routes. They found out the dates of
spring and autumn reindeer migration in the area of Verkhne-Munsky deposit. The experts determined
the exact number of migrating reindeers and fixed the main points of their road crossing to link them to
GPS navigator and prepare smooth crossing slopes to minimize their running into people or autos.
In 2017, PJSC ALROSA and the Institute of Biological Issues of Permafrost, Yakutsk, continued to track
reindeer migrations in the area of Udachny MPD and Verkhne-Munsky deposit operation.
To maintain reindeer population and the traditional lifestyles of indigenous minorities of the North, PJSC
1
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Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) “On creation of the Yakutia Diamonds Live natural park” in the Mirny region
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) No. 612 dated December 29, 2006.
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ALROSA purchased five Pulsar, Russia-made satellite radio collars, to fasten on reindeers to monitor their
daily movements across a huge territory.

Implementation of technical measures for energy conservation and improvement of energy efficiency in 2013–2017

Areas

Energy saving
PJSC ALROSA operates in accordance with the applicable laws of the Russian Federation, government
programs, and statutory documents related to rational energy use, including:
››

Federal law on energy saving and energy efficiency;

››

State Program of the Russian Federation “Energy conservation and energy efficiency improvement
for the period up to 2020”;

In-house documents related to the efficient use of energy include:
››

Energy Efficiency Improvement Program of PJSC ALROSA for the period of 2017–2019; and

››

Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Concept of PJSC ALROSA for 2013–2021.

In 2017, to implement the Innovation and Modernization Program of PJSC ALROSA until 2023, PJSC
ALROSA made the following efforts and performed programs aimed at enhancing energy efficiency and
decrease fuel and electricity use by the company’s subdivisions:
››

Aikhal MPD commissions valve and inductor drives 1600 and 1250.

››

Under the Energy Saving Program, the company completed the installation of energy efficient
lighting and light-emitting diodes;

››

The processing plants of PJSC ALROSA continued to replace their pumping equipment.

››

The subdivisions pursue the project related to the transition from liquid fuel to natural gas
(methane) of autos and boiler units and diesel power stations.

Measures

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Electric energy conservation,
thousand GJ

Installation of line-conditioning
filters, optimization of power
equipment operations, regulation
of lighting systems, thermal
screens, and supply-exhaust
ventilation; replacement of wornout pumps, ventilators, drying
furnaces, and energy-efficient
compressors

21.9

7.1

21,4

40,9

59.0

Thermal energy conservation,
thousand GJ

Installation of a domestic
heating plant, plate and frame
heat exchanger, application
of complexonate dosing
installations

19.8

1.3

40.9

10,1

29,6

Fuel saving,
thousand GJ

Diversification of fuel types,
making places of considerable
heat loss coldproof, replacement
of worn-out isolation in heat
supply networks, replacement of
heating radiators, using heatreflecting screens, heating system
wash

14.5

21.5

12.8

51.3

111.7

Water saving,
thousand cub.m

Implementation of new
technologies and equipment
(transition to the chamber system
of mining with stowing of minedout space, installation of noncontact taps and shower panels),
optimization of water supply
configuration

14.5

7.7

238.6

79.4

982.3

In 2017, the company saved 982.3 thousand m3 of water by introducing the in-house water circulation
scheme in the tailings facility of Udachny MPD and metering devices in PJSC ALROSA facilities and the
Medical Center.
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Results of the environmental impact of PJSC ALROSA during 2013–2017 (per unit of extracted resources)

Indicators

1

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017 1

Fresh water intake cub. m/carat

0.723

0.820

0.679

0.645

0.188

Water intake for production
purposes, cub. m/carat

0.420

0.460

0.403

0.378

0.153

Emissions of pollutants in the
atmosphere thousand tons/carat

0.278

0.287

0.300

0.285

0.240

Greenhouse gas emissions in СО2
equivalent, ton/carat

–

0.030

0.029

0.029

0.016

Discharge of waste water onto
water body surfaces, cub. m/carat

0.486

0.487

0.408

0.392

0.020

Emissions of pollutants to surface
water bodies, thousand tons/carat

0.178

0.154

0.153

0.256

0.007

Generated waste, thousand tons/
carat

2.608

3.055

2.663

2.174

2.256

Energy resources consumption,
GJ/carat

0.323

0.334

0.323

0.351

0.327

Without PTVS, removed from ALROSA (PJSC) structure starting from 01.01.2017
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Environmental activity of
subsidiaries of PJSC ALROSA

Key performance indicators and Alrosa Nyurba efforts in 2017:
››

Nyurbinsky MPD, the main contractor in this area, invested RUB 651.1 mn in nature protection
efforts and PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba spent RUB 6.74 mn.

››

Payments for emissions (discharges) of pollutants and disposal of production and housekeeping
waste reached RUB 4.1 mn.

››

The Company ensured environmental control of production processes and compliance with
environmental regulations.

››

Operation of a filtering section in OF No. 16 with internal water cycle where concentration of
tailing products is performed; the products are then evacuated and stored in special dumps. As
a result, it will become possible to stop using the tailing ponds for liquid tailings.

››

The company completed the preparation of permits for industrial operation of wastewater
landfill for Botuobinskaya and Nyurbinskaya pipes. The project was evaluated and approved by
the State Reserves Committee in 2017.

››

The work on monitoring and geological environment protection (groundwater monitoring) was
continued in order to study the mode, dynamics, groundwater resources characteristics and the
condition of the geological environment.

››

12 employees were professionally trained to treat production and consumption waste.

››

he Company implemented the following measures to utilize and dispose of the production and consumption
waste:

Key performance indicators and PJSC Severalmaz efforts in 2017:
››

The financing of environmental protection efforts totaled RUB 16.1 mn;

››

The payments for emissions, discharges and industrial and household waste disposal amounted
to RUB 9.8 mn, the majority of which went towards payment for industrial waste disposal
(overburden equating to hazard class V waste – practically non-hazardous).

››

The environmental management system was recertified (GOST ISO 14001-2016, ISO
14001:2015);

››

The lifetime license was obtained for collection, transportation, processing, utilization,
deactivation, disposal of waste of hazard classes I–IV (with respect to transportation and
utilization).

››

As part of environmental monitoring, the company performed hydrological, hydrochemical, and
ichthyological monitoring of water flows and forest conditions.

››

Monitoring also covered fish and animal populations in the area of the company’s operations.
According to expert opinions, no rare species populate these territories. Fish populations were
found normal for this territory.
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››

transfer of used up mercury-containing lamps for processing to ALROSA-Spetsbureniye LLC;

››

transfer to non-ferrous scrap and used up accumulators to Supplies & Logistics Division (UMTS) of
PJSC ALROSA;

››

utilization of the total volume of used oils by burning them in the boiler;

››

using worn-out tires as a support beneath sludge lines;

››

disposal of solid household waste at the specifically allocated place with a three-layered
geomembrane screen;
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Key performance indicators and Almazy Anabara efforts in 2017:
››

The Environmental Management System of PJSC ALROSA was introduced in 2017, and it
conforms to the ISO 14001:2004 international standard and GOST R ISO 14001-2007 national
standard.

››

The positive opinion was issued in relation to the design documents “Evaluation of impacts on
the ethnological environment in traditional residence and business of the indigenous minorities
of the North” as part of the design documents of the Malaya Kuonamka River deposits and the
Maspaky River in the Oleneksky Evenki National District within the licensed area YaKU 04105 KR”;

››

Fresh water intake for processing was 1,832.5 thousand m3 and pollutant discharge was 91.33
thousand m3;

››

The company made arrangements for the selective collection and placement of hazard class IV-V
in the special landfill. The landfill is included in the State Register of Waste Discharge Facilities
No. 2865.

››

The total amount of used oils was utilized as a boiler fuel – 186 thousand tons in special boilers
that utilize used oils.

››

Within the scope of the Arctic cleanup program implemented from 2011, 1,244 tons of waste
was transported (scrap iron) to specialized processing plants;

››

In collaboration with the Institute of applied ecology of the North of North-Eastern Federal
University, the Company continued to biologically rehabilitate disturbed lands.

››

Scientific and exploration activities were performed within the scope of the Program for
Environmental Baseline Assessment Study and Environmental Monitoring in the Area Affected
by Mining Industries.

››

The following work has been completed: Determining the feasibility of the artificial reproduction
of taimen in the Anabar River;

››

Hydrometeorological and hydrochemical surveys in the Uchakh-Yturbat River;

››

Measures in the area of environmental education:
››

holding the campaign called Clean coasts and berths to the rivers of Yakutia;

››

arrangement of internships for the students of North-Eastern Federal University;

››

arrangement and operation of the summer ecological career guidance camp for schoolchildren;

››

annual production and placement of environmental banners and road signs at winter roads.
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6

Social
responsibility
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ALROSA operates in accordance with the highest standards of social
responsibility. This concerns employee relations and the support of
regions where we mine diamonds. According to PwC, ALROSA is the
industry’s leader in investments into social programs. We voluntarily
assume large-scale obligations and set the benchmark for other
companies for several reasons:
››

The company’s success is based not only on its reserves
and technologies, but also on its workforce. Today, ALROSA
team includes dozens of thousands of professional and
skilled workers with unique qualifications, who contribute to
the company’s performance and development. Our goal is
to maintain the team and become a company of which our
employees can be proud. The team’s sustainability should
rely on trust to the executive team, social partnership with
the trade union and consistent social policy.

››

The team sustainability implies decent remuneration.
ALROSA seeks to be an attractive employer and ensure
decent working conditions. The current company’s payroll
exceeds the average salary rate in Yakutia and Russia and
is consistently indexed in line with the inflation according
to the Collective Agreement. The team and their family
members have access to the whole range of corporate
social programs and opportunities for advanced training
and career development.

››

Well-being and comfortable environment is another driver
of sustainability. Most ALROSA employees work in Yakutia
in small one-company towns established around diamond
mining companies far away from large cities. Our goal is
to ensure a regular transport communication across the
regional cities and with the central Russia and develop the

city infrastructure - housing, communications, healthcare,
education, sports and cultural facilities, which the residents
can use and feel no gap with the lifestyle of large cities.
››

››

››

ALROSA is committed to boosting the social and economic
development of the region as we are mining diamonds in
this area. We view this as a fair and self-evident homage to
the residents of the region, which drives Russia’s leadership
in the global diamond market. This is the reason why we are
so committed to pursuing economic, social, infrastructure,
and innovation projects in Yakutia and the Archangelsk
region and encourage their development and let the
residents enjoy direct benefits from diamond deposits
located in this area.

HR relation policy is aimed at enhancing performance and social security of workers and create a favorable working
environment. The company’s HR policy is regulated by the following in-house documents:

Yakutia has many little remoted towns, which have nothing
to do with diamond mining or any other valuable business.
But we thing it our duty to encourage their development as
well because we have the opportunity to do this.

The key goals of HR and social policy, which are intended to ensure the achievement of ALROSA Group’s strategic
priorities, include:

The company supports many federal initiatives, including
higher educational projects, cultural institutions, and sports
federations. We are doing this not only for the development
of specific projects but also to make education, culture, and
sports more accessible in the regions, including Yakutia.

ALROSA continued this job in 2017 and invested RUB 10.4 bn in
social projects1, including social investments in personnel and social
programs for employees and their family members. The company
implemented 500 social and charity projects over the year.

1

Our people

This amount includes RUB 8.3 bn investments in social projects recorded in the Annual
Report based on the IFRS consolidated statements and additionally RUB 2 bn allocated for
non-government pension plans of ALROSA’s employees and retirees.

››

Charter;

››

Internal Labor Conduct;

››

Collective Agreement;

››

Local domestic regulations.

››

Plan recruitment needs, i.e. the delivery of valid information related to current and expected, quality and
quantity need in workforce, which is required and sufficient to meet the objectives set to ALROSA Group;

››

Provide employment to local residents;

››

Attract and retain young people;

››

Promptly meet the demand of ALROSA Group in adequately qualified personnel; and

››

Ensure personnel performance and efficiency.

The basic principles of HR and social policy of ALROSA Group:
››

Introduce unified approaches to personnel management with account to regional differences of the
company’s subdivisions;

››

Ensure the strict compliance of policy implementation with the best practices and standards of personnel
relations in Russian and foreign companies;

››

Establish a set of measures and methods of personnel relations to efficiently adapt to corporate and external
changes;

››

Establish a unified HR environment, use unified technologies and information resources to enhance the
performance of employee relations and decrease costs;

››

Provide equal opportunities to all workers and prevent discrimination on any grounds;

››

Treat employees as the company’s capital and cause them to uncover their potential and invest in their
development;

››

Create a working environment where professionalism, high performance, professional growth and
commitment to corporate values become the only requirement and collateral of career growth in ALROSA
Group;

››

Position the company as a socially responsible employer of choice to boost ALROSA’s attractiveness as an
employer.
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Key facts about ALROSA personnel

Indicators

In 2017, the actual headcount was 36,887, which went down by 1,217 workers or 3.2% from 2016.
The average headcount in 2017 in PJSC ALROSA was 26,543 employees, which is a 7.4% decline from
2016.
This decline is caused by strategic business goals and the applicable HR policy and reorganization due
to withdrawal of some fixed assets of the company in 2017.

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Higher and secondary
vocational education for
workers

30.0

27.6

29.3

29.3

31.1

32.1

Representatives of indigenous
nationalities, share of the total
amount, %

10.1

9.6

9.7

10.1

10.3

10.5

share of indigenous nationalities
among executives, %

6.7

6.7

7.0

7.6

8.0

8.6

Personnel structure of PJSC ALROSA
Distribution of staff by types of employment contracts 1

Indicators
Total headcount as of the end of
the reporting period, people

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

31,373

30,525

30,043

29,400

27,556

25,653

Age groups, share of the total number, %
under 30 years

22.2

21.8

21.5

19.9

19.5

19.2

30–50 years

54.4

53.5

53.9

54.4

55.5

58.0

over 50 y. o.

23.4

24.7

24.6

25.7

25.0

22.8

share of young people up to
30 y. o. occupying managerial
positions, %

9.3

10.0

9.3

8.5

8.1

7.5

Ratio of the total number of personnel at the end of the reporting year, %
fixed-term employment contracts

4.8

6.1

6.1

5.5

5.5

5.7

indefinite employment contracts

95.2

93.9

93.9

94.5

94.5

94.3

The majority of staff are employees of 30-50 years of age that account for 58% of all workers. The average
age of PJSC ALROSA workers is 41.1 years, which is consistent with the 2016 figures.
Women account for 34.1% of total staff members and 32.2% of executive staff. This indicator has exceeded
30% over the last 5 years. This is a high percentage for the mining sector. According to PwC, ALROSA is
a leader in this indicator among the industry’s companies.
Indigenous peoples account for 10.5% of employees and their share was consistently growing within the
last few years.
Most of the PJSC ALROSA employees work in the territory of Western Yakutia where the main production
facilities of the company are located.

Gender, share of the total number, %
Men

61.2

64.2

64.7

65.0

65.6

65.9

Women

38.8

35.8

35.3

35.0

34.4

34.1

ratio of women among
executives, %

32.1

31.9

32.5

31.0

31.6

32.2

Workers

66.5

66.8

65.8

65.3

64.9

64.4

Managers, specialists,
employees

33.5

33.2

34.2

34.7

35.1

35.6

72.0

73.7

74.9

75.4

77.3

78.3

Categories, ratio of the total number, %

Education, share of the total figure, %
Higher professional education
for managers, professionals and
employees

1
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The distribution of staff by types of employment contracts is based on consolidated data on 12 core subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA, which emloy
80% of PJSC ALROSA headcount.
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Territorial distribution of PJSC ALROSA’s staff

92.6%

The average turnover rate of the PJSC ALROSA staff during the recent years has a tendency to reduction. The turnover rate in the mining and processing complex was 6.6% in the
reporting year.

Western Yakutia regions

18.8% Udachny, Western Yakutia
18.8%
Yakutsk and other
areas in the RS (Ya) 1.0%
1.0%
Other regions 1.5%
of the Russian Federation
1.5%
4.9%
Moscow
4.9%

Staff turnover indicators in PJSC ALROSA

Indicators

21.8% settlement Aikhal, Western Yakutia
21.8%

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

10.5

10.3

9.8

9

8.6

8.7

Men

12.5

12.3

11.5

11.6

10.8

9.7

Women

5.7

6.8

5.8

5.5

5.6

4.9

under 30 years

16.1

14.6

15.8

14.9

12.2

14,0

from 30 to 50 y.o.

9.8

10.9

10

9.9

9.8

8,0

5

6

3.5

4.6

5.2

3.1

General turnover rate of PJSC ALROSA staff, %

5.9% Lensk, Western Yakutia
5.9%

BY GENDER 1:

6.2% Other regions of Western Yakutia
6.2%
39.9% Mirny, Western Yakutia
39.9%

By age:

Personnel structure of PJSC ALROSA by category

Category
Workers

White collar
workers

Experts

Executive staff

TOTAL
people

47

6

317

301

671

Aikhal Mining and Processing Division

3,462

25

379

458

4,324

Mirny Mining and Processing Division

2,537

11

329

370

3,247

Udachny Mining and Processing Division

3,000

9

303

357

3,669

Nyurba Mining and Processing Division

1,077

11

201

219

1,508

Subdivision

Administration and management

MINING COMPLEX

Transport and procurement divisions
Exploration complex

2,361

98

681

468

over 50 y. o.

HR formation and development of personnel
Creation of a professional and qualified staff, efficient use of human resources, providing favorable conditions for employees and equal opportunities for identification and use of
the their professional abilities and potential – these are the goals of the PJSC ALROSA’s human resources policy.
The main tasks of the Company in the area of human resource management are as follows:

3,608

››

preservation and reproduction of qualified human resources;

››

improvement of the selection process system, distribution and retention of staff;

››

development of internal staff training system;

››

engagement and retention of local workers;

865

7

549

269

1,690

1,556

22

377

365

2,320

››

improvement and development of staff assessment system;

Specialized repair facilities

345

18

494

174

1,031

››

improvement of the staff incentive program, social benefits and compensations;

Research facilities

83

7

456

36

582

››

improving the creation of candidate pool, ensuring professional growth and promotion of young specialists.

Rough and polished diamond complex

376

14

709

166

1,265

16,527

303

5,477

3,346

25,653

Capital Construction Division

TOTAL

In 2017, PJSC ALROSA hired 6,157 workers, of which 1,027 under indefinite employment contracts.

1
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The calculation of staff turnover by gender and age groups is made on the basis of consolidated data for 12 structural subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA, which employ 80% of the company’s headcount.
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Structure of newly hired employees1

Number of indigenous people

Indicators

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total number of newly hired employees, persons.

8,196

7 ,238

6,896

6,620

6,335

6,157

Ratio of the total number of personnel at the end of the reporting year, %

26.1

23.7

23.0

22.5

23.0

24.0

738

683

553

705

532

756

9

9.4

8

10.6

8.4

12.3

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

95.4

96.1

97.2

96.5

96.5

95.3

Yakutsk

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

Ratio of the total number of newly hired

DISTRIBUTION BY REGION
Ratio of the total number of newly hired employees, %

DISTRIBUTION BY GENDER
Ratio of the total number of newly hired employees, %
Men

77.3

80.4

82.1

84.7

76.8

79.0

Mirny

63.8

66.7

66.8

68.9

63.1

66.7

Women

22.7

19.6

17.9

15.3

23.2

21.0

Udachny

9.3

10.3

10.4

11.7

16

13.7

settlement Aikhal

14.5

10.6

12.7

10.1

13.1

9.5

Lensk

7.6

8.2

7.1

5.6

4.2

5.3

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE
Удельный вес в общей численности вновь нанятых, %
under 30 years

47.8

49

43.9

50

43.2

38

Moscow

1.4

1.2

0.8

1.4

1.3

2.1

from 30 to 50 y.o.

44.8

44.4

49.4

45.3

52.2

55

Other regions of the Russian Federation

3.2

2.7

2

2.1

2.2

2.6

over 50 y. o.

7.4

6.6

6.7

4.7

4.6

7.0

THE STRUCTURE OF NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEES BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACT
Ratio of the total number of newly hired employees, %

1

The structure of newly hired employees based on gender and age is calculated for 12 major subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA, the total number of which amounts to more than 80% of the total number of the Company’s personnel.

indefinite employment contracts

37.7

32.5

27.3

20.6

16.3

16.7

By fixed-term employment contracts (for the period of an
employee’s absence, an internship period, vacations, rotation
based work)

62.3

67.5

72.7

79.4

83.7

83.3

Our approaches to formation and development of PJSC ALROSA personnel
Highly qualified professional personnel is ALROSA main
competitive margin and the key driver of the company’s
strategy implementation. Investments in talent pool
development are viewed as investing in human capital.
ALROSA, acting as a systemic company, the production infrastructure of which is
located in one-company towns, is a town-forming enterprise and is focused on internal
reserves replenishment and development of human resources.
As a socially responsible company, ALROSA develops and restores its HR potential
by attracting local residents with a focus on training workers and young experts from
people living in the “diamond province”.
In ALROSA, HR issues are resolved on the basis of a systematic approach to education
and preparation of employees. This makes it possible to develop the categories of
personnel with the respective qualifications that are most important for the Company.
The corporate system of staff preparation includes a system of interdependent processes
for organizing and performing the education of the staff which is implemented on a
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permanent basis in a specialized educational subdivision – HR Training Center (HRTC),
as well as in other educational organizations.
HRTC of PJSC ALROSA is responsible for organizing, selecting optimal forms and
methods of education, quality of educational programs, and collaborates with structural
subdivisions of the Company with respect to staff preparation. HRTC uses both its own
educational base and educational resources of the Mirny region of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia), other educational institutions of secondary and higher professional
education.
In order to prepare human resources, there are four educational divisions at HRTC of
PJSC ALROSA – in the settlement of Aikhal, towns of Mirny, Udachny, and Lensk. The
company plans personnel training according to the requirements of the Company’s
structural subdivisions which is defined in accordance with the strategy and long-term
development plans.
During the reporting period, PJSC ALROSA significantly increased investments in the
programs for development and training of the personnel (from RUB 247.2 mn in 2016
to RUB 268.3 mn in 2017).
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Our approaches to formation and development of PJSC ALROSA personnel

Key areas of human
resource policy
Planning and meeting staffing needs

Workforce Composition

Sources and techniques of formation

Training of future personnel

Targeted training for students

››

The purpose of personnel needs planning is the timely provision of PJSC ALROSA structural
subdivisions with the required qualified staff with a view to cost minimization in accordance with
current, medium-term and strategic development plans of the Company.
››

Locals receive dedicated training at the State Autonomous Professional Educational
Institution of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) “Regional technical college in the Mirny
town” and its vocational schools in the town of Udachny and the settlement of Aikhal
(Technical school No. 30).

››

Employment of graduates of secondary vocational schools.

››

Offering employment to highly qualified workers to work on a rotational basis in the
absence of a required profession and/or qualifications in the territory of the main region
of the activity.

In 2017, 1,674 workers from other regions of the Russian Federation were invited to work on a
rotational basis, that amounts to 27.1 % of the total number of newly hired employees during
the reporting period.
Provision of qualified specialists for
production

The comprehensive program for schoolchildren vocational guidance
in the Mirny district in 2017 included the following events:

››

Recruitment of university graduates. Conducting activities aimed at familiarizing
graduates from specialized universities in Russia with PJSC ALROSA, attracting the best
of them to work in the Company.

››

Offering employment to highly qualified specialists.

Together with the Mirny District Department of Education, PJSC ALROSA implements the
Comprehensive Program of PJSC ALROSA for vocational guidance in Mirny District of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in order to ensure higher interest of regular school pupils in
professions and qualifications required for the Company.
››

Targeted training for students in leading universities of the country through the
Scholarships of PJSC ALROSA and arrangement of internships at the Company’s
production deposits, hiring students after graduation from the Institute by subdivisions of
the Company.

In 2017, 53 students of field-specific higher education institutes were educated under the
target education agreements with PJSC ALROSA; 231 students received on-the-job training in
the company’s subdivisions. 63 graduates from higher and secondary vocational educational
institutions were employed.

››

Specialized program courses were organized and held
with participation of invited teachers from leading Russian
universities for the students of the specialized engineering
class (physics, mathematics, computer science) based on
the Municipal Budgetary Educational Institution Polytechnic
Lyceum in Mirny.
“My Choice” career-guidance party game was held to
highlight areas of training and qualifications required by
PJSC ALROSA for the pupils of 9–10 forms of the Mirny town
based on the Municipal Budgetary Educational Institution
“Secondary General School No. 26”;

››

››

Together with the Mirny District Department of Education, PJSC ALROSA implements the
Comprehensive Program of PJSC ALROSA for vocational guidance in Mirny District of
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in order to ensure higher interest of regular school pupils
in professions and qualifications required for the Company. Annual program financing is
RUB 1.2 mn.
The comprehensive program for vocational guidance in the Mirninsky district of
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is implemented through the preparation of senior
schoolchildren for their enrollment into relevant programs at leading Russian universities;
funding for schoolchildren – participants of the Program in Russian and regional
competitions (Olympiads) as part of an agreement with leading technical universities of
the country to prepare them for enrollment with Russia’s top universities under statefinanced education programs.

In 2017, investment in regional Olympiads with 72 participants totaled RUB 57.4 thousand.
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The main purpose of the youth forum is to promote and raise
awareness of working and engineering professions, which are in high
demand in the company, and unlock the creative and intellectual
potential of young people and their resources to build a professional
career. The forum was attended by senior students of secondary
schools of Mirny, students of higher educational institutions of the
Mirny District, young professionals and workers of the company and
members of the Young Professionals Council of the company.
The HR Training Center held the meetings of the company’s young
professional workers with senior students of secondary schools in
Mirny and tours around ALROSA’s subdivisions.

In 2017, as part of celebrations dedicated to the 60th anniversary of
Yakutalmaz and the 25th anniversary of the company, the HR Training

Results of the corporate staff development system activities of PJSC ALROSA in 2017

Areas of
education

Training facility

Advanced training

Training and professional
development

15 were admitted to the departments, specializing in key areas of the Company’s activities
Career guidance for schoolchildren

Center held the Youth Educational and Career Guidance Forum
“Your Future Begins Today” and a contest dedicated to the history of
Yakutalmaz and ALROSA.

Internships, earning an
academic degree

Briefings

Results for 2017

The HR Training Center (HRTC)
of PJSC ALROSA and its training
facilities; training centers of
Russia

››

6,528 executives and experts passed advanced training courses and
workshops; 98.7% of the total employees were trained in proprietary HR
training facilities.

››

3,817 workers received advanced training.

Training facilities of HRTC of
PJSC ALROSA; training centers
of Russia

››

23 managers and specialists received training and professional development.

››

Training and professional development was received by 2,164 workers.

››

The full list of programs includes 80 professions and targeted courses.

››

1,016 employees were trained in underground mining professions, including
109 indigenous workers in different professions and categories.

Training centers in and outside
Russia.

››

In 2017, 12 company’s employees received postgraduate education (7 experts
and 5 executives), 11 employees received education for PhD degree and 1 for
a doctorate degree.

Training facilities of HRTC of
PJSC ALROSA

››

Different types of briefings were delivered to 4,581 workers.
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Social investing in personnel
Staff motivation

Average annual number of hours and training expenses per employee in 2013 - 20171

9,378

9,490

8,989

10,562

10,057

9,522

10.5

Employees of the Company receive payment in compliance with the Regulation “On the system of payment
for the work of PJSC ALROSA employees”; payment is based on a system of rates. The remuneration
amount depends on the complexity of work (worker’s qualification); established worktime standards;
working conditions in accordance with the results of their specific assessment; environment of workers’
activities; importance of work performed by workers; complexity of working functions depending on
profession and position.

8.1
6,494

6,689

6,467

3.5

2014

2015

2016

2017

4.9

2013

3.6

3.6

2014

2015

2016

2017

Managers and specialists trained, persons

Costs per one worker, RUB thousand

Workers trained, persons

Costs per one manager/specialist, RUB thousand.

Assessment of performance of the Company’s managers and specialists is made according to the
Regulations on the interviews (performance assessment) with officers holding a senior position and
specialists of PJSC ALROSA. In 2017, no certifications of managers, specialists, and office servants were
performed.
The main reasons for assessing the workers’ performance and taking a decision on career development
are the facts of improving professional skills by a worker and taking relevant qualification examinations.
In 2017, 3,817 workers received advanced training – 23.1% of their number.
Since 2015, the Company organizes professional skill competitions. These competitions are organized by
the HR Training Center and Profalmaz Interregional Trade Union of the Workers of PJSC ALROSA.

1

PJSC ALROSA applies the principle of equal remuneration for male and female workers for work of equal value (ILO
Convention 100). Workers of one profession with equal base rates receive equal remuneration.

6.0
4.4

2013

7.4

6.9

6,528

Training data broken down by gender are not consolidated.
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The remuneration system provides for bonus payments to workers, compensations, stimulating extra
payments and benefits, including those provided for working in the Extreme North regions, and other
payments to workers related to specific features of their work and working contribution assessment, the
purpose of which is higher motivation and maximum use of the professional potential of each worker.
In terms of staff wage levels, PJSC ALROSA occupies a leading position among Russian mining companies.
In 2017, the average wage per Company employee increased by 2.6% and amounted to RUB 124.3
thousand. In addition to the territorial regulation of wages for employees in the Company’s structural
divisions located in different climatic and economic zones, which takes into account consequential
differences in the cost of living, individual motivating factors are also used in wage calculation.
In 2017, the average wage level of PJSC ALROSA’s employees has exceeded the Russian Federation
average by three times the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) average by two times.
According to the Collective Agreement between PJSC ALROSA and Profalmaz, a monthly salary of an
employee who has worked the standard working time and complied with work quotas shall not be below
the minimum living wage with account for dependents. In 2017, the ratio of the minimum wage in the
Company to the set minimum wage in the main region where the Company operates (the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia)) was 1.67 time.
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4,469.6

RUB mn was allocated by the Company to implementation of the
corporate social programs for staff in 2017
Change in purchasing power of PJSC ALROSA employees’ wages, compared with indicators in the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in 2013–2017, the number of the set minimum wage1
7.1
6.6

6.6

1,642.7

6.5

6.0

3.8

2013

3.8

3.7

3.7

2014

3.3

2015

3.4

3.5

3.5

2016

3.6

3.5

2017

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

PJSC ALROSA
of the Russian Federation

mn RUB was invested in programs on health, healthy lifestyle
and leisure activities for staff

2,200.0

employees and retirees of the Company were examined and treated
in leading medical centers in Russia

Social payments including compensations and benefits under Russian labor laws are made to all
categories of the Company’s employees, regardless of their professional status and type of their agreed
employment contract. The 2017-2019 Collective Agreement between PJSC ALROSA and Profalmaz
contemplates benefits, bonuses, and guarantees above those set by the laws of the Russian Federation.

5,509.0

RUB per month is a private corporate pension of PJSC ALROSA
in the reporting year
1

For such a calculation the subsistence minimum for the able-bodied population is applied according to data
from the Federal State Statistics Service
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The company’s staff workers are provided with additional guarantees and
benefit under the corporate social programs of PJSC ALROSA.
In accordance with the principles of the corporate social
responsibility, adopted in PJSC ALROSA, the Company voluntarily
took on a commitment to socially responsible participation in the
life of its employees. A wide range of targeted programs aimed

at creating competitive advantages of the Company as a socially
oriented organization and an attractive employer, includes programs
to support our employees and their family members as follows:
“Wellness and Recreation of Employees and their Children”, “Health”,
“Culture and Sports”, “Housing”, “Private Pension Plans”.

“CULTURE AND SPORTS”
Development of corporate culture and
corporate spirit is an important aspect in
the improvement of performance. Creation
of conditions for the organization of
comprehensive leisure for the Company’s
workers and the population in the Company’s
regions of activity promotes healthy lifestyle,
decrease disease incidence, maintain fitness
for work, and enhance the cultural and
educational level.

››

Implementation of the program is entrusted to the
ALROSA’s Cultural and sports complex.

››

The program financing totaled RUB 226.3 mn, which is 1.5 times more
than in 2016.

››

PJSC ALROSA runs 14 sports facilities, eight
cultural centers, and six summer camps for
children. The company’s cultural and sports
facilities house 15 children’s sports clubs and
17 clubs for adults, 90 performance groups and
creative clubs training 6,000 people.

››

PJSC ALROSA sports clubs held 549 athletic, wellness and healthcare
events and culture clubs held 4,215 events.

››

The program uniqueness consists in the fact that
cultural and sports events financed and organized
by the Company have a great influence on the
creation of a favorable social environment not only
for our employees but also for local communities.

Results of ALROSA corporate social programs implementation in 2017

Program

Implementation mechanism

››

The Company has its own centers for a yearround sanatorium and health resort treatment
and recreation, equipped with modern medical
equipment and highly qualified personnel,
including the ones on the Black Sea coast of Russia.

››

During summer period the Company provides
programs on wellness and recreation for the
employees’ children at the permanent children
health camps.

››

In 2015, PJSC ALROSA continued children’s
recreational outings to leisure resorts situated on
the Black Sea coast.

››

››

The total amount allocated to the program reached RUB 1,017.0 mn.

››

13,994 persons, including employees, their children and veteran
retirees of the Company used corporate vouchers for wellness and
recreation.

››

5,228 people (37.4% of the total program participants) visited
ALROSA’s health centers at the Black Sea and 412 stayed in the
children’s summer camp.

Each year, more than RUB 200 mn is allocated to
children’s recreational outings. Airline services for
transportation and accompanying children to the
recreation location are paid by the Company.

“HEALTH”
Support and safeguarding of health of the
employees and their families is one of the
strategically important areas of the Company’s
social policy that define the environment for
improving the efficiency of labor at enterprises.

››

The 7th creative arts contest of ALROSA teams “ALROSA Spiritual
Facets”;

››

the 26th Yakutsk pop song festival Tyuoy Khaya;

››

the 10th children’s festival Creative Sparkles;

››

Cipollino ballet dance performance;

››

Gala concert dedicated to the 60th anniversary of Yakutalmaz and 25th
anniversary of PJSC ALROSA;

››

Gala concert dedicated to the 100th anniversary of the Great October
Revolution.

The essential sports events include:

Results for 2017

“WELLNESS AND RECREATION OF EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS”
Owing to the harmful and hazardous health
impacts (both diamond mining regions are
located in North Russia) due to conditions at
the main production facilities, special attention
in the social policy of the Company is devoted
to employees and their families where the
prevention of illnesses and organization
of rehabilitative treatment is concerned.
The purpose of the program is to reduce
unproductive expenses related to payment for
temporary disability of workers and for higher
efficiency

The most important cultural events include:

››

Ice show The Musicians of Bremen and Diamond Placer

››

25th anniversary of Almaz-ALROSA;

››

All-Russian Vladislav Tretyak’s Hockey Tournament;

››

25th Mini-Football ALROSA Championship;

››

In the Mood festival.

››

The company invested RUB 536 mn in the improvement of housing
conditions of employees, of which RUB 412.7 mn invested in the
construction of a 130-apartment house in Udachny for shift workers of
UMPD.

››

According to the mortgage lending program, the Company’s
employees were compensated mortgage interests in the amount of
RUB 51.3 mn. The mortgage lending program has 400 members.

“HOUSING”
The program was based on new approaches
to strategic managing relationships in the
residential accommodation sphere. The
program aims to attract and retain qualified
personnel at the Company and expand
opportunities for employees to improve their
housing conditions with through their own
personal means using tools for corporate
support when purchasing private housing.

››

The employees have a chance to participate in the
mortgage lending program providing favorable
conditions with respect to the interest rate and
compensation for expenses related to payment of
mortgage interest.

››

The Company constructs dormitories and
residential houses for employees.

››

Within the scope of the program, resettlement of
veteran retirees to Orel has been performed for
more than 15 years.

››

For corporate support to employees who purchase apartments at their
own expense, the company allocated RUB 31.7 mn

››

The company made 83 agreements with its veteran workers for the
purchase of apartments in Orel.

››

The program is implemented through NPF
Almaznaya Osen, a non-government pension fund.

››

Company transferred RUB 2,000.7 mn to the JSC Almaznaya Osen
Non-State Pension Fund.

››

Additional pension for employees is formed in the
framework of the corporate pension plan which
implies regular contributions (deductions) of the
Company to the Private Pension Fund (PPF).

››

The number of participants receiving non-state pensions under the
pension contracts amounted to 19,280 persons in 2017, of which 320
participants receive non-state survivors’ pensions.

››

››

On July 1, ALROSA introduced the Parity Pension
Plan. The key benefit of this new system is the
doubling of the employer’s pension contributions.
ALROSA adds its own contribution to each
voluntary employee’s contribution.

The average monthly amount of the non-state pension in the reporting
year increased as compared to the previous year by 4.6% and
amounted to RUB 5,509.

››

The RAEX (RA expert) rating agency increased the rating of reliability of
Almaznaya Osen Private Pension Fund to A++ level (“exclusively high
(highest) level of reliability”, stable outlook)

“PRIVATE PENSION PLANS”
››

››

The program is conducted on the basis of the
structural subdivision called Medical Center of
PJSC ALROSA by means of agreements forged
with more than 70 leading treatment facilities
as well as scientific and healthcare institutions
of the Russian Federation and the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia). The main production workers are
prioritized to receive treatment (70% of the workers
sent for treatment).
Since 2015, within the scope of voluntary medical
employee insurance, the Company cooperates with
the SOGAZ insurance group.
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››

Funding of the program in 2017, as compared with the previous year,
increased by 38.2 % and amounted to RUB 399.4 mn.

››

The diagnostics and treatment services of top healthcare centers were
provided to 2,200 people.

››

In 2017, the company implemented a series of free screening
programs aimed at prompt exposure and reduction of illnesses. 5,000
of PJSC ALROSA employees were screened in the reporting year.

››

An annual periodic medical examination is afforded to more than 20
thousand employees working in hazardous conditions.

The private pension plan program has been
pursued since 1998 with the purpose not
just to ensure decent standard of living for
retiring employees but also to attract, retain
and motivate the personnel for long-term and
efficient work at the Company.
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In addition to financial incentives for personnel, PJSC ALROSA provides a non-financial motivation system
for employees, including corporate awards (honorary distinction, certificates of honor) and recognitions
(letters of appreciation, the title of the “Best in Profession”, “Best innovator” and “Best inventor”).

In 2017, 508 employees of the Company received corporate awards, including the title of Veteran of PJSC ALROSA which
was received by 472 people, while 20 employees were awarded the PJSC ALROSA Certificate of Honor.

In 2017, Profalmaz received 21 complaints from 71 employees who reported violations of their labor
rights by the employer (with respect to trade relationship and social benefits). All complains have been
reviewed and settled by the parties at the level of trade-union committees and commissions for labor
disputes.
In accordance with the Sustainable Development and Corporate Responsibility Policy, the observance
of human rights is recognized as one of the key principles of PJSC ALROSA. The Policy declares the
importance and universal nature of human rights.
Any form of discrimination is prohibited in the Company. Each employee has equal entitlement to exercise
his or her employment rights, regardless of sex, race, nationality, language, origin, property, social status
and position, age, location, attitude to religion, political views, participation or non-participation in public
associations and any other obligations that are not related to an employee’s professional qualities.

Photographs, brief biographical data, characteristics of merits of holders of the honorary title “Honored
Worker of ALROSA” and workers awarded with the Certificate of Honor of the ALROSA are recorded
in the Company’s Book of Honor. Photographs of the awarded employees are placed on the Board of
Honor. Awarding of the Certificate of Honor and certificates for honorary titles is performed by Company
heads at an official awards ceremony.

The Company also does not employ any persons under 16 y. o., or contract anyone into forced labor,
and it strictly enforces rules prohibiting the employment of women and persons under the age of 18 at
mining enterprise works where harsh and dangerous working conditions are present.
PJSC ALROSA ensures the equal right of men and women for parental leave.
In 2017, the partially paid parental leave with regard to children under three-years old was provided to
329 employees — 319 women (97.0%) and 10 men (3.0%).

Social partnership and
human rights
Social partnership is the basis of stable and efficient operations of PJSC ALROSA and its long-term
development.
The company recognizes the right of its employees to join any organizations of their choice, which is an
integral part of the freedom of associations and the freedom of negotiations.
The authorized Company employee representative is the Profalmaz Interregional Trade Union of workers
of PJSC ALROSA. In 2017, the trade union organization covered 77.7% of the total number of employees.
The relationship between the Company and employees in the social and labor sphere is based on the
principles of social partnership and enforced by the guidelines set out in the collective agreement. This
agreement covers all employees of PJSC ALROSA who signed the Employment contract, including
temporary or part-time workers. Geographically, the collective agreement applies to all the structural
units of the Company.
With significant changes in the Company’s activities, in particular when taking decisions on reducing
the number of employees or staff size and the possible termination of employment contracts with
employees, collective agreement rules set out PJSC ALROSA’s obligation to inform the Trade Union
about this in written form no later than two months prior to the termination of employment contracts
with employees, and no less than three months prior, the Company shall inform the trade union and the
territorial employment services about the alleged mass layoff of workers.
PJSC ALROSA and the Trade Union collectively develop job-creating measures for redundant employees.
The Company organises retraining of workers dismissed due to downsizing or headcount reduction,
through the corporate staff training structure.
The main body of social partnership of the parties in PJSC ALROSA s the Commission for the Regulation
of Social and Labor Relations that is made up of authorized party representatives on a parity basis.
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Regional development and
charity projects

››

Transparency, accountability, and intended use of funds.

In 2017, social investments by ALROSA Group aimed at support of medicine, and educational charity
projects, as well as support of social infrastructure in regions where the Company operates and amounted
to RUB 5.97 bn in the reporting year1.

Contribution to development of the regions. Support of local communities

As one of the largest industrial companies in the country and the market, ALROSA is well aware of its
responsibility to the society and operation regions. We view the facilitation of social and economic
regional development, education, culture, sports, and charity as an integral part of our job.
ALROSA makes social investments in several areas:
››

PJSC ALROSA is the mainstay of Mirny, Udachny, and Aikhal towns, which were set up in
the Soviet period to develop diamond deposits. Historically, the company has created
jobs in the diamond industry and maintained the relevant city infrastructure, including
housing, utilities, healthcare, education, culture, sports, etc. Some of these facilities
continue to be managed by the company and others are transferred to municipal bodies
with approved obligations to maintain their operation during the transition period.
Being the largest subsoil user and employer of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), PJSC ALROSA
facilitates the region’s social and economic development. Most part of its employees work in
one-company towns located far away from large cities. Our goal is to ensure the development of
infrastructure, which such resident can use and feel no gap with the lifestyle of large cities. Besides,
ALROSA feels responsible to boost the social and economic development of Yakutia’s settlements,
which are not directly related to diamond mining. We view this as a fair and self-evident homage
to the residents of the region, which drives Russia’s leadership in the global diamond market.
The regional development program includes charity projects in education, healthcare, culture
and sports, and urban development. This program contemplates targeted assistance upon
requests of legal entities and individuals who are facing difficulties.

››

The support of social and economic development of local region where the company operates is an
integral part of ALROSA’s Strategy and Social Policy. PJSC ALROSA efforts are based on contractual
obligations under the existing agreements and the program for regional development, charity, and
sponsorship.
In 2017, the Company provided free material, patronage, sponsor and targeted support to individuals,
public, municipal, governmental organizations, establishments, populated areas in the amount of RUB
3.4 bn.
Key activities resulting from PJSC ALROSA gratuitous financial aid in 2017

Target Fund for the Future Generations of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
According to the Agreement on Social and Economic Development of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),
PJSC ALROSA transferred RUB 584 mn to the non-profit organization “Target Fund for Future Generations
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”. The Fund distributes financing to implement social projects and
programs in the region.
In 2017, the republic completed the construction of the Yakutsk Republican Children’s Rehabilitation
Center where 3,000 children with disabilities can be treated simultaneously. The construction was
financed by ALROSA’s contributions.
The initial approved financing was RUB 500 mn per year. In 2017, the company transferred RUB 700 mn
to the Target Fund.

Sponshorship and charity projects of the federal level
ALROSA supports federal initiatives in education, culture, and sports, which are relevant to
the whole country rather than to any specific region. We are willing to support federal higher
educational institutes and help them to improve their resources and research base. We support
some athletic organizations to promote sports and wellness and make sports accessible in
the regions. We support cultural organizations because we believe that culture and arts are
important for harmonious development and would like to raise awareness of the country’s
cultural heritage.

ALROSA’s charity efforts are based on the Sustainable Development and Social Corporate Responsibility
Policy of PJSC ALROSA:
››

High social value of sponsored projects;

››

Targeted financial and sponsorship aid;

››

Joint decisions on the allocation of financial or sponsorship aid;

››

The priority of mass beneficiaries’ interests;

1
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The data is provided on the basis of the consolidated financial reporting of PJSC ALROSA prepared in accordance with IFRS for 2017.
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Regional development programs
These programs are regulated by the social program “Regional Development, Charity, and Sponsorship”.
In 2017, the company provided targeted financial aid to municipal areas, cultural institutions, healthcare,
education, and sports centers and corporates and individuals upon their requests.
In 2017, ALROSA provided corporate and targeted assistance to 200 civic, municipal, and government
organizations and more than 150 individuals struggling with difficulties upon their requests.
Main projects to support municipal areas:
››

Donations for redevelopment in Mirny and Udachny.

››

Donations to Oleneksky Evenki National District of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) to build the
Olenek Ethnocultural Center.

››

Funding the construction of the power transmission line from Aeroport district to Saskylakh
village of Anabarsky ulus.

››

Financing road repairs and development of urban areas.

Supporting the uluses (districts) of Yakutia:
››

Under the 2011-2021 agreements, ALROSA provides annual funding to 9 uluses (districts) of
the republic: Mirninsky, Verkhne-Viliuysky, Oleneksky, Anabarsky, Suntarsky, Vilyusky, Lensky,
Nyurbinsky, and Kobyaysky. In 2017, such funding totaled RUB 83.2 mn. For the most part,
funding was spent on agricultural and traditional fishing activities and charity campaigns for
children.

Assistance to kindergartens:
››

The Company continued funding of “Almazik”, an autonomous non-profit pre-school education
organization that includes 27 kindergartens. In 2017, the company’s foundation contribution was
RUB 967 mn. Kindergartens are taking care of more than 4,000 children.

Education support projects in Yakutia:
››

Donation to Mirninsky District Education Administration to support the schools of the Mirninsky
district.

››

Donation to the regional technical college in Mirny.

››

Donation to Ammosov North-Eastern Federal University, Mirny.

››

Corporate aid to children’s pre-school centers, schools, and orphanages.

In 2017, the company spent RUB 105.3 mn on education projects.

Cultural support projects in Yakutia:
››

Donation of Mirninsky Theater, an autonomous organization of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

››

Donation to the Interurban Culture Department of the Mirninsky district to give assistance to
children’s art and music schools.

››

Donation to the Suntarsky ulus to maintain the Museum of Diamond Exploration, Yakutia
(Kreskyakh).

The company allocated RUB 130 mn on culture.
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Sponshorship and charity projects of the federal level
››

ALROSA is implementing several federal projects, which are not limited to one specific region. In
selecting such projects, the company looks at their effects on the people.

Education projects:
››

Assistance to Lomonosov Northern Arctic University

››

Assistance to Far Eastern Federal University

››

Assistance to Ammosov North-Eastern Federal University

ALROSA support large federal higher education institutes to enhance their resources and facilitate
research. High-quality education is the foundation of Russia’s human capital and a good career start for
young people.
In 2017, ALROSA allocated RUB 100 mn to support federal higher educational institutions.
Cultural projects:
››

Support to Ilze Liepa Charity Foundation “Culture to Children” to develop choreographic and
painting art.

››

Support to the State Academic Ballet Theater of Boris Eifman, St. Petersburg.

››

Support to Valery Gergiev’s fund.

The company supports cultural organizations because it believes that art and culture are an integral part
of human development. Our support to choreography and classic music helps the development of these
areas to make them more accessible across the country. We are committed to preserve Russia’s cultural
heritage and promote it abroad.
In 2017, ALROSA allocated RUB 36 mn to cultural projects.
Sports projects:
In 2017, ALROSA allocated RUB 700 mn to support sports projects.

››

Support to the Hockey Federation of Russia

››

Support to the Judo Federation of Russia

››

Support to the All-Russian DanceSport and Acrobatic Rock’n’Roll Federation

››

Support to the Wrestling Federation of Russia

››

Support to the Russian Union of Martial Arts

››

Support to the Unified Basketball League

The company provides aid to Russia’s large sports organizations to promote sport and healthy lifestyle.
On the one hand, we help national athletic teams and young athletes to grow and achieve success at
competitions. On the other hand, their success inspires people to work out and be devoted to sports.
Our integration with sports federations is important for Yakutia. It helps ALROSA to hold joint large-scale
events in the republic. We started this work with holding the Sentiment sports festival with the support of
the company’s sport partners: The unified league of VTB and the All-Russian DanceSport and Acrobatic
Rock’n’Roll Federation. the Unified VTB League held 36 master classes in basketball, 12 open lessons and
6 exhibition games with more than 3,000 viewers. The DanceSport and Acrobatic Rock’n’Roll Federation
held two dozens workshops and open lessons and three nights of acrobatic rock’n’roll shows and classes
visited by 2,000 viewers. All events were free for the region’s residents. We will continue this joint work
with all partner organizations.
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Interaction with national communities
Activities of the Company’s subdivisions and its subsidiaries affect the interests of the people of the
Sadynsky national nasleg of Mirny district, the national Anabar ulus and national Olenek ulus, where
Dolgans, Evenki, Evens and other representatives of indigenous minorities of the North live.
The Company continues to implement projects to support the “diamond province” uluses in the
performance of agricultural and traditional fishing and hunting activities aimed at the revival of national
cultures and preservation of historical values. Within the scope of the regional development, the Company
pays great attention to supporting ancestral communities of reindeer herders and fishermen in the
northernmost regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). By providing financial assistance to municipal
communities and by organizing charitable campaigns for the children in sponsored uluses, PJSC ALROSA
promotes employment of the population and their higher earnings making a considerable contribution
in improvement of the social stability in the whole rough diamond production region.
The Company’s enterprises support tribal communities of reindeer herders and fishermen: annual
financial assistance is provided for agricultural activities, support and development of traditional fishing
and hunting activities, procurement of off-road vehicles, fishing gear and hunting equipment. In 2017,
for the purposes of charity PJSC ALROSA transferred RUB 20 mn to the Administration of Olenek Evenki
national district municipality for construction of the Ethnocultural centre in the village of Olenek.
In order to provide rational employment to indigenous rural residents (in the villages of Arylakh,
Syuldyukar and Taas-Yurakh), the Company structure includes a multipurpose farm – the “Novy sovkhoz.”
Novy Sovkhoz was established to produce and supply healthy milk, eggs, and meat to the company’s
employees, kindergartens, and schools. Since 2014, the Novy farm is among the recipients of state
assistance within the scope of the republican targeted program “Social and economic development of
rural territories of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”.
When the development of Verkhne-Munskoe ore field was started in 2015, the Company expressed its
interest in the industrial, social and economic development of the Olenek Evenki National District of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). The district is mainly populated by Evenks, Yukagirs and Nganasans (Mayats)
leading a nomadic life due to the traditional subsistence of reindeer herding. At the meeting held by
representatives of the Company, management of Udachny MPD declared its willingness to provide the
population of the national region with jobs in mining production and, accordingly, a regular income
and social security. Budget replenishment of Olenek ulus with tax revenues will significantly increase
the community quality of life and give rise to the social and economic development of the region. As a
crucial point, the Company ensured that locals could continue traditional agricultural and cattle breeding
activities, as natural ecosystems will not be violated, in accordance with the project of new deposit
development.

Social efforts of ALROSA subsidiaries
PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba
External social responsibility
In 2017, PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba celebrated the 20th anniversary of the agreement on the social and
economic development of the region. The company supports efforts to facilitate social stability in the
regions of its operation. During this period, the company invested RUB 4.5 bn in the development of the
Nyurbinsky District.
The key areas of the cooperation between PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba and the Nyurba district administration
include:
››

The formation of conditions for accelerating social and economic development of the Nyurba
District;

››

Meeting environmental requirements when developing deposits;

››

Engagement of local population in production;

››

Financing the construction of infrastructure and social objects, as well as charitable financing of
RUB 324.8 mn.

In 2017, the company funded the following efforts under the agreement:
››

The construction and purchase of kindergartens - RUB 186.1 mn

››

Co-financing the construction of schools and kindergartens - RUB 19.4 mn

››

The construction of high-rise houses for relocation from dilapidated housing, heating unit, and
the Victory Square in Nyurba - RUB 117.7 mn.

PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba is the main employer in the Nyurbinsky district. Nyurba MPD employs 1,540 locals
who also work for the exploration subdivision and auxiliary production sites.
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In 2017, financial and sponsor aid was granted upon 213 applications of individuals and corporations
for RUB 11,939 thousand according to the order approved by the Board of Directors of PJSC ALROSANyurba. Such financial aid was allocated for healthcare services, to families who suffered from fire, lowincome and multiple children families, to hold cultural and sports events, and education projects.

In-house social responsibility

In 2017, the company invested RUB 7.126 mn in the following programs and events:
››

The compensation of service costs of children’s pre-school centers;

››

The compensation of vacation travel costs to employees and their families

››

The compensation of vacation travel costs of students and employees
Partial compensation of voucher costs in health and recreation centers to employees and family
members.

››

Voluntary health insurance

››

One-time financial aid

››

Other types of financial aid and benefits.

JSC Almazy Anabara
JSC Almazy Anabara supports the social and economic development of the region where the company
operates. Anabarsky, Oleneksky, and Bulunsky districts of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) are parties to
the agreement on social and economic development with PJSC ALROSA.
In 2017, the company allocated RUB 77.7 mn to social programs under the agreement.
RUB 50.7 mn was invested in the development of the Anabarsky ulus, including:
››

The construction of the cultural and recreation center in Saksylakh - RUB 35.0 mn

››

The purchase of air-cushion vessel to transport people and cargoes - RUB 15.0 mn

››

Educational projects - RUB 7.0 mn

››

The renovation of the Ethnocultural Center in Zhilinda - RUB 1.1 mn

››

The overhaul of Zhilinda secondary school - RUB 1.5 mn

››

The improvement of utility services in Zhilinda - RUB 14.0 mn

RUB 10.4 was invested in the development of the Bulunsky ulus, including:
Social infrastructure - RUB 1.7 mn

››

Young family support - RUB 1.0 mn

››

Energy efficiency efforts - RUB 1.5 mn

››

Information community development - RUB 2.0 mn

››

Cultural and athletic development - RUB 3.7 mn

››

LLC Konezavod Berte - RUB 14.3 mn

››

LLC Agrofirma Nemygy - RUB 18.9 mn

››

LLC Kladovaya Olekmy - RUB 24.5 mn

››

LLC Khatassky Svinokomplex - RUB 17.4 mn

››

LLC Almas - RUB 25.9 mn

››

Other sponsor support - RUB 19.99 mn

In 2017, JSC Almazy Anabara spent RUB 112.4 to perform its social obligations to workers. The funds
were spent on the following programs:
››

Housing Program - RUB 7.0 mn

››

Rest and Rehabilitation Program - RUB 4.2 mn

››

Cultural and sports events - RUB 13.98 mn

››

Financial aid - RUB 21.4 mn

››

Child birth benefits and other social contributions - RUB 65.8 mn

PJSC Severalmaz
PJSC Severalmaz is an advanced employer for the residents of its main region of the Archangelsk District.
The company employs about 1,600 people.
PJSC Severalmaz continuously improves the system for long-term and targeted creation of human
resources by means of social programs aimed at personnel motivation and development, such as
“Support of rationalization activities”, “Program for initiatives”, “Regulation on material stimulation of the
Company employees for most important tasks”, “Project-oriented system for task completion”.
The social dimension of the PJSC Severalmaz policy is reflected in the collective agreement which
provides benefits, guarantees and compensations to employees that improve the employees’ lives as
compared to existing labor legislation of the Russian Federation.

RUB 16.6 mn invested in the Oleneksky ulus:

››

Area development - RUB 0.5 mn

In 2017, JSC Almazy Anabara granted the sponsorship aid of RUB 100.9 mn to its subsidiaries. The funds
are allocated to the following companies:

The employees of PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba are provided with social guarantees and benefits according
to the existing Collective Agreement between PJSC ALROSA-Nyurba and the team of PJSC ALROSANyurba for 2016-2018.

››

››

PJSC Severalmaz pays specific attention to the improvement of human resource qualification, training
and advanced training of workers and actively collaborates with professional education institutions. The
improvement of qualification is directed to consistent improvement of professional knowledge, skills and
know-how, higher experience in a worker’s chosen profession.
PJSC Severalmaz pays specific attention to the development of a positive corporate culture in order
to unite the staff and create a favorable atmosphere to improve the efficiency of labor, optimize all
production processes, continuously develop the organization itself and its personnel.
PJSC Severalmaz CEO was nominated for the annual award Patron of the Year for granting support to
talented children. The award ceremony was held in St. Petersburg as part of the international cultural
forum.
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About this report
The Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA for 2017
(hereinafter — the Report) is the seventh public non-financial report
that reflects major aspects and key results of the Company’s activity
in the area of sustainable development for the reporting period. PJSC
ALROSA publishes its non-financial report on an annual basis, starting
from 2012.
The “About ALROSA Group” section (unless otherwise stated)
contains the summary of ALROSA Group information. The financial
performance of ALROSA Group and subsidiaries, where PJSC
ALROSA owns at least 50% of the registered capital, is recorded in
the consolidated financial performance of the Group by participation
interest in the economic performance section. A special note is given
to the information included in the consolidated financial report of
ALROSA Group prepared on the basis of the IFRS standard.
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Identifying material aspects and scope, report approval
The Social and Environmental report of PJSC ALROSA for 2017 contains information about key impacts
of the Company’s production activities on the economy, society and environment, social sphere, and is
the most important information for interested parties about the level of the corporate social responsibility
and efficiency in the area of sustainable development.
According to the GRI Standards, the Report contains the summary information about the Company and
specific reporting elements required for disclosures to prepare the main version of the report.
To prepare the 2017 Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA, the Company relied on the
analysis of the relevance of the sustainable development elements made in 2015 according to the fourth
version of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI G4 Guidelines). The procedure included the questionnaire
survey of internal and external parties. The survey was conducted in 2015 with respect to aspects
analyzed by a working group that were of importance for the PJSC ALROSA’s report. In the procedure
for assessment of the importance, representatives of government authorities and local self-government
were engaged, as well as representatives of local communities, society, Profalmaz trade union, young
specialists of the Company. The map of material aspects was produced based on the interviews of
internal and external stakeholders.

The 2017 Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA is for the
first time prepare in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative - GRI
Standards, the main version.
he 2017 Report contains no changes related to the structure. The scope of disclosure has changed
compared with the previous reporting period due to the termination of business of the Heat and Water
Supply Company of PJSC ALROSA on January 1, 2017, in accordance with the reforms of the utility
complex approved by minutes А01/161-ПР-П of the Executive Committee dated 28.11.2013.

The identified material aspects/matters are relevant in the current reporting period. The questionnaire
survey of the company’s stakeholders will be repeated in the next reporting period. Impacts of each
material aspect are specified in Appendix 1.

For the purpose of clearer understanding of and comparability of the presented information with the
data of earlier periods, the information about economic, environmental and social results of activities
is included in the report in consistent manner. The indicators (excluding PTWS) for 2015-2017 were
reviewed to compare the environmental element of the report.
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Map of material aspects to be included in PJSC ALROSA Social and Environmental Report 2017

The materiality of aspect effects
on the strategy implementation ????

The Report discloses results of PJSC ALROSA performance in the period from January 1 to December
31, 2017. The previous report was published in August 2017 and covered the same period of 2016. The
results of the Company’s activities in the area of sustainable development are presented dynamically
for the 5-year period (2013–2017). The 2017 Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA records
events that occurred before or after the covered period. The strategic and regulatory documents referred
to in the Report apply to the entire ALROSA Group, namely PJSC ALROSA and its subsidiaries and
affiliates.

The Social and Environmental Report of PJSC ALROSA is subject to annual approval by an independent
auditor
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Identified material aspects
19

Investment Program of the Company

PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
1

Geological exploration and development of new deposits

-

2

Improvement of production efficiency

-

3

Technical upgrade and replacement of worn-out equipment

-

PJSC ALROSA STRATEGY

INNOVATION
48

Innovation Development and Technological Upgrade Program

ECOLOGY AND SAFETY
23

Rational use of natural resources

GRI 301–306

4

Sustainable development management in the context of the Company's strategy

GRI 102–14

24

Compliance with the national and international environmental legislation

GRI 307

5

Risk management system

GRI 102–15

25

Environmental management system and environmental policy implementation

GRI 103

COMPANY IMPACT ON THE REGIONS WHERE THE COMPANY
OPERATES

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
45

Labor protection and ensuring safe production

GRI 403

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
9

Product marketing and sales network development

10

Sales policy of the Company

11

International cooperation

Financial and economic performance of the Company
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Support of local communities

GRI 413

44

Contribution of the Company to the development of the region

GRI 203

GRI 417

ECONOMY AND FINANCE
17

43

GRI 201

HUMAN CAPITAL
28

Social policy

30

Remuneration system

33

Formation of human resources. Staff training and development

GRI 401

GRI 401,
GRI 404
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S
REPORT
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APPENDICES
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Appendix 1

BOUNDARIES OF MATERIAL ASPECTS
• Direct impact of the aspect
• Indirect impact of the Aspect

Material Aspects

Aspect boundaries within ALROSA

Material Aspects

Aspect boundaries outside ALROSA

Aspect boundaries within ALROSA

Aspect boundaries outside ALROSA
Key stakeholder groups

Key stakeholder groups
PJSC
ALROSANyurba

JSC Almazy
Anabara

PJSC
Severalmaz

Mirny
District of
the Republic
of Sakha
(Yakutia),
Moscow

Nyurba
District of the
RS (Ya)

Anabar,
Bulunsky,
Zhigansk
Districts
RS (Ya)

Arkhangelsk,
Arkhangelsk
region
(JSC)

Geological exploration
and deposit development

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Improvement of
production efficiency

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

JSC ALROSA

Technical upgrade and
replacement of worn-out
equipment

Sustainable development
management in
the context of the
Company's strategy

Risk management
system

Labor protection
and ensuring safe
production

Product marketing
and sales network
development

•

•

•

•

Local communities
(including municipal
authorities)

RS (Ya)

JSC

Government authorities

RS (Ya)

RF

Customers (consumers
of the primary products)

RF

Outside

Suppliers
of goods and services

RF

the

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

•

International
cooperation

•

•

•

•

Financial and economic
performance of the
Company

•

•

•

•

•

•

Investment
Program

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Nyurba
District of the
RS (Ya)

Anabar,
Bulunsky,
Zhigansk
Districts
RS (Ya)

Arkhangelsk,
Arkhangelsk
region
(JSC)

RS (Ya)

JSC

Включая АО «Нижне-Ленское»
160 • 161

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rational use of natural
resources

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Environmental
management system and
environmental policy
implementation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Contribution of the
Company to the
development of the
region

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compliance with
the national and
international
environmental
legislation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RF

•

Support of local
communities

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RS (Ya)

•

Formation of human
resources. Staff training
and development

Customers (consumers
of the primary products)

RF

Outside
the

Remuneration system

•

Government authorities

•

•

•

Mirny
District of
the Republic
of Sakha
(Yakutia),
Moscow

Local communities
(including municipal
authorities)

Innovation Development
and Technological
Upgrade Program

Social policy
Sales policy of the
Company

PJSC
Severalmaz

•

•
•

JSC Almazy
Anabara

Competitors/
industry community

Outside
the RF

•

JSC ALROSA

PJSC
ALROSANyurba

•

•

Suppliers
of goods and services

RF

Outside
the RF

Competitors/
industry community
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Appendix 2

GRI index

COMPLIANCE WITH THE GRI STANDARDS

102-10

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

Material changes in the supply chain of the
organization

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP General Information Production chain and
geography of operations

13, 16–20, 26–29, 68, 94, 103,
150

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Approaches to distribution of economic value
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY.
System for management, control and implementation of activities in the
area of environment protection
Water and rational use of water resources
ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

General Standard Disclosures

GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

1. ORGANIZATION PROFILE

102-11

Approach and precautionary principle

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental Policy of PJSC
ALROSA

90–96

102-12

Focus on external initiatives

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management

44, 54–57, 76–82, 90–95

Ethics and anti-corruption activities
102-1

Name of the organization

About ALROSA Group

13

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental Policy of PJSC
ALROSA

102-2

Primary brands, products, and services

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP General Information Production chain and
geography of operations

13,

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION Labor Protection and
Industrial Security Policy

54
102-13
102-3

Headquarters location

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities

Membership in associations

20

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

40-46, 47-49

Stakeholder engagement

More details on the
membership in associations
are set forth in the Q4 2017
quarterly report, page 92-95

Ethics and anti-corruption activities
102-4

Site location

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP Production chain and geography of operations

20

102-5

Ownership and legal status

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP General Information

13

102-6

Markets of the organization

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP Production chain and geography of operations

24
more details about the
operation geography of
ALROSA Group are set forth in
the IFRS statements, page 66

102-7

Scale of the organization

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

38-39;

2. STRATEGY
102-14

The statement of the senior responsible person

ADDRESS OF THE СHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER – CHAIRMAN OF THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE PJSC ALROSA

39–43

102-15

Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

32–37, 41–43

Integration of the UN Sustainable Development Goals into PJSC ALROSA
Business

55-58;
detailed summary of the
Company’s capital is set forth in
the IFRS statements, page 1.
102-8

102-9

Total number of employees by employment type,
gender, employment agreement, and region

Organization’s supply chain

Key performance results in the area of sustainable development

101-102, 141.
No breakdown of personnel
by employment contract
and gender; by employment
contract and region; by
employment type and gender
due to the lack of management
accounts.

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Approaches to distribution of economic value

Sustainable development policy of PJSC ALROSA Key impacts and risks
in the area of sustainable development of PJSC ALROSA:

3. ETHICS AND FAIR PRACTICE
102-16

Values, principles, standards and norms of behavior
in the organization

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities

54–57

Corporate Governance Code of PJSC ALROSA,
http://www.alrosa.ru/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Кодекс-корпоративного-управления.pdf
Corporate Ethics Code of PJSC ALROSA,

64–75

http://www.alrosa.ru/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Кодекс-корпоративного-управления.pdf
ALROSA ALLIANCE Giudelines, http://sales.alrosa.ru/rough-diamonds/
long-term-contacts/
102-17

162 • 163

Mechanisms for ethics-related consultations and
issues

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities

54–57
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GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

102-46

The contents and aspects of the report Borders

ABOUT THE REPORT. Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval Report approval

150–151

44–47

102-47

List of the material aspects

ABOUT THE REPORT. Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval Report approval

153–155

200, 230–239

102-48

Information review

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

44–47

102-49

Changes in accounts

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

102-50

Reporting period

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

102-51

The recent report date

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

102-52

Reporting cycle

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

102-53

Contact information for questions related to the
report

Appendix 5. Feedback form

193

102-54

Reporting requirements according to the GRI
standards

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

152

102-55

GRI content index

Appendix 2. Compliance with the GRI standards

164–173

102-56

External guarantee

ABOUT THE REPORT. Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval Report approval

125, 127-129

4. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
102-18

Management structure

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management
2017 Annual Report of ALROSA Group

102-19

Delegating body

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management
2017 Annual Report of ALROSA Group

199, 245
102-20

The responsibility of chief executive body for the
assessment of financial, environmental, and social
activities

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management

The composition of the chief executive body and its
committee

USTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management

102-23

The chairman of the chief executive body

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management

46

102-26

The role of the chief executive body in the definition
of goals, values, and strategies

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development policy of PJSC
ALROSA

39–47

102-22

44–47

44–46

2017 Annual Report of ALROSA Group

Sustainable development management

5. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
102-40

Key stakeholder groups

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Stakeholder engagement

48–53

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

123, 133–134, 138–139

102-42
102-43

Identification and selection of stakeholders
Stakeholder engagement

Social partnership and human rights
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Stakeholder engagement

49

Main matters and issues addressed in the
stakeholder engagement

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Stakeholder engagement

An external independent
auditor is selected by tender.

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP Production chain and geography of operations

20–21

103-2

Management approaches

Compliance with the key performance indicators.

103-3

Management approach assessment

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
103-1

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP

41-46
No specific engagement with
stakeholders was performed in
the preparation of this report.

102-44

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

-

Geological exploration and deposit development

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Economic performance of ALROSA Group for
2017

16, 60–61

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Reserves and geological
exploration

48–53
Improvement of production efficiency

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Economic performance of ALROSA Group for
2017

60–63

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP

6. REPORTING PRINCIPLES
102-45

Companies included in the consolidated financial
statements

ABOUT THE REPORT. General provisions

164 • 165

Major Company’s enterprises
included in the consolidated
financial statements are set
forth in the 2017 IFRS report,
page 32..

Technical upgrade and replacement of worn-out
equipment

PJSC ALROSA STRATEGY

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Investment Program of ALROSA Group

61-62
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GRI index
103-1
103-2

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP Development strategy of ALROSA Group

15-17

Management approaches

GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product
and service information and labeling

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities

54

102-6

Sales policy of the Company

ABOUT ALROSA GROUP Production chain and geography of operations

18, 20–21, 55, 63

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Company development
strategy

Management approach assessment

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Economic performance of ALROSA Group for
2017

103-3
102-14,
GRI 103

Sustainable development management in the
context of the Company’s strategy

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development policy of PJSC
ALROSA Sustainable development management
2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Sustainable development

102-15

Risk management system

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Integration of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals into PJSC ALROSA Business Sustainable
development policy of PJSC ALROSA

30-33

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

103-2

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION

25-29, 32-33

403-2

403-3

403-4

103-1

76–89

Representation of workers in official joint
committees for occupational health and security
involving management and workers

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION Labor Protection and
Industrial Security Policy

Types of injury, injury rate, occupational diseases
rate, lost day rate, absentee rate and work-related
fatalities

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION Performance of labor
safety efforts

74-75

Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases
related to their occupation

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION Labor Protection and
Industrial Security Policy

78

Occupational health and safety matters covered by
the formal trade union agreements

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION

82–83

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

103-2

Management approaches

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Sales and marketing

103-3

Management approach assessment

No breakdown by gender and
region is given due to the lack
of management accounts.

Requirements for product and service information
and labeling

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities
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59-61

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Financial results
86-96

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Creation and distribution of economic value

64

201-3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit and
pension plan obligations

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Creation and distribution of economic value

59, 115.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in personnel.

Contingent liabilities for
pension plans are set forth
in the RAS report of PJSC
ALROSA, pages 67-68.

Financial assistance received from government

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Creation and distribution of economic value

68

Investment Program of the Company

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Investment Program of ALROSA Group

70

103-1

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Innovative development

71–75

103-2

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Innovative development

71

-

INNOVATION

Innovation Development and Technological
Upgrade Program

2017 ANNUAL REPORT OF ALROSA GROUP Financial results

49–53, 54–55

Ethics and anti-corruption activities

ECOLOGY AND SAFETY

GRI 417 PRODUCT MARKETING AND SALES NETWORK DEVELOPMENT (2016)
417-1

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Approaches to distribution of economic value

GRI 201 ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPANY (2016)

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Stakeholder engagement

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

103-2

201-4

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

51, 54–55

82–83

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
103-1

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Ethics and anti-corruption activities

ECONOMY AND FINANCE

GRI 403 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (2016)
403-1

International cooperation

34-39
141-152

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
103-1

102-12,
102-13

47

103-1

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

103-2

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY.

77–88,
90–119
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GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

GRI index
305-7

GRI 301-306 RATIONAL USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES (2016)
GRI 301: MATERIALS (2016)
301-2

Recycled input materials used

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and
other significant air emissions

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Emissions

107–108, 181–182

APPENDIX 4. Environmental effectiveness indicators
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Appendix 4. Environmental
effectiveness indicators

178

GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE (2016)
306-1

Water discharge by quality and destination

GRI 302: ENERGY (2016)
302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Appendix 4. Environmental
effectiveness indicators

178
306-2

Energy intensity

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Energy saving

112–113

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Energy saving

112–113

GRI 303 WATER (2016)
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Water and rational use of water resources

103–105, 179–180

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

Appendix 4. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Effluents and Waste

106–107, 181–182

GRI 307: ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE WITH NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
Environmental non-compliance

APPENDIX 4. Environmental effectiveness indicators

182

GRI 103 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY IMPLEMENTATION
103

Appendix 4. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Waste by type and disposal method

APPENDIX 4. Environmental effectiveness indicators

307

Interactions with water as a shared resource

105–106, 181

APPENDIX 4. Environmental effectiveness indicators

302-3

303-1

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Effluents and Waste

Environmental management system and
environmental policy implementation

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental Policy of PJSC
ALROSA

90–97

179

COMPANY IMPACT ON THE REGIONS WHERE THE COMPANY OPERATES
303-3

Water withdrawal

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Water and rational use of water resources

105, 180
103-1

Appendix 4. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

GRI 304: BIODIVERSITY (2016)
304-1

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. Biodiversity preservation

109–110

GRI 305: EMISSIONS (2016)
305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. GHG emissions

109–110

103-2

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development policy

39–47, 140–146

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in the development of
ALROSA GROUP regions

GRI 411, 413 LOCAL COMMUNITIES (2016)
411

Rights of indigenous peoples

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Interaction with national communities

146

413

Local communities

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in the development of
ALROSA GROUP regions

140–149

GRI 203 CONTRIBUTION OF THE COMPANY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE REGION

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental performance
indicators. GHG emissions

109–110

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. Environmental impacts of PJSC
ALROSA

109–110

305-6

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

PJSC ALROSA makes on ODS emissions.

—

168 • 169

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in the development of
ALROSA GROUP regions

141–145

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Integration of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals into PJSC ALROSA Business

32–37, 39–43, 140–146

Sustainable development policy of PJSC ALROSA SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in the development of ALROSA
GROUP regions
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GRI index

GRI indicator

Section and/or notes, references to other sources

Report page

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development policy of PJSC
ALROSA SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Personnel formation and development

39–47, 127–132

HUMAN CAPITAL SOCIAL POLICY
103-1

Identifying material aspects and scope, report
approval

103-2

Management approaches

103-3

Management approach assessment

GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT
401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Personnel. Personnel formation and
development. APPENDIX 3. Social performance

123–127, 174

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are
not provided to temporary or part-time employees

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Social investments in personnel.

133–138, 175

APPENDIX 3. Social performance

GRI 202: MARKET PRESENCE (2016)
202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender
compared to local minimum wage

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social investments in personnel.

133–134

202-2

Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Personnel

124–125

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Social partnership and human rights

138-139

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Personnel formation and development

132, 138–139

GRI 402: LABOR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS (2016)
402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding operational
changes

FORMATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES
404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

Social partnership and human rights

GRI 405: DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. Sustainable development management
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Personnel

124–125

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to
men

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Social investments in personnel.

133

INDUSTRY GRI (IN ADDITION TO GENERAL AND SPECIFIC STANDARD INDICATORS)
-

Emergency preparedness

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY.
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80–81, 94–95
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Appendix 3

PJSC ALROSA staff training

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE

Managers, specialists

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total headcount broken down by categories as of
the end of the reporting period, people

10,517

10,545

10,521

10,142

10,287

10,191

9666

9126

Completed training and upgraded qualifications,
people

3,092

5,737

9,204

9,378

6,494

6,689

6,467

6,528

2.3

2.7

4.3

4.4

4.9

6.9

8.1

10.5

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total headcount broken down by categories as of
the end of the reporting period, people

20,509

20,358

20,852

20,383

19,756

19,209

17,890

16,527

Completed training, attended briefings and
upgraded qualifications, people

7,173

8,178

8,611

8,989

9,490

9,522

10,057

10,562

2.1

3.5

3.6

3.6

6

7.4

9.5

10.5

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2,549.5

3,922.5

3,347.0

4,103.6

3,238.2

3,258.4

3,900.5

4,469.6

Personnel training and development

70.7

102.8

129.5

127.6

175.8

219.1

255

275.3

Personnel training and upgrade qualifications
(including briefings)

68.5

100.7

120.8

119.3

169.2

212.5

247.2

268.3

Managers and specialists

23.7

28.6

45.6

45

50.4

70.7

78.7

95.5

Workers

44.8

72.1

75.2

74.3

118.8

141.8

168.5

172.8

Pre-university occupational guidance for
schoolchildren

2.2

2.1

2.4

2.3

2.4

2

1.4

1.3

Expenses associated with the Comprehensive
Occupational Guidance Program of PJSC
ALROSA in Mirny District of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia)

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Expenses associated with holding regional
academic competitions (under agreements with
higher education institutions)

0.9

0.8

1.1

1.1

1.2

0.8

0.2

0.1

Personnel structure, rate of turnover, salary

Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Headcount as of the end of the reporting period,
people

31,026

30,903

31.373

30,525

30,043

29,400

27,556

25,653

Expenses on training and upgrade qualifications,
RUB thousand per person

Average headcount, people.

31,291

30,295

31,183

30,287

29,796

29,501

28,652

26,543

Workers

Personnel gender structure, %
men

60.9

61.3

61.2

64.2

64.7

65

65.6

65.9

women

39.1

38.7

38.8

35.8

35.3

35

34.4

34.1

Expenses on training and upgrade qualifications,
RUB thousand per person

Personnel age structure, %
under 30 years

20.9

21.7

22.2

21.8

21.5

19.9

19.5

19.2

30–50 years

57.3

54.9

54.4

53.5

53.9

54.4

55.5

58

over 50 y. o.

21.8

23.4

23.4

24.7

24.6

25.7

25

22.8

Employee turnover rate, %

9,0

10,0

10.5

10.3

9.8

9,0

8.6

8.7

Social investments in PJSC ALROSA personnel mn RUB

Areas
TOTAL

Total Employee turnover rate, %
Total Employee turnover rate excluding

29.6
24.6

23.4
24.6

24.8
16.2

26.7
17.3

24.8
15.5

24.6
14,0

28.5
17.5

30.4
16.8

temporary workers, %
Average salary, thousand rubles

45.9

62.9

79.1
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89.8

97.1

102.2

121.1

124.3
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Areas

2010

2011

Corporate scholarships to students under
contracts 1
Health care and healthy lifestyle

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

6.3

6

4.2

4.6

6.4

5.8

738

976.8

1068.2

1164.6

1236.5

1330,0

1453.9

1642.7

“Health” Program, total

146.7

179.8

196.7

235.6

268.4

245.4

289

399.4

Under voluntary health insurance contracts

139.9

173.8

190.6

167.3

189.2

168.1

284.7

394.6

5.2

4.6

4.7

5.8

4.1

3.9

4.3

4.7

0

0

0

62.5

75.1

73.4

0

0

1.6

1.4

1.4

0

0

0

0

0

“Wellness and Recreation of Employees and
their Family Members”

518.9

672.3

720.4

791

817.7

876.1

1018

1017,0

Leisure trips (including organized children’s
leisure)

242.2

255.7

287.3

300.2

315.4

338.8

374.2

383.2

Health and recreation centers at industrial sites

276.7

416.6

433.1

490.8

502.3

532

640.5

631

5.3

3.3

2.9

Under direct contracts with healthcare centers
Medical Center services 2
including employees vaccination

(including organized children’s leisure)
Children’s air transportation services, costs of
accompanying children to summer camps
“Culture and Sports” Program

72.4

124.7

151.1

138

150.4

208.5

146.9

226.3

Housing Program3

1,244.1

1,345,0

954.4

823.2

773.1

500.3

466.8

528.1

Capital investments

967.2

1148.8

453

435.2

501.9

358.3

307.8

423

Compensation to the employees provided with
housing (exemption from liabilities)

191.6

144.9

201.4

76.5

43

23.4

23.5

19.4

Assistance provided to the employees by the
Company

31.2

19

0.8

106.3

51

71.4

72.3

31.7

Transactions execution costs

21.6

19

23

15.6

5.3

4.3

6.1

2.7

Mortgage lending program

9.2

10.3

27.6

41.3

42.3

40.4

57.1

51.3

23.3

3

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

0

0

246.1

0

0

0

0

0

(construction and purchase of housing stock)

(compensation of mortgage interest)
Apartment repairs
Housing construction compensations to the
employees

1
2
3

2009-2011–2011 scholarships payment data are not consolidated.
The Medical Center of PJSC ALROSA in its capacity of a structural subdivision of the Company started operating in the second half of 2012.
Investments in the Housing Program are shown without considering the amounts associated with the gratuitous transfer to municipalities of the housing stock that was formerly on the balance sheet of the Company.
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Areas

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

0

0

0

148.3

129.6

0

0

0

20.7

21.6

22.5

23.1

22.6

24

23

22.8

3

3.2

3.4

3.4

3

4

4

3.8

New Year gifts

17.7

18.4

19.1

19.7

19.6

20

19

19

Contributions to Non-State Pension Fund
“Almaznaya Osen”

476

1,476.3

1,172.4

1,965.1

1,030.3

1,185,0

1701.8

2,000.7

Miscellaneous (losses due to housing exchange)
Other investments
Purchase of kits for newborns
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Appendix 4

303-1 Total water withdrawal from natural sources mn cub. m

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 1

Indicators

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017*

26.782

22.954

24.35

21,061

19.348

2,062

the Irelyakh River

0,091

0.192

0.356

0

0

0.477

Total water withdrawal from natural sources,
namely:

301-2 Percentage of the materials used that are recycled input materials
Recycled waste used in production

Indicators

2012

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

the Malaya Botuobiya River

0.31

0.304

0.341

0.283

0.271

0,002

1,940.700

6,026.226

5,799.519

1,942.187

8,549.227

2,2648.870

1,7445.144

1,4197.3

Irelyakhskoe water reservoir

12.645

9.956

10.46

9.579

8.322

0

Waste oils

1.419

0.899

0.848

1.105

1,087

1,037

0.332

0.371

Sytykan water reservoir, a hydro system on the
Sytykan River

5.736

5.931

6,082

5.503

5.503

0

Scrap tires

0.171

0,008

0,003

1.368

3.966

-

-

-

water reservoir on the Oyuur-Yurege stream

5.888

4.253

4.726

3.885

3.539

0

water reservoir on the Markha River

1.614

1.521

1.44

1.409

1.343

1.196

buffer water storage reservoir on the left
tributary of the Khannya River

0.234

0.243

0.278

0.288

0.265

0.287

Wells

0,042

0,045

0,078

0,048

0,043

0,046

the Lena River

0,024

0,013

0,012

0,011

0,013

0,011

the Olenyok River

0,001

0,001

0,0005

0,001

0

0

Overburden and tailings

Scrap tires
Ferrous scrap metal

0.597
0,001

0.553
0.11

0.826
0,085

0.918
0.118

0.413
0.116

0.496
0.112

0.151
0.238

2.153
0.161

302-1 Direct energy consumption specifying primary energy sources thousand GJ

Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Electric power generated by a HPP

5744.9

5461.3

5542.3

5457.7

5422.4

5340.9

5284.9

3576.7

Natural gas

7,772.4

6,171.7

6,509,0

6,480.6

6,976.1

6,055.7

6,706.4

1,115.3*

artesian well No. 116-E

0,015

0,014

-

0

0

0

Oil

1,467.6

629.2

496.6

329.5

303.1

226.4

254.3

89.3

the Sokhsolookh River

0,006

0,029

0,027

0,048

0

0

854

830.7

880.4

831.6

829.5

807.8

733.7

721.6

the Sordonnokh Lake

0,006

0,004

0,013

0

0,009

0

206.4

165.2

153.3

157

139.9

122.6

95.9

38

the Vilyuy River

0,011

0,011

0,008

0,005

0,005

0,002

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,503.3

the Taas-Yuryakh River

0,004

0,004

0,004

0

0

0

the Bolshaya Botuobiya River

0,002

0,002

0,002

0,002

0,002

0

the Onghhoi River

0.159

0.431

0.526

0

0

0

0,033

0,039

Diesel fuel
Coal
Thermal energy consumption**

Notes

Alymdya-Tuorata creek

* excluding PTWS withdrawn from PJSC ALROSA on 01.01.2017
** thermal energy consumption from PTWS LLC from 01.01.2017
Ratios for conversion of fuel and energy resources to reference fuel:
1 ton oil – 1.43 ton reference fuel;
1 cubic meter natural gas – 1.14 ton reference fuel;
1 ton diesel fuel – 1.45 ton reference fuel;
1 ton coal – 0.751 ton reference fuel.

1

* excluding PTWS withdrawn from PJSC ALROSA on 01.01.2017

The information in the APPENDIX is presented based on the data of the subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA located in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia).
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303-3 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused mn cub. m

Indicators

306-1 Total water discharge by quality and destination mn cub. m

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Water reuse (multiple use), including:

198.19

231,09

226.38

229.53

208.36

218,05

213.89

199.77

recycling water supply

121.56

153.46

149.17

150.57

136.17

140.42

143.72

144.34

water recycling

76.63

77.63

77.21

78.96

72.19

77.63

70.17

Withdrawal of mineralized water from the
underground aquifers

12.63

12,07

13.24

11.54

12.71

12.13

Total water intake (2017 - natural sources +
supplier)

30.38

28.58

26.78

22.95

24.35

21,07

Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total discharge to surface water bodies

19.84

16.67

16.78

15.44

14.46

12.66

11.76

0.62

Contaminated (untreated)

0.77

0.6

0.91

0.41

0

0

0

0,031

55.43

Contaminated (undertreated)

19,04

16,05

15.85

15,02

14.45

12.65

11.75

0.581

14.66

22.68

Treated to standard quality

0,03

0,02

0,02

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

19.35

5.97

Water discharge to tailing ponds and storage
tanks

5.29

3.87

3.16

2.45

1.88

1.88

2.2

1.998

Total discharge of mineralized water

15.28

15.44

14.7

14.26

13.65

15.55

15.41

22.617

(water discharge to subsurface)

305-7 NOx , SOx and other significant air emissions by type and weight tons

Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere,
total,

8,158.9

8,592.4

8,135.1

8,734.8

9,020.6

9,420.7

8,951,0

7,536.7

suspended substances

2,537.4

3,029.2

2,651.8

2,443.5

2,450.3

2,383,0

2,313,0

2,333,0

Gas and liquid substances

5,621.5

5,563.2

5,483.3

6,291.3

6,570.3

7,037.7

6,638,0

5,203.7

including, sulphur dioxide

721.6

502.5

471.4

413

392.4

405.8

346.4

201.6

carbon oxide

2,878.3

3,037.1

3,008.6

2,897.2

3,006.6

2,789.8

2,542.4

2,001.3

nitrogen oxides (calculated on the basis of NO2 )

1,461.6

1,444.7

1,446.4

1,462.4

1,502.7

1,562.1

1,411.1

hydrocarbons (without volatile organic
compounds)

141.9

149.5

128.4

1,047.6

1,266.5

1,880.9

volatile organic compounds

257.5

291.2

298.9

300.4

341.2

other gaseous and liquid pollutants

160.6

138.2

129.5

170.7

60.9
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306-4 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method
Information on generation, use, neutralization and disposal of industrial and household waste by PJSC ALROSA enterprises in 2017 thousand tons

Indicators

Total

Waste by hazard class
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5*

Waste at the beginning of the reporting year

92,593.635

0

0,001

0.338

3.312

92,589.984

Generation of waste during the reporting year

67,675.453

0,015

0,014

1.814

13,025

67,660.585

Wastes from other companies

0.432

0

0,016

0,003

0

0.414

1,025.3

Waste processed

1,058

0

0

1,058

0

0

1,959,0

1,691.6

Waste disposed

14,209.56

0

0.147

0.371

7.644

14,201.54

336.6

277.4

231.7

Waste neutralized

35,14.936

0

0,007

0,07

0,031

3,514.828

62.4

101.7

52.1

209.331

0,014

0,021

0.211

6.211

202.874

for processing

0.290

0

0

0

0,016

0.274

for disposal

5.155

0,001

0,001

0,038

0.47

4.645

for neutralization

3.894

0,013

0,02

0.17

1.637

2,053

for storage

189.237

0

0

0,003

0.159

189,075

for burial

10.755

0

0

0

3.929

6.826

Waste transfer to other companies namely
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Indicators

Total

Waste by hazard class
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5*

WASTE DEPOSIT ON OPERATED SITES IN THE REPORTING YEAR
storage

142,313.364

0

0

0

0

142,313.364

burial

0.418

0

0

0

0.308

0.11

Waste at the end of the reporting year

20.857

0,002

0,003

0.445

2.142

18.266

307-1 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations

Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017 1

1

1

2

3

3

0

0

6

Total amount of fines imposed for noncompliance with environmental legislation, RUB
thousand

70.5

4

50

938,0*

4161

0

0

1,380,0

The number of non-financial sanctions after the
inspection of the Federal Service for Supervision
of Natural Resource Usage, including:

…

…

…

…

…

6

4

11

the number of violations remedied

…

…

…

…

…

4

3

9

Number of fines for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations

1

The amount includes RUB 888,000 of the compensation for the damage to land resources as a result of a petroleum product spill that occurred
due to a traffic accident; the amount of the compensation was calculated using a special methodology.
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Appendix 5

FEEDBACK FORM
Dear readers,
We have presented our Social and Economic Report for 2018. Your opinion is very important for us and
we will appreciate your feedback that will help us to improve our reporting quality. Please complete the
questionnaire below.

5. To which stakeholder group do you belong?

□ Company employee
1. Did you learn something new about the Company from this report
□ yes

□ Supplier

□ no

□ Shareholder
□ Consumer

If yes, what were the new insights?

□ Member of a non-commercial organization
□ Mass media
□ Resident of the Company’s operation region

2. Your assessment:

□ Other stakeholder group (please explain) _________________________________________________________
Completeness

□5

□4

□3

□2

Wording and style

□5

□4

□3

□2

Design and graphics

□5

□4

□3

□2

Total assessment

□5

□4

□3

□2

Thank you!

5 — excellent, 4 — good, 3 — satisfactory, and, 2 — poor
3. What additional information would you like to read in the next social and environmental
report of PJSC ALROSA?

4. Your comments, proposals, and expectations:
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Please fax the completed form to (411-36) 3-19-92 or post to: 39 Lenina Street, Mirny, Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia), 678174, Russia, or mail to: RomanovaOE@alrosa.ru
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
TERMS
Philanthropic work is voluntary activities of the Company related to transfer without seeking profit
(gratuitously or on preferential terms) of any property to citizens or legal entities, including money, free
of charge work, provision of services and provision of other assistance.
Safe working conditions mean the working conditions, under which there is no exposure to harmful and
hazardous workplace factors or the level of such exposure does not exceed the sanitary norms.
Stakeholder engagement means activities of the Company aimed at identifying expectations and concerns
of its stakeholders and involving the stakeholders in the decision-making process.
Benefits mean direct payments made by the organization to employees, payment for the services rendered
to employees or reimbursement for the expenses incurred by employees; Severance pay amounts
exceeding the minimum amounts prescribed by the law, payments due to suspension of production;
additional payments due to workplace injuries, survivor benefits and extra paid days off.
Global Reporting Initiative – GRI means the international organization headquartered in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. Global Reporting Initiative was established in 1997 by the Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies in partnership with the United Nations Environment Programme.
Stakeholders mean individuals and legal entities or groups of persons who affect the activities or get
affected by activities of the Company and having a right to directly bring claims against the Company
in accordance with the law and international conventions. The stakeholders include shareholders of
the Company, investors, employees, suppliers, contractors, consumers, trade unions and other public
organizations, public authorities and local self-government bodies, mass media, residents of the area
where the Company operates, etc.

Motivation means a mechanism for improving labor efficiency and productivity, the process of stimulating
an employee or a group of employees to engage in the activities aimed at achieving any goals of the
organization.
Young employee means an employee of the organization under 30 years of age regardless of the level of
education.
Young specialist means an employee of the organization under 30 years of age including those who
received a higher education or secondary vocational education based on middle-ranking specialist
training programs, hired by the company on the basis of an employment contract concluded for an
indefinite period or a fixed-term employment contract, irrespective of the employment history.
Defined retirement contribution plans are retirement compensation arrangements for the organization to pay
fixed contributions to an independent organization (fund) and have no legal obligations or obligations
arising out of the practice to pay additional contributions in case the fund does not have sufficient assets
to pay employees all the benefits relating to performance of their duties in the current and prior periods.
Defined retirement benefit plans are retirement compensation plans, except for defined benefit pension
plans.
Occupational accident means an event resulting in an injury or other health impairment of an employee in
the course of performance of the respective duties under an employment contract within the territory of
production facilities of the company or while traveling to or from the place of work by transport provided
by the Company that requires to transfer the affected employee to another job, entails temporary or
permanent occupational disability or death.
Social and environmental report (non-financial report) means an accessible, valid, and well-balanced
description of the Company’s operations and performance in the areas related to values, goals, and
sustainable development policy on the matters most essential to stakeholders. This is a public instrument
of informing shareholders, partners, and other stakeholders of how the Company achieves its mission
goals related to economic sustainability, social wellbeing, and environmental stability.

Corporate social responsibility means a philosophy of behavior and a concept for building the activities
by a business community, companies and certain representatives of the business community aimed at
meeting expectations of the stakeholders for the purpose of sustainable development.

Labor protection means a system for ensuring safety of life and health of employees at their workplaces,
including legal, social, economic, organizational, technical, sanitary, medical, rehabilitational and other
activities.

Corporate social program means activities voluntarily carried out by the Company in the social, economic
and environmental spheres, which are systemic and aimed at satisfying the needs of the Company
stakeholders.

Environmental activity and efficient use of resources means an area in which the Company at its own initiative
implements programs aimed at reducing its environmental impact.

Collective agreement means a legal instrument regulating social and labor relations at the enterprise and
specifying the bonuses and guarantees provided at the expense of the funds of the employer.

Personnel management processes mean an end-to-end integrated personnel management system
that includes all stages of interaction between employees and the organization — from engagement,
adaptation, retention of an employee in the company and until the employee’s retirement.

IUCN red list of threatened species means a list of endangered plant and animal species indicating their
global conservation status, developed by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

Assistance programs for local community development are social programs of the Company implemented on
a voluntary basis and aimed at contributing to the development of the local community.

Local suppliers mean organizations or persons supplying products or services to the reporting organization
and located in the same geographical market as the reporting organization (i.e. no interstate payments to
a supplier are made). In geographical terms, “local” in respect of procurement activities of the Company
means “in the Russian Federation”.

Local community development program means a detailed plan of actions to minimize, mitigate and
compensate for the adverse social and/or economic impacts that is developed to identify opportunities
and measures to enhance the positive effect of the project on the local community.

Local population means the population of a certain area without taking into account its ethnic composition
and cultural characteristics.
Local community means individuals and population groups living and/or working in all areas exposed to
economic, social or environmental impact (positive or negative) of subdivisions of a given organization.
The local community may comprise people living in the vicinity of these subdivisions and remote isolated
settlements affected by these subdivisions.
Mission means a reason for existence, the purpose of the organization, which makes it different from other
similar organizations.
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Occupational disease means a disease that appears and develops due to systematic and prolonged
exposure of an employee to workplace factors peculiar to an occupation or to conditions peculiar only
to a certain industry.
Occupational disease is a disease caused by workplace conditions or activities (for example, stress or
exposure to harmful chemicals) or by a workplace injury.
Environmental protection expenditures mean all the expenses associated with environmental protection
incurred by or on behalf of the organization with a view to prevent, reduce, control and document
environmental aspects, environmental impact and environmental hazards. They include the costs of
waste handling, treatment, environmental improvement and environmental damage remediation.
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Region of primary activities of PJSC ALROSA means the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) where the Company
is registered as a legal entity, where the main production facilities are located and where over 90% of its
employees work.

12 subdivisions of PJSC ALROSA are the subdivisions that are parts of the key structural complexes of
PJSC ALROSA and located at northern sites. The aggregate number of employees in these subdivisions
is more than 83% of the total PJSC ALROSA headcount:

Risk means a threat of adverse impact of external and internal factors on the achievement of the
Company’s corporate goals.

Mining and processing complex:

Senior executives mean top managers of the Company occupying senior managerial positions (President,
Vice President, head of a structural subdivision).
Certification means confirmation of conformity of quality to the level required by a quality standard.
Social policy of an enterprise means activities of employers, managers and employees aimed at retaining
and/or changing their social status, satisfying social needs, alignment of social interests, implementation
of social rights and guarantees, provision of social services and social protection of personnel.
Social partnership means a system of relationships between employees (their representatives), employers
(their representatives), public authorities and local self-government bodies aimed at alignment of
interests of employees and employers with regard to regulation of labor relations and other relations
directly linked to them.
Social programs mean the Company’s voluntary efforts to develop and motivate personnel, create beneficial
workplaces, develop corporate culture, and support local community and charity purposes; it has a
systemic nature and is related to the business strategy and aimed at meeting the balanced demands of
different stakeholders. From the managerial point of view, a social program is a set of measures providing
an effective solution for the internal (internal corporate program) or external corporate tasks (external
corporate program) that are aligned with each other in terms of resources, designated employees and
implementation time frame.
Employee turnover means the number of employees that leave the organization voluntarily (other than the
retired employees) or are dismissed for other reasons (violation of labor discipline and by agreement of
the parties).
Injury rate, injuries mean the damage inflicted to an employee’s health caused by an occupational
accident that resulted in occupational disability.
Sustainable development means a concept developed by the United Nations and recognizing the role
of business in ensuring sustainable development of society. The concept of development of the world
community that provides for considering the interests of not only the present generations but also the
interests of future generations (introduced during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992).
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1.

Aikhal Mining and Processing Division

2.

Mirny Mining and Processing Division

3.

Nyurba Mining and Processing Division

4.

Udachny Mining and Processing Division

Exploration complex:
5.

Mirny Exploration Expedition

6.

Mirny Exploration Expedition

Transport and procurement division:
7.

“Almazdortrans” production management division

8.

Mirny Automobile Roads Division

9.

Materials and Equipment Supply Division

Scientific facilities:
10. Yakutniproalmaz Institute
Construction complex:
11. Capital Construction Division
Specialized repair facilities:
12. Almazavtomatika Specialized Trust
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Abbreviations
A

NSPF “Almaznaya Osen” — Almaznaya Osen Non-State Pension Fund

AMPD — Aikhal Mining and Processing Division

O

C

OHSMS — Occupational Health and Safety Management System

CIS — Commonwealth of Independent States

P

CSC — Cultural and Sports Complex

PJSC ALROSA — Public Joint-Stock Company ALROSA

E

PU — production unit

EMS — Environmental Management System

R

EP — environmental protection

R&D — research and development

H

RF — Russian Federation

HEI — higher education institution

RS (Ya) — Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

HRTC — HR Training Center

RSA — Republic of South Africa

I

S

IFRS — International Financial Reporting Standards

SD — specialized division

ISO — International Organization for Standardization

SPA — scientific and production association

IUCN — International Union for Conservation of Nature

U

J

UAE — United Arab Emirates

JSC — Joint-Stock Company

UMPD — Udachny Mining and Processing Division
USA — the United States of America

M

USO — the United Selling Organization

MM — mass media
MMPD — Mirny Mining and Processing Division

V

MSE — managers specialists employees

VHI — voluntary health insurance

N

W

NMPD — Nyurba Mining and Processing Division

WTO — World Trade Organization
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Contact
information
PJSC ALROSA
Office: 6

Office: 17

Lenina Street, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), 678174, Russian
Federation

Okeansky prospekt, Vladivostok, Primorsky Krai, 690091, Russian
Federation

Telephone: +7 (41136) 99000 (3-00-30) 3-01-80

Telephone: +7 (423) 249-18-70

Fax: +7 (41136) 3-04-51

E-mail: LavrentevSS@alrosa.ru

E-mail: info@alrosa.ru

Corporate website: http://www.alrosa.ru

Office: 24

Department for Social Services and Regional Development

Ozerkovskaya naberezhnaya, Moscow, 115184, Russian Federation

Telephone: 8 (41136) 99000 additional 4-24-06

Telephone: +7 (495) 620-92-50, +7 (495) 411-75-25
Fax: +7 (495) 411-75-15

Marketing and PR Department

E-mail: info@alrosa.ru

Public Relations Department
Telephone: +7 (411-36) 99000 (3-13-21) 3-01-80

Office: 8
Ammosova street, Yakutsk, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), 677018

Yakutniproalmaz Institute

Telephone: +7 (411-2) 42-33-28

39 Lenina Street, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), 678174,
Russian Federation

Fax: +7 (411-2) 42-18-15
Social and Economic Research Laboratory
E-mail: yktpredst@alrosa.ru
Telephone: 8 (41136) 99000 additional 4-32-50
RomanovaOE@alrosa.ru

Office: 24
Maksima Gorkogo street, the Orel Region, 302028, Russian
Federation
Telephone: +7 (4862) 43-71-13
Fax: +7 (4862) 43-71-13
E-mail: ak-alrosa@orel.ru
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